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ABSTRACT
Any constructed process or facility changes the environment in an
irrevocable way. Various regulations and guidelines have been enacted
at federal, state, and local levels to control development. The
sociopolitical atmosphere in the United States differs from that found in
the European and Pacific Rim countries in that local groups and the
average citizen doesn't necessarily believe that centralized government
and its experts always act in the best interest of their town, county, or
even state. The tendency to want to be in control of one's own fate at
the grassroots level will be examined.
Additionally, the tendency to treat environmental questions as strictly a
scientific challenge will be examined with the concept that many, if not
most, of the questions surrounding the environmental movement arise
from a social viewpoint rather than from scientifically established
concerns. It must be recognized that such emotional attachments for
environmental concerns are not secondary to scientific realities since the
decision makers in government and industry have the same emotional
feelings and definitely listen to the opinions and comments of their
constituents and peers.
Central Missouri, and particularly the town of Columbia, will be used to
illustrate environmental concerns found in rural America, where the
idea of grassroots movements seems to be alive and well. The reliance
on local initiative, implementation, and administration for regulation
and control of land and property will frame an approach to
understanding environmental concerns in the rural and developing
United States.
Thesis Supervisor: Dr. Fred Moavenzadeh
Title: Director, Center for Construction Research and Education
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A 9r1'e Lown a Country ,Road
Chapter One Environmental Concerns
in Rural America
.A Drive Down a Country Road
Driving east from Sedalia, Missouri on US
Highway 50 is like taking a step backwards in time, at
least as far as the landscape and scenery is concerned.
The speed limit is 55 miles per hour and is
occasionally enforced by a lone highway patrolman.
Along the way are a few signs making one aware of a
town or two that are far enough off of the beaten path
(meaning that it can't be seen from a car on highway)
to escape detection by all but the most observant
passerby. Some of the towns that dot the countryside
include Smithton, Beeman, Otterville, Florence, and
Syracuse.
Syracuse is actually on the highway but one had
better not blink while driving through for fear of
missing the main street shop(s). At various times,
when a local person gets the urge to be their own boss
and open a small business, more than one proprietor
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Ife si&iwaks
are e&evated
twelve feet, a
thnnw6ackto the
horse and 6u& y
ays wlien tliey
were raised to
keep mud away
from the store
fMost towns and
counties in
Missoun have no
zoning: your
next door
neh b6or may 6e
a 6ankora iog
is to be found in the little town. There is basically no
barrier to entry in Syracuse's business world. Rent will
probably be on the order of $100 dollars a month (or
less) for 600 square feet of retail space. The main
street is all that is really left from the old town which
burned to the ground many years back. At one time,
Syracuse was the westward end of the railroad system
before the push to unite the east and west coasts
reached fruition in Utah.
Along the south side of the road is the small row
of shops that comprise main street. The sidewalk is
elevated about 12 feet above the roadway, presumably
to keep the muck and gunk of the dirt street away
from the shops in days of old. There have been a
couple features describing the town on local television
stations over the years, touting the rustic, small town
flavor afforded to visitors. Right next to the shops is
the Thomas livestock market that mainly is in the
business of buying and selling hogs for the major
markets in the area at Kansas City, St. Louis, or
Omaha. The pens sometimes hold animals for a day
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or two and even though some of the townsfolk
occasionally complain, there is really nothing that can
be done to either mitigate the smell or make the
market move into the country.
Across the road is Koenke's Garage, with many
different automobiles in various states of repair and
disrepair. Down the road from the garage is ExCel
Keat fanns dot Milling company, a local feed mill that provides
the countYysidi. everything from dog food to chicken feed to salt and
) stopp iy fkept
fann is a sgn of mineral blocks to delivery of bulk feed to your farm. It
aziness. <Even
in tougi times, is a mainstay in this little community of slightly over
though tfie 6am 200 people.
may not 6e
fsh/'y paint e4; Tarming as a 'Way of £fe
the fencerow wilf
e neat. Continuing east on Highway 50, the countryside
once again takes over, barely broken by the village of
Syracuse. The grasslands along the way have fences to
keep the livestock from wandering about. Some of the
fence is of the prickly, barbed-wire variety while other
fence is smooth woven wire. Some farms are very
neatly kept. The pastures are clipped to a uniform
height, whether by the appetite of cattle and sheep or
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qJe roads don't
&wavefonna(
names; they are
namedafier the
fami es that
have fvedalong
them for
generations.
qliefanns, whir
enjoyedfor
naturalbeauty
and the Eie, are
pnrimaiy viewe
as a means of
ma *g a Eving.
In a 6oifmove,
the government
afoweuerosion-
prone anito 6e
enroladin a
program to keep
the rand fafow
for ten years.
!Erosion resistant
grasses are
plantedand
maintainedin
tfiefiels.
by the gnawing of the brushhog (a heavy-duty
lawnmower drawn by a tractor) is not always apparent
nor really that important, as long as it is kept neat. A
railroad track runs along the north side of the road
and is crossed at many little roads such as the Claas
crossing, just west of Tipton, Missouri.
The farms in the area are used for production.
It may be grain production: corn, wheat, beans, or
corn. The land may be used in livestock production:
beef, pork, sheep. Whatever the use, it is in
production, for farmers to earn a living. The only
exceptions are lands identified by the Department of
Agriculture as being particularly prone to erosion. In
that case, many farmers have taken the option to
enroll the land in the Conservation Reserve Program
(CRP). The land is fallow for ten years and the farmers
receive payments of rent for the land in lieu of the
revenues that could have been expected if the farm
was in production. The land has to have some type of
cover planted on it to help keep the ground from
eroding while in the program. The government pays
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Agricufture stiff
comes the closest
to 6eing a picture
ofpure
competition in
the market 6ased
economy.
Onefarm doesn't
have any control
over the price of
grain or the
going ratefor
porlk
for half the cost to seed the land. Most of the land in
the Moniteau County area receives payment of around
sixty-five dollars per acre which doesn't seem like a
whole lot of revenue for an entire acre of land for the
whole year, but with the way the farming economy is
these days, its not bad. By the time seed, fertilizer,
pesticides, herbicides, equipment, fuel, labor, and
incidental expenses are paid in a farming operation, it
is hard to realize much profit.
The agricultural market is nearest to a true
market based, free competition system as there is in
the United States. Even with farm programs that are
designed to control supply to some extent, the ability
to incorporate market strategy to affect the market is
virtually impossible because of the huge number of
producers and the commodity status of the product.
The farmers in Tipton may act like or talk like they
want to be able to control the markets. Everyone
wants to be in a little more control of their economic
situation, but the reason they are farmers isn't for a
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TFanners don't
choosefarning
with the hope of
changing the
market structure
to control their
own dkstiny;
they do itfor a
love of the land-
and the stye of
living.
sense of power in controlling their business. It is the
farthest thing from that.
People who are farmers do it because they love
tending to their crops and animals in order to provide
the market with food. They, in turn, are able to
provide food for their own family. It is basically that
simple.
In the days that the founding fathers of our
country were busily pursuing of life, liberty, and
happiness, it was somewhat naturally assumed that
such a system allowing the vast majority of Americans
the opportunity to own land to produce what was
needed would be the strongest driving principle in the
search for freedom and democracy. The sentiment
was that one should be a land owning person (either
his own house in town or a farm in the countryside)
before the right of suffrage was granted. In terms of
controlling the land or preserving it, the feeling was
that the landowner would take care of his land in the
way that is best because, naturally, there is no way
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It was assumed
that no one
w•uldhiann his
own lan4 his
most precious
asset.
It is hard to
6eleve that
anyone involved
in afederalor
state program
actuafly gives a
damn about
indwiifuaf
farmers affected
6y the ndes.
that one would intentionally harm the most precious
possession, property.
Many farmers still have this type of an attitude.
When programs are enacted on state and federal
levels, it is hard to believe that anyone involved in the
effort really gives a damn about the people who will be
affected by the rules. Within the boundaries of one's
own property, it seems pretty easy to figure out who is
the most qualified to decide what is good and what
isn't for the land. The need to comply with Federal
programs is still in many cases considered voluntary
(no one had to enroll in the CRP program) but policy
makers are shrewd enough to put out enough of a
carrot that farmers will join, even if it isn't particularly
what they would prefer to do.
A vy pical'farming Community
Coming back to our journey along route 50, the
driver now encounters the town of Tipton, my home
town. In driving around the town of Tipton, a wide
variety of scenes are to be expected. The town itself is
small, a little over 2,000 people call Tipton home.
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Driving in from the west one is greeted by the full size
billboard erected by the Chamber of Commerce or the
City itself (or maybe both) that proclaims:
fIie conservative
community
decided to do a
Ittle boasting
when it changed
its sgn from
6eing a 'yood"'
place to live and
work to a 'lreat"
place to ive and
Uwke
For several years it actually read 'a "good" place
to live and work' but the powers that be finally
decided that the sign should be a little more
enthusiastic about the community.
The town basically survives on agriculture and
factory work. Unfortunately, the factory work has
been dwindling. A few years ago, the pants factory
closed its doors. Several hundred people were left
without a job. Just last year the main Stride Rite shoe
factory closed (a smaller molding plant remains), again
meaning the loss of several hundred jobs. Another
manufacturer of outdoorswear set up shop in that
factory, but the number of jobs offered was small and
the pay was barely minimum wage (the shoe factory
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WELCOME TO TIPTON,
A GREAT PLACE TO LIVE AND WORK!
A y{opia/ f-orm/hg Commanifr
Ie Govemnor
was Master of
Cermonies in
welioming a
factory that
emp&oyemany
fewerpe#opr at
much Iower
wages than tlhe
factory that Ieft
town. Hfe d'dn
take any interest
in Tipton when
it wasfighting
to save the
ongnarjo6s.
Tie maintayof
the economy is
definitely
agricu mtur
had very high wages for factory work in the area).
Many local residents remarked about the fact that the
Governor came as the head of ceremonies for
welcoming a new factory (that basically employed few
people at low wages) to town while he never took any
interest in the town at all while it was fighting to save
the existing industry. Photo-op type situations seem
best suited to the politicians. One factory, Fasco,
seems to be doing all right. Fasco makes small motors
such as those that go in ceiling fans.
The town has some other industry, including
Koechner Manufacturing, the world's leader in turkey
coop manufacturing and Tipton Iron Works, a startup
company making sawmill equipment for the pallet
industry, but the mainstay of the economy is definitely
agriculture. The downtown Missouri Farmers
Association (MFA) elevator went broke several years
ago and central management from the headquarters in
Columbia came in and took over the show. Another
elevator has begun limited operations just west of the
city limits. Stock Farm Services is a branch of an
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ri& is hurt as
#caff owvned
andoperated
6usinesses
6ecome
controlfed6by
outside interests.
Peope want to
control their own
lestiny at a grass
roots Level
i eprofitsfiom
the focalgrocery
store, ger6es
(started?
Tipton native
TFrankIJGer6es
nowprob6aby
end up in 7roger
Iheadquarters in
New Jersey.
elevator located in the nearby town of California,
Missouri. The problem is that neither elevator has a
true home owned and operated flavor. To be sure,
both facilities use people from the area for both
workers and management but the town lost a lot when
the farmers cooperative failed and corporate MFA had
to take over.
The MFA is on one end of Main Street (actually
Moniteau Street) and the Gerbes grocery store is on
the other end. The Gerbes store chain was a home
grown business that set up stores in several other
towns. Several years ago it was purchased by Dillons
in Springfield, Missouri so that basically meant that
profits from operations were shipped out of the
community as fast as the bank could get it done. A
few years after the Dillon purchase, Kroger, a national
superchain of food stores bought Dillons so the profits
generated in Tipton and other surrounding towns
from the Gerbes trade now probably end up in
corporate headquarters in New Jersey.
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Mtany towns
have 6ecome
6edroom
communities
with 6ttle
6usiness or
industry of their
Between Gerbes and MFA, there are a few
downtown shops. The Rexall drug store is locally
owned and operated as the TV and Stereo World and
Dennis's Clothing. The local paper, The Tipton Times,
makes its home in a downtown storefront and there is
a weight room, a flower shop, and Williams
Enterprises. Mr. Williams does everything from
photographing photo finishes at racetracks to selling
merchandise in a scratch and dent shop. He is
definitely trying to revitalize the downtown of Tipton.
1rying ~Times for RuraHT mwns
Over the years, the town has basically become a
bedroom community. People work at factories in
other towns or a the state capital in Jefferson City
which is 45 minutes east of Tipton on ol' Highway 50
or in Columbia, about an hour northeast of Tipton.
There have been perennial initiatives to keep business
in Tipton for the past 20 years (known from personal
experience) but most of them don't seem to catch hold
for a variety of reasons. Every time things seem to be
going O.K., a factory seems to close (generally after
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MO iBuc.is a
government
initiative to
place treasury
finds in small
banks to
encourage smafl
loans to focal
citizens and
6usinesses.
tie conservation
commission
aggressively
purchases land
for wia ife
reserves. Some
of the groundis
agriculturalfand
repeated pledges from company officials that nothing
is really the matter) and it has the general effect of
disheartening the town. People do try to support local
businesses, but it is hard for the businesses to be price
competitive in trying economic times.
Various state programs have been enacted to
stimulate economic growth. One called MO Bucks
encourages investment by placing state treasurer
funds in local banks and allowing the banks to loan
the money at low interest rates to businesses that can
grow or expand the economy. Unfortunately, while
the program is getting praises statewide, on the local
level it seems that not much has changed. The county
seat, California, has some land that has been declared
an economic development zone by the state, but to be
honest, the citizens in Tipton feel that California
getting such status is just another instance of the
powers that be overlooking the community.
Just south of town, near Fortuna, Missouri, the
Missouri Conservation Commission has formed the
Manito Lake Wildlife area. The land comprises over
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1,000 acres of what was farmland and grassland used
for agricultural purposes up to a few years ago. There
is a lake of about 70 acres located at the east end of
the area that is a major attraction point for migrating
waterfowl in both the spring and fall.
1ie City's View of the Country
I lived on a farm across the fence from the
wildlife area when I was growing up. Our farm had a
twenty-three acre lake located across a the gravel road
from the entrance to the wildlife area. Though the
land was clearly posted as
on a typical Saturday, fifteen or more people would
climb the fence to try their luck fishing in our pond or
shooting geese from a different vantage point. (I can
remember times when as many as 2500 Canadian
snow geese would gather on the pond and
surrounding field on our farm.)
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People wanting
to hunt wouvif
franticatfy hai
you whife you
were diiving the
tractort: •ou
couldn't ignore
them 6ecause
they mglht really
6e hurt or in an
emergency
situation.
People dont do
it [6otheryou to
askpenmission to
hunt, hike, or
fish] to 6e a
nuisance, but
they definitely
don t rearize the
inconvenience
that the
cumulative
efects of a
multitude of
nature seekers
can impose on a
farmer trying to
get some worik
done.
Even the people who asked permission were a
little bit out of hand. Imagine trying to do work on a
Saturday or Sunday, to only have to stop every twenty
to thirty minutes for permission to hunt or fish. It
usually meant more than stopping and then starting
work. It usually happened when the tractor (with you
upon it) was at the far end of a field and someone
would frantically be jumping up and down to get your
attention. Many times, assuming someone or
something in eminent danger by the frantic gestures
and attempts to get my attention, I would pull the
cultivator out of the ground to head to the gravel road
to be greeted by a outdoorsman from St. Louis or
Kansas City who just can't get over the natural beauty
of our land and wondered if it would be possible to
hunt, fish, or simply hike the land for a few hours.
Upon getting permission, the next phase of the
conversation would turn to What is the best part of the
land for rabbits? or Which cove on the pond promises
the best bass? or Where might the wild turkeys roost? or
any of a million other questions.
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¶No matter how
much one tnes, it
is hardto
remem6er that
thesegreat
e-panses ofgreen
space are what
yiethie crops
andfvestock
that are sold to
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qliefanner
doesn't uhave time
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virtues of nature
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with every one of
the cityfolks
whfo stops and
wants a
discourse on
nature.
This is a scenario repeatedly played over and
over on thousands of farms every weekend. People
don't do it to be a nuisance, but they definitely don't
realize the inconvenience that the cumulative effect of
a multitude of nature seekers can have on a farmer
trying to get some work done. The biggest problem is
perspective. It is hard for someone visiting the
country to contain the joy and awe of being in areas
without traffic congestion and without tall buildings
and without massive expanses of concrete signaling
progress and the taming of the environment. No
matter how much one tries, it is hard to remember
that these great expanses of green space are what
yield the crops and livestock that are sold to put food
on the tables of families. While the farmer is probably
more passionate about the beauty and ruggedness of
his land than the city admirer is, he or she doesn't
have time to extol the virtues of nature or farm living
with every one of the city folks who stops and wants a
discourse on nature.
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Some people who come to the country realize
this but others don't. I can't count the number of
times that I repaired fence during hunting season
because of hunters who either inadvertently snapped
the fence or those who did it on purpose. I've never
been so mad in my life as when I saw a fellow take
pliers and actually cut barbed wire to make it easier
for his portly hunting buddies to get into the field.
Those type of stories and memories leave a bad
taste in the mouth of people from rural lands. It's
more than simply a distrust of people in terms of
personal morals or responsibility. It is even more than
a distrust of those who haven't ever gotten their hands
dirty by cultivating the soil, or swinging an ax, or
scooping manure. There is a base level mistrust of
those who live, work, and normally recreate in other
areas who suddenly come in and try to subject your
area to their conditions, regulations, and expectations.
The Town's -Mark of Success
Anything of any degree of importance or success
that happens in Tipton comes from local initiative. A
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festival called Fremont Days is held each fall at the
Maclay Mansion, a two-story brick affair that has
housed a women's seminary in years past and
currently serves as a museum of sorts for the town.
You can get a tour of the house from a member of the
Maclay Historical Society, dressed in 1800s attire. The
celebration consists of everything from the local
Everyth is football team in a handless pie eating contest to local
hiome groww and farmers exhibiting their collection of arrow heads.
the community
pufsr togethferto Every aspect of the event is local. The parade has the
make things
happen, without Tipton High School band, the downtown is roped off
outs 'daid(or for games and crafts on the first day of the festival,
may6e more
accurately said;... and even my father applauded the efforts of the
community for coming together for the effort (and
trust me, that says a lot).
Each Fourth of July, the local Jaycees Club raises
money for the town fireworks display. Every year it
appears that there won't be enough money to make a
good show; but every year the fears are allayed as
people step forward to help with the cause. People
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Nione of the
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and businesses scrape together what they can spare
(and sometimes what they can't).
Downtown also is home to a new community
center. It just opened in the fall of 1992, so it is hard
to predict what sort of an impact it will have on the
town, but if I were a betting person, my bet is that it
will be a success.
The common thread in all of these small
endeavors is that it is people from Tipton working
together to make things happen in Tipton. None of
the programs listed get any kind of grant money or
support from outside of the community. It would be
interesting to see if the town would take the money if
it were offered. Well, if the money were offered, I
suppose it would be taken!
The feeling that pervades the area is that if
money is available, its probably too little too late, but
it's better than nothing. Farmers begrudgingly accept
federal crop subsidies, wishing that they were able to
compete in a global market without the need for
subsidization. There is almost a bitterness in
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accepting such handouts. It draws back on the fact
that everything the community has is derived from
within. The community center is self-supported. The
Fremont Days is self-supported. The fireworks are
self-supported. The city park is self-supported. And
on and on and on......
Is there Equity for SmalfTlown •America?
Tiptonites aren't upset about funding and
raising money for all of these activities. What people
are upset about is the fact that larger communities
(and even some smaller ones which are incredibly
clever) get to tap into federal and state revenue for
grants to help cover the cost of similar or substitute
programs. The events in Tipton are very much like
those in thousands of other communities across the
country. The point is that such events are all that the
community gets to offer its citizens. In another town
it may be a museum or a zoo while in Tipton it is the
Maclay Home. In other towns it might be the
symphony, ballet, or theater. In Tipton it is the town
dance at the fairgrounds municipal shelter. In a big
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city it might be a pro football, baseball, or basketball
team. In Tipton it is the coed softball league.
Tipton wouldn't change the flavor of what it
does or what it can offer its citizens if it could (or
probably even if, for some reason, it was told to) but
there is a deep resentment that the leisure time
activities enjoyed by other people in other parts of the
country (specifically the more populated parts) tend to
have their lifestyles subsidized by outside agencies (i.e.
tax dollars). Artistic endeavors receive funding from
National Endowment for the Arts but aren't enjoyed by
the taxpayers in rural areas. States tend to finance all
sorts of perks in large cities for sports teams (among
other projects) and the people in outstate areas
definitely don't get much benefit from the efforts.
Money that the federal government plows into
Community Development Block Grants (CDBGs) is
looked upon as fighting a lost cause. Typical farmer
Joe won't go as far as to suggest that city people
should come to the country to live where life is
simpler and the people are just, plainly and simply,
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nicer, but he doesn't hesitate to moan and groan over
the fact that his tax dollars are going to subsidize
those people living in the city.
There is, of course, the other viewpoint; many
people around the country feel that all farm programs
should be axed. The argument basically involves the
fact that as agriculture tends to become more
commercialized, the bulk of American food is being
produced by faceless corporations rather than
individual farmers. Some farm legislation is geared
toward preventing abuse by those corporate giants but
some is not. The farmer still wonders if he or she is
getting a fair shake; the city is subsidized for leisure
activities (which the farmers rarely are afforded the
chance to enjoy) and the rural area is subsidized on
food production (which everyone in America needs to
survive).
People also have an inherent distrust of so
called experts. A study looking into greenhouse effect
contribution of methane from cows belching sounds
funny but represents a waste of money on studies that
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'Views of rRights as Property Owners
The main concern on the minds of many
Americans is their rights as property owners. People
who own property sometimes mistrust the motives of
those who don't. To own property takes an incredible
amount of hard work and sacrifice on the part of the
average working American. The toil, sweat, and
hardship is rewarded by owning property, something
that nobody can [theoretically] take from you or tell
you what to do with, supposedly.
The laws of the land do permit some
infringement on the rights of property owners, but
only after great deliberation and careful consideration
as to how to allow such measure to be used. Taking
land by eminent domain, for the good of society as a
whole, is the right of the government in certain
circumstances. Condemnation by eminent domain is
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If whife taking usually a last resort method of obtaining land these
a dse doiwn a
gadve countay days; land is usually acquired through negotiation.grnwerecountry
road; one were to The pride in ownership of land is a notion that
see afann with a
fencemwfidof may be at the root of seeming conflict between
mftiffora rose, property rights advocates and some environmental
tfiony locust,
various ivies, movements. Environmentalists may contend that it is
andsage6mli a
person from the arrogant to think that people can really own any part
city migt marvel of the earth. If, while taking a drive down a graveled
at the 6eauty of
theplants and country road, one were to see a farm with a fencerow
thle variety of
6ird andgame full of multiflora rose, thorny locust, various ivies, and
that cal thlefsagebrush a person from the city might marvel at thefmncerow home,
whife those in beauty of the plants and the variety of birds and game
thefarmnning
communie g that call the fencerow home. The farmer who ownscommunity
'O"dknow the farm across the road, contained within a neatly
that hard times
must have hit constructed fence with nary a sprout growing in line
thie farmerif
with the wire knows that either times are tough forthfiere imn't
enougi money to the neighbor farmer and he doesn't have the funds
keep the
fencerow clean. needed to help eradicate the brush from his fencerow
or he is basically a lazy farmer who takes no pride in
keeping his land as neat and orderly as possible.
There may be a little bit of sympathy in the case of
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hard economic times, but there will probably also be a
feeling that inattention to details (such as keeping the
fencerow clean) is part of the problem and not merely
a symptom. As Robert Frost said, good fences make
good neighbors.
When other landowners don't pay attention to
their property, it reflects badly on the whole area. It is
interesting to consider that some of the people who
might criticize the wanton destruction of the flora and
fauna of a fencerow due to environmental reasons
may be members of neighborhood associations that
advocate certain regulations and restrictions on how
other property owners in the area maintain their land
and houses. They are worried about their property
values. The value is what establishes worth of their
hard work.
It is the same issue for the landowner. That
land is not only a sign of what he or she has worked
hard to purchase - to own - but it also provides the
workplace to earn a living. Their stake is thus
two-fold. One, land provides a testament to their hard
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work and sacrifice over the years in their everyday
living and two, the land itself is nurtured and
cultivated and developed. Environmentalists often
refer to this use as exploitation but that is the last
term on earth that a farmer or forester or landowner
would use to describe the use of the land.
In the days of Jefferson, the truest and maybe
most eloquent defender of the rights of the property
holders, "management of land....was not a proper
function of government. It was the prerogative of the
individual."' The reasoning seems to basically be that
as a landowner, it is naturally ridiculous to assume
that anything to harm one's own land would actually
be perpetuated. That would basically be like shooting
one's self in the foot or shooting the goose that laid
the golden egg.
-Attempts at £and'Use Reguiation in !issouri
Such a sentiment still seems alive and well in
rural Missouri today. Land use restrictions are less
than enthusiastically embraced. With the exception of
St. Louis, Kansas City, Springfield, and Columbia,
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zoning is a foreign concept to the state. In an
interview with David A. Shorr, at the time head of the
DEQ (Department of Environmental Quality) at the
DNR (Department of Natural Resources) for the state of
Missouri and now the newly appointed head of the
DNR as of January 1993, he indicated that he had
kiddingly told a legislative group that "I am proposing
siting a landfill in every county in Missouri so just so I
can get zoning."2 Reactions to NIMBY (Not in My
Backyard Syndrome) siting situations seems to be the
only instance that people will even consider curbing
some of their landowners rights in favor of not
necessarily government planning of land use but at
least in favor of being able to squelch any unwanted
development. That point is important. Even where
zoning seems to be tolerated, it may be more out of a
sense of needing to be able to keep unwanted entities
out. As far as everyday planning and land use, people
still see that as the right and responsibility of the
property owner.
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So getting back to the hypothetical drive
lliefannres mn
source ofprii is through central Missouri, one sees a range of
fer or his I~nd and
t also serve as farmland. Most of it is neat as a pen while some has
fi1 orlf er idn obviously seen better days. The people who live in the
source ofincome.
iJer is no wary farmhouses and who live in town but farm for a living
that they want
are a tough proud people. They are their own bosses(andas much as
possi 6 f, wif and have sacrificed in many ways to hang onto the life
amow) outside
rqgulation of that probably their family has followed for
wat tey do y generations. Their main source of pride is their land
'overment
Wences. and it also serves as their main source of income.
There is no way that they want (and as much as
possible, will allow) outside regulation of what they do
TFarinm is a by government agencies.
6usiness andif
yieli are not The distrust of outsiders running things is a
ma med they
won t Iawe teir developed aversion, not simply an innate distrust of
fann come spring. those who, so to speak, have no stake in what happens
to their land, livelihood, and pursuit of happiness.
Decisions made as to what to do with their land in
terms of application of fertilizers, herbicides, and
pesticides are made with a couple of ideas in mind.
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First (in most cases) is a need for maximum economic
one needs to return. Farming is a business and if yields are not
realize that maximized, they won't have their farm come spring.
fan•ers aren't
against measures Any chance at laying off some of the risk associated in
that make good  g  farming is generally laid off and if chemical
environmenta(
sense, though applications are a perceived way at laying off some of
many
enyaronmenta&ts the risk, they will be utilized. Risk aversion is as
mht di'agree. prevalent in farming as in any business undertaking.
The second thing to realize is that farmers
aren't against measures that make good
environmental sense, though many environmentalists
might disagree. No-till techniques (planting without
disturbing the soil bed by plowing or disking) have
become widely used in most areas as has the use ofIt is naturafto
assume that as drilling crops normally planted in wide rows. Drilling
6etter, more
ecolgicalmethods involves planting in very narrow rows (around 7")
are •feveloped; instead of rows as wide as 38". Such drilling has the
they wilf6e
implemented double effect of soil conservation and making the
plant canopy close and thick enough to shade out late
coming weeds as they try to get a foothold. Farmers
continuously experiment with types of pest control
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and it is natural to assume that as better, more
ecological methods are developed, they will be
implemented.
The ruralist might get tired of city visitors, but
f1ie ruralit m/git at the same time realizes how lucky he or she is to live
get tireof city
viritoa, but at the the life that seems so appealing (at least for a weekend
same time reafzes
uhow fc he or or a vacation) to those who live in the cities. Property
she is to ERe the owners have an obligation to keep their land in good
life that seems so
appealing (at liast shape. But they feel that how they do that is their own
for a week~edor a business. The extent of government regulation
vacation) to those
whio v e in the existing now is that property is taxed for county,
cities.
school, and local purposes. There may be a feeling
that over-zealous improvements will lead to a higher
tax base, but it definitely is not something that keeps
the majority of landowners from making property
improvements.
The property owners are self-reliant. Around
Tipton, they seem to be held together by a common
bond of "it's us against the world." This doesn't lend
itself to hastily formed alliances for this cause or that
cause, because such reactionary groups are seen as
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inherently weak and almost always formed in a
reactionary mode to block initiatives , usually business
related. Such movements to block progress are viewed
with a wary eye.
Implications for Regufation of Develbpmnent
A determination to control one's own destiny,
coupled with occasional distrust of regulators who
seemingly don't know much about what they are
regulating (and who definitely don't have any stake in
the outcome if they are sitting in an office in
Washington D.C. or even the state capital) effectively
outlines the fact that most new regulations will be
implemented and regulated from the local level
whenever possible. Hopefully such regulations will be
socially efficient for three main reasons. One, since it
cost money to enforce regulations, there will be
careful implementation of controls. The day when the
federal government provided money freely for
government programs is gone and municipalities will
dig into their own pocket. Two, if there is a chance
that statewide (or even national measures) might come
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along, it is felt that it might be better to have a foot in
the door, so to speak, with effective local control, such
as in environmental impact requirements. And three,
if need for regulation is perceived, it is a relatively safe
bet that not many people are going to feel comfortable
waiting for the state or national government to
identify the problem and go through red tape, possible
for years, to finally enact laws to protect a Midwestern
town. If that happens, it might be too little too late or
as a professor I once had liked to say, a fast (or slow)
train to the wrong station.
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S Flader, Susan L. Opening Session Remarks, Transactions
of the Forty-first North American Wildlife and Natural Resources
Conference. Washington, D.C., March 22, 1976
2 Shorr, David A. Director DEQ of MO DNR. Interview,
August 24, 1992.
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Chapter Two The Tipton Terrorists
and NIMBY
HOLD YOUR BREATH
NEXT 2 MILES,
THIS IS PCB COUNTRY!
N U
Sign located near PCB transfer facility in Tipton, Missouri
during the construction of the facility and initial operation
-An Environmentallssue in RuraflMissouri
What I remember as my first real contact with an
environmental issue came during my sophomore and
junior years in high school. A firm called US Ecology
proposed siting a hazardous waste transfer facility
just outside of the city limits of my town, Tipton,
Missouri. It was quite controversial. The classic Not
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In My Back Yard (NIMBY) syndrome was experienced
firsthand, but, to be honest, I hadn't even heard of the
term NIMBY and I don't recall hearing the term surface
in Tipton at that time. NIMBY tends to be a term used
to draw attention to the rather myopic look that
communities often have; it doesn't serve as a very
good rallying point for citizens organized to stop a
development in their community. To be sure, while
the general feelings captured by NIMBY are what
makes protest groups cohesive, it is not something
that can be vocalized or put on posters to foster
sympathy towards or fervor about the cause.
The situation in Tipton was fear of the unknown.
The facility was sited to accept and transfer (not store)
Polychlorinated Biphenyl (PCB) waste comprised of
drained oil from electric transformers, the
transformers themselves, the oil used for flushing, and
the clothing of the workers involved in transferring
the material.
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When developed, PCBs looked like a Godsend: it is
cheap to make; the physical size of transformers was
significantly reduced because PCB treated oil could
transfer much more heat on a per volume basis so
fabrication costs were reduced; and the visual impact
of transformers was less because of the resulting
smaller size. Another useful benefit was that the oil
(when drained) could be used for a variety of purposes.
Used oil is great for holding down dust problems on
county gravel roads during the summer months.
Unfortunately, I personally have taken used motor oil
from our tractors and spread it in front of our home
when we lived in the country. This oil didn't contain
PCBs, but contamination of the land with petroleum
products isn't any small problem.
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A Brief Note on PCBs
PCBs were utilized for their capacity to dissipate heat.
PCBs are mixed with oil and fill transformer casings to provide
a medium for heat dissipation for the coils of the transformer.
The coils are tightly wound to "~step down" (take the voltage from
the high level used for efficient transmission to relatively low
values - 220V or 110V) the voltage of the electrichty going into
your home.
continued next page
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in the past.
Oil is also very effective at packing sand greens on golf
courses to craft a true putting surface. There are
rumors to the effect that such uses on local golf
courses may have been the resting place for some of
the oil drained from transformers before the hazards
of PCBs were well documented. 1
Scientists now believe that PCB's are very harmful.
Studies indicate that the ingestion of PCB
contaminated animals (particularly fish) causes the
toxin to bioaccumulate in the adipose (fatty) tissue in
animals. Each time more contaminate is eaten, more
builds up in the body. PCB's have been determined to
be carcinogenic and also have been linked to causing
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A Brief Note on PCBs, continued
One consequence of the "stepping down" process is that heat is
generated The heat needs to be diss ipated and oil is used
because its specific heat allows it to absorb a great deal of heat
energy. A good way to think about the process is this: if you
turn on two burners and place a kettle of water on one and a
kettle of oil on the other, which will boil first? The water of
course. This shows that the oil has a greater heat capacity than
the water. It can absorb much more heat than water is able to
before becoming unstable. The addition of PCBs allows the oil
to become incredibly more efficient in dissipating heat. This
meant that transformers for electric lines could be significantly
....smaller because less oil was needed to cool the coils.......................... .......uri n.two:-**..,rnen:::WW :p+qq "'k 11a:: f watr on ne an
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birth defects.2 It is understandable that people
wouldn't want such poison in their backyard.
.A Community Split by the EnvironmentafIssue
Most people don't know a whole lot about the
scientific questions surrounding PCBs. High school
chemistry doesn't exactly prepare one to understand
all of the subtleties of the double benzene ring
molecule that forms PCBs. Even without knowing
which hazards were real and which were merely put
out as propaganda, the war cry of the opponents,
basically "PCB's now, what later?," left a little to be
desired for anyone wanting a rational defense of their
view on whether or not to locate the facility in the
community.
Such a cry didn't address the fact that rural
Missouri produced more than its fair share of PCB
waste, and it wasn't exactly right to take the position
of shoveling the problem somewhere else. Such is the
case in nearly every NIMBY syndrome case discussed or
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heard of today. Nothing unique about it unless it is
"your backyard" at this particular time.
But think about it, what could be more in
someone's backyard than a transformer? These
humming contraptions are around everywhere you
look. If someone was worried about the hazards of
PCBs, why weren't they thankful that US Ecology was
aiding in the process of PCB elimination? Such
shortsightedness characterizes how environmental
issues are perceived - in terms of other considerations.
The siting meetings were somewhat ironic. Some
of the strongest opponents of the facility were
probably among the worst polluters in the area. If you
look in the ditches of local farms, it is definitely not an
uncommon sight to see discarded farm chemical
containers lying about. Some might argue that those
containers posed a more serious threat than exposure
to PCB's.
The people for the facility (or at least not against it)
fit into two categories. One group always argues for
jobs. No matter what, jobs are needed. The other
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group is characterized by the attitude of an electric
utility worker in the fact that he has worked "up to his
elbows"3 in PCB contaminated oil for years and nothin'
has happened to him. The approach of all sides left
something to be desired.
I found myself feeling that it may not be all that
bad to allow the company to locate in Tipton, but the
feeling wasn't based on a scientific understanding of
the issues; it came more from a gut reaction that we
should probably help with cleaning up some of the
problem that our utilities had created. It seems that
the other side didn't really have much scientific basis
for their arguments either. To be sure, they argued
the scientific uncertainties involved in the PCB issue
(and more strongly the possibility that additional
chemicals might be accepted at a later date or that
disposal instead of transfer might take place), but it
wasn't for purely environmental reasons. People were
scared to death that the value of their property would
decrease.
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The people opposed to the facility were very good
at gathering media attention through various protests
and minor vandalism activities. A Star Magazine story
in the Kansas City Star joiined the Tipton Times in
referring to the situation as the Tipton Terrorists.4
Tipton became famous nearly overnight.
The article mentioned the famous sign with which
the story commenced (the billboard denouncing that
you were entering PCB country). Every time I saw the
sign, I imagined little critters (PCBs) running around,
kind of like the beer commercial telling you to watch
out for the Artesians. The signs stayed up well into
the construction of the facility. All the signs did at
that point was promote the type of publicity that
might cause land values to drop.
During the construction of the facility, some
regulation or another required that a facility with the
type of permit granted to US Ecology had to have a
security guard posted around the clock. As a
Pinkerton "We Never Sleep" security guard, firsthand
experience watching for vandals, pranks, and
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problems was acquired. Generally, the 11 p.m. to 7 am
shift was worked in the summer and during school the
hours shifted to 12 am to 8 am, just leaving enough
time to make the 8:15 a.m. bell. Not much happened
at the site. A few rowdy drunks would raise a little
hell now and then. I also had to pick up nails at the
entrance to the construction site more than once. The
nails weren't dropped by workers, they were thrown
out by protesters of the project.
To be honest, one night was a little scary. There
was a lot of noise coming from the cornfield that
surrounded the site, more than the normal rustling of
a den of coyotes or the travel of deer. It occurred to
me that some of these people opposed to the facility
weren't exactly rational (at least by my standards).
Being a big fellow and about six and one-half feet tall,
I made a pretty good target in the middle of the razed
construction site that was newly illuminated by several
good security lights. The first thing that came
through my mind was the fact that I sure would have
liked that corn field to be replaced by short grass or
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even an ugly, flat parking lot with no foliage to hide
behind.
One morning, around 5:00 am, a blaze broke out
in a pile of construction debris located about 300
yards from the guardhouse. It was located between
the guardhouse and the road, so it was impossible to
see if anyone had approached the area from the
roadway. There had been some burning of
construction debris the day before that might have
been rekindled, and it is probable that no one aided in
starting the fire. The sheriff's dispatch office was
informed that there was a fire at the US Ecology
construction site, but that it was only a rubbish pile
and was not in an area that would allow it to spread.
The dispatcher said that he would send someone out.
After some time, every siren equipped vehicle in what
seemed the tri-county area showed up. The firemen
were demanding to know what was going on. Their
information had led them to think there was a major
fire at the US Ecology office in town. One of the US
Ecology workers showed up a little while later and
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indicated that he thought there had been some sort of
explosion. Remaining as calm as possible, the story, as
told to the dispatcher, was repeated. It was incredible
to watch the rumors fly around town after the
incident. People assumed the worst.
Even though most didn't agree with the tactics of
the Tipton Terrorists, in rural America, respect of a
gun comes naturally. The rest of the construction
project and the ensuing operation went pretty
smoothly. But the legend of the Tipton Terrorists lives
today.
RurafzAmerican Perspective on the Environment
The first environmental controversy to hit the
Tipton, Missouri area will most probably not be the
last. The interesting fact about the entire experience
is that the issue of cleaning the environment wasn't
central to any of the arguments for or against the
facility. Those organized against US Ecology could
only think of the health risks associated with having a
higher concentration than normal of PCBs in the
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community. Little attention was paid to the fact that
thousands of transformers on poles around Tipton
itself were full of PCBs and needed to be replaced.
People don't seem convinced that a building built with
umpteen safety features to prevent leaks, spills, and
natural disasters was probably as safe (if not safer) as a
transformer (located only a few feet from one's home)
that could be struck by lightening or could topple with
the utility pole in a windstorm,. that is located only
twenty feet (or closer) from one's home.
To be sure, health concerns were touted and some
experts on the subject were brought in at various
meetings in discussing the risks involved with the
facility. The greatest concern, though, was what such
a facility would do to property values in the area.
In farming families, the care and nurturing of your
land is a lifetime job and the results were that you
could pass it down to the next generation. In a
materialistic society, though, it is hard not to take
stock in the monetary worth of your land to gauge
your self worth. In the modern world, where it is
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nearly impossible to escape the problems of cash flow
and capital improvements that are experienced by
small family farmers and major corporations alike, the
appraisal of property serves as necessary collateral to
remain in business. Thus the love of the land felt by
property owners may extend beyond a love for the
pristine, natural state into a forced dependency on the
land for economic survival.
Such a reliance on and pride in property may be
somewhat difficult for non-property owners to
understand, let alone appreciate. A person living in
the city may go through life without ever owning
much physical property. To be sure, if someone owns
their own car, or even more, their own house, they
may be envied by some of their friends and
contemporaries. But it is also important to realize
that in the city, other ways exist for people to invest
their time and energy into to gain a sense of
self-fulfillment. A person in a city setting may become
a patron of the arts, may collect more in terms of
portable property (artwork, entertainment equipment,
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etc.), and most likely will be able to frequent clubs and
restaurants that give great personal satisfaction. It is
different in the country. A favorite saying while
growing up was:
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The opportunity to attend the ballet, symphony, or
a decent play wasn't to be found within 100 miles,
with the exception of in Columbia (the home of the
main campus of the University of Missouri; the campus
was home to a few events of cultural interest). There
aren't any great music clubs in the area. The
restaurants generally write good but uninspired
menus.
One may ask why anyone would want to be in such
a place. In Tipton, $70,000 will buy an incredibly nice,
new three bedroom house on a half acre lot in town.
My family lives in an older house. It has five bedrooms
and the normal entourage of accompanying rooms
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(one definite drawback - only one bathroom), a
separate one car garage, some of the biggest, most
beautiful trees in the town, and a wishing well in the
front yard............f..or under $20,000! It is not
uncommon to buy a small, 40 acre place with a nice
farmhouse on it for under $50,000. These are all
generalities, but I think the point is surely made.
Making the commitment to buy such property is a
lifelong investment. The prices sound pretty low
compared to land values in an urban setting, and they
are, but the return on investment is correspondingly
lower. My father has practiced law since the age of
twenty-three to support his farming habit. There is
more than simply owning something involved when
land is purchased in the country. It becomes a part of
you and it becomes something worth protecting and
fighting for.
The picture painted between the city and the
country makes the two places appear as different as
night and day. They are. And it isn't even really
apparent that both sides can appreciate or understand
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why the other segment of population lives as they do.
In general, urbanites may be a little more tolerant of
the ideals and lifestyle of those who dwell in rural
America than country folks are of people from the big
city. In a congested city, the image of calm, serene
landscapes and not more than one house per square
mile creates somewhat of a pleasant diversion from
the reality of city blocks without even a blade of grass.
Any trips to the country (while possibly a little on the
boring side) aren't likely to be marred by traffic jams,
cabbies insulting your mother, or having to gasp for
air among the exhaust fumes along the street or
highway.
Trips by people from rural areas to the cities may
not be quite the same. As a kid, the only time that the
famous "You'd better not make me pull this car over"
threat that often was voiced by my father ever really
meant anything was when we had to cut through St.
Louis on the way to New Madrid, Missouri to see my
Grandma. Having to watch out for the "damn city
drivers" who didn't have an ounce of care for their
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fellow motorist and were always in a hurry to get who
knows where took my Dad's full attention. It was
decided that the drivers were always in such a foul
mood because they couldn't stay on 1-70 to go out into
the country; they always had to turn off in the city at
some point.
Admittedly, the hustle and bustle does have an
appeal for some of the people who chance to travel or
maybe go to school in other areas. It seems that such
people have the opportunity to really fully understand
the ideologies of both the rural and urban mindset.
There is also an implied responsibility to think
critically about what some of these ideologies mean to
current topics or problems of the day.
T'echnical Direction of Tfesis
I need to take a time-out for a few minutes to
explain where all of this is going. Sure, it's a nice story
and hopefully, you find it even a little interesting, but
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what does all of this have to do with a Developing
Environment? Plenty.
My thesis will attempt to analyze the historic
values associated with growth, development, and
landowners rights with constraints that encroach or at
least alter some of these basic principles. New "norms"
are being established as the voting population
becomes more sensitive to the issue of protecting the
land. The thesis is not intended to serve as a strategic
device for the construction and development industry
to plot or scheme as to what direction to implement
business plans. The story most definitely shouldn't be
seen as an attempt to galvanize environmental groups
into charting the best possible course of action to
prevent development on all levels. Rather, this thesis
attempts to look at the relevant issues facing
development plans in today's world and in tomorrow's
universe in a way that will help all concerned with the
environment understand (or at least be made aware of)
some other priorities and viewpoints in considering
what is environmentally correct, or more importantly,
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the actions of the council concerning environmental
regulation of construction and development practices
in the area offer some valuable insight into how firms
(e.g. developers, constructors, real estate companies,
etc.) react to change brought about by citizens.
The same democratic process that protects the
rights of the individual and the landowner in doing
what he or she wants with his or her own property is
the mechanism used to enact "new" regulations. It
seems that some values have shifted or evolved. A
thorough introduction of the town of Columbia and
some its people will provide the real backdrop for the
thesis.
When I told my Dad what my research interest
was and what I was doing over the past summer (1992)
in Columbia - gathering the data for the thesis - his
comment was something to the effect of, "I thought
you were going to MIT to learn how to build a bridge
or something. Why do you want to spend your time in
meetings with middle-aged women in long dresses
who have chosen the environment as their current
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cause?" I may be a little hard on my Dad in that
paraphrase (or maybe not!), but it does bring to light
an important fact. Many rural Americans (and I am
sure it is the same in other areas of the world)
perceive environmental activism as another throwback
to the '60s and the flower child mindset of protesting
for the sake of a protest. People often have an
inherent distrust of those who study, think, and
protest rather than work, build, and in their mind,
progress. Aligning the values of these camps may not
be possible, but letting each see the other group as
having a valid viewpoint, and more importantly, a
perspective that must be considered in the everyday
job of business, is an entirely worthy goal for this
thesis.
I will have to admit that I also harbor an innate
distrust of people who "sit on the fence" on issues and
of those who seem to never get around to doing a hard
day's work because they are too busy contemplating
the new paradigm for world order. But I will also
admit to having a deep admiration for those who can
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both work hard and reflect thoughtful purpose
through their actions, as long as it is product of a real
examination of motives and not only for show or
tangential reasons.
My pursuit of a Masters degree at MIT affords me
the chance to think critically about what the term
environment means and requires interpretation of
what it means to other people. I will do my best to
objectively present my findings and rationale
concerning what environmental values mean in
relationship to growth and development in areas that
are basically green belts. Hopefully, the thesis reader
will gain insight into other views on the subject while
at the same time take a look inward to his or her basic
beliefs on the relationship between humankind and
the environment. Most of all, everyone who reads this
book should enjoy his or herself. A significant
reaction is sought, whether it be a feeling of total
disagreement or increased understanding is really not
all that important as long as a thoughtful evaluation
takes place.
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The form of the thesis is definitely different than
the normal MIT thesis, and I am thankful that my
advisor, Dr. Fred Moavenzadeh has been so supportive
of my efforts. Whatever happens to this thesis at the
MIT Library is pretty much beyond my control, but I do
know that I will personally place copies in the libraries
in Columbia, Missouri and at some of the state
agencies that I worked with in my research. Hopefully
a copy will be found on the coffee table in my parent's
home if my Dad allows it in plain sight where the
neighbors can see it.
In order for this thesis to be successful, it has to be
read by more than an occasional graduate student
looking into issues along the same topic.
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From Overviews of Following Sources:
1.1 Polychlorinated Biphenyls - A Toxilogical Review.
Journal of Hazardous Materials, vol. 18 no. 2,
May 1988, pages 113-144.
1.2 Transformer Fluids. IEEE Electrical Insulation
Magazine, vol. 5 no. 4, July-August 1989,
pages 16-19.
'.3 Corporate Literature from Rollins Environmental
Group, owner of Tipton Environmental Technology
(formerly US Ecology site).
2 Polychlorinated Biphenyls - A Toxilogical Review.
Journal of Hazardous Materials, pg 121.
3 Conversation with utility worker, April 1986.
4 Norton, Bill. The Terrorists of Tipton. Star Magazine, The
Kansas City Star, September 21, 1986.
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Ite City of
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anAr6onist to
make
recommendations
concerning the
Land
Preservation
Ordinance passed
by the City
Council Many
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quite shocked to
findout that hie
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Jerry Wright has
been dubbed the
"tree cop" of
Columbia, Missouri
by the local press.
The City Arborist
position was created
to help the
Department of
Public Works
evaluate plans
required by the
Land Preservation
Ordinance. Plans
must be filed when
constructing on
ARBORIST, SPARE THAT TREE. It's
bad enough when our absentee-owned
county hospital proposes to strip the most
attractive piece of open land left near
central Columbia. It's even worse when the
city's new arborist says that's OK. I
thought this guy was supposed to help
enforce the Land Preservation Act, not
chainsaw a hole right through it.
With friends like this, Columbia's
trees don't need any enemies. Of course,
they have some. Foremost among those
enemies are greed and shortsightedness.
You know F'd never accuse the medical
industry of the former, but the latter is a
real possibility. I like Councilman.Karl
Kruse's suggestion to hospital planners:
"back to the drawing board."
Mr. Kruse and Rex Campbell are not
blindly against growth any more than I am.
But what we want, and what the
preservation ordinance is intended to
promote, is growth that doesn't bulldoze
what's worth saving. Trees, for instance.
Let's hope the Board of Adjustm~ents gets
the word tonight. Your comments are
welcome at 882-5734,
-George Kennedy, managing editor
reprintsedfrom the front page of
The Columbia Mvissourian, March 10, 1992.
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parcels of land larger than 2 acres within the city
limits of Columbia. The highlights of the ordinance
are briefly discussed.
On the September 4, 1991, the Land Disturbance
Ordinance became a law. The stated purposes of the
ordinance (as written into the ordinance itself) is to:2
1. Protect the health, safety and property of the people of
Columbia by regulating the disturbance of land surface areas
by preserving trees, preventing erosion on disturbed areas,
and controlling storm water drainage.
2. Assure that consideration is given to the preservation and
restoration of natural features in the grading or development
of public and private land.
Assure that proper provisions are made regarding control of
sediments resulting from rainfall on graded areas, and that
adequate facilities are constructed for the management of
storm water.
4. Assure the movement of emergency vehicles during storm
periods.
5. Protect the public from rapidly flowing water and flash
floods.
6. Minimize storm and flood losses resulting from uncontrolled
runoff.
7. Establish requirements for construction of storm water
management facilities in newly developed areas.
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The measure was passed after an extensive process
of receiving comments from city departments and
commissions (including the Department of Public
Works, the Planning and Zoning Commission, the
Energy and Environment Commission, etc.) It has been
speculated that pressure from citizens who were
opposed to development of strip malls (plazas
containing shops such as pizza delivery services,
movie rental clubs, mini-marts, etc.) in areas of town
near their residences was the main reason for the
introduction of the ordinance.
One development in particular, the Westenhaver
development known as The Colonies, galvanized the
public sentiment in favor of laws to regulate the
clear-cutting of timber. The city had sold Westenhaver
some of the land in the development and the
developer proceeded to clear cut 25 acres of timber,
completely razing the site.3 The sale of the land was
arranged through a series of negotiations with J&W
(the name of the development company) in which 13.6
acres of land along a park trail system was given to the
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city in order to secure the right to buy 26 acres of a
fifty acre tract owned by the city next to The Colonies.
The price paid for the land was $394,655. 4
It seems rather ironic that land purchase that was
negotiated to help the city with its linear park system
acquisition (named the MKT trail; the history of this
initiative will be investigated in detail late in the story)
was then stripped bear of all foliage to facilitate easy
development. Well, it did provide a synergistic effect
in providing the impetus to introduce the much
awaited Land Preservation Ordinance.
The gist of the ordinance is basically that any
development of two acres or more within the city
limits of Columbia will be required to submit a land
disturbance plan detailing intended changes in
topography, storm water plans, and a detailed plan of
action to be taken concerning trees. Additionally, the
ordinance states that a minimum of twenty trees per
acre or 20% of the original stand of trees must remain
on site in a reasonably distributed manner. The
Department of Public Works was given the charge of
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determining what a reasonably distributed manner
means on a case by case basis, much to their chagrin.
In talking to several people, including city employees
hadsome ideas of and some people involved in the construction business
his own on the
interpretation of in the area, the term reasonably distributed manner
the onrdmance, effectively gave the city a hedge to allow the type offavoing pfanned,
Indiscaping in development termed desirable go ahead while striking
some instances over
6enstyaprese ovrg the strip mall type of development down in one fell
trees in a swoop.
preservationist
manner. An interesting situation arose. The "powers that
be" in the community felt that the addition of a City
Arborist to the staff definitely meant that this final
veto power of unwanted development would rest with
qfe people of the city. A funny thing happened though, the new
Columbia seem a
little esitant to City Arborist came with a few ideas of his own about
Pr &fua" land preservation and trees , rooted (so to speak), in
supportfor
programs orideas his professional experience and drawing upon tree
that are not
e~ity, 'iome management programs used by other cities that had
g9MWn"in been proven successful. The people of Columbia seem
su6stance and
methods of a little hesitant to provide full support for programs
impl mentation.
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or ideas that are not explicitly "home grown" in
substance and methods of implementation.
An interesting example of the "wanting to be first
attitude" to be
found is the fact
that Columbia,
Missouri was the
first town in the
country to have its
own beverage
container deposit
ordinance. It still is
the only place in the state of Missouri with mandatory
deposit on beverage containers. The program will be
looked at in greater detail when examining the
recycling initiatives developed by the city.
Mr. Wright has been weathering some somewhat
tough times in the press since becoming the
point-man for the Land Preservation Ordinance. The
common perception is that his post is that of a Tree
Cop. Fortunately for him, some have gone on record
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to clarify his role a little bit. "He is a technical advisor
for the ordinance," [First Ward Councilman Larry]
Schuster said. "He was needed after the city instituted
a new level of bureaucracy."'
The simple statement by Councilman Shuster has
several important subtleties. First, it let Wright off of
the hook a little bit. In reaffirming the role as only
technical advice, the worth of suggestions may be
somewhat demeaned, but at least people will know
that if a variance is granted, it most probably had a lot
of extenuating circumstances tied into the decision.
The second thing that the statement accomplished
was capturing the sentiment of the day toward the
professional validity of an arborist position. It almost
seems that the role of the arborist is dismissed before
ever being given a chance. This implies that not only
will his views not be solely accountable for the
granting of a variance to the ordinance, but it also
means that suggested changes to the ordinance by the
arborist may not fall on friendly ears.
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Environmental decisions are no doubt very
complex and involve interaction among a diverse set
of groups and individuals with even a wider set of
objectives and goals. Technical opinions only play a
small part in rendering a decision, but it is human
nature to look to the scientist, engineer, or in this
case, arborist for a definitive answer on whether the
development plans are good or not. Many people felt
let down by the fact that the tree cop didn't have the
power to unilaterally grant or decline land
preservation plans. In retrospect though, some people
may not be all that disappointed in the lack of real
power in the arborist position since the indication
seems to be that management, rather than
preservation, might be the goal of Mr. Wright.
Mr. Wright indicated that aspects of the Land
Preservation Ordinance may not have evolved in a
logical or rational approach...."if it did we would have
.... a program that is more comprehensive and would
be based upon what other communities have done as a
model type approach for a municipal tree
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maintenance and management program. What we
now is reafy a
response to a tot have now is really a response to a lot of political and
ofpokticalTand
emotionafore; emotional forces; we don't really have what I would
say is an intelligent municipal tree management
have what I
wouCf say is an ordinance. But I guess this where you start. This is
intel2gent
municipaýtree where we are. "6
management The major differences that Mr. Wright would like
orneance."
-Jerry Wright, to see in the ordinance would be more flexibility
Columbia City
Arborist concerning replacement of trees instead of the strict
preservation requirements. Jerry indicated that the
tree preservation thing "really is a difficult concept for
me to grasp ..... [there is] ..... not much difference to
me in putting a tree back in a man-created type
thing."'7
thie Oeprtment The realities of seeing such a major revision of the
of Qf6&c W'brf ordinance probably aren't great. The emotional appeal(OM) sicaffy
pigy-6acked'tie of saving a tree (which was what made it possible to
stonnwater
consmidations and pass the ordinance to begin with) probably won't die
erosion control down in the near future.
onto thefevor of
protecting tres.
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qhe community is
starting to 6ecome
more aware of the
fact that some
things involvedin
protecting the
environment
aren't as
gramorous as
saving a tree.
7 have neverfelt
emotionada6out
stonrwater
pro6frms.....
- Jerry Wright,
Columbia City
Arborist
If a devefpment is
in noncompiance,
it can 6e seen. qhe
pollutants causing
pro6iems with the
ozone layer can't
6e seen.
nemem6tr,
91issouii is the
IO4OW~/E state!
r/lAbermbbn
A. Return to Basics
The Department of Public Works (DPW) basically
piggy-backed the stormwater considerations and
erosion control onto the fervor of protecting trees. It
was a good time to include the provisions. The
community is starting to become more aware of the
fact that some things involved in protecting the
environment aren't as glamorous as saving a tree.
When asked whether the ordinance would gather as
much attention without the tree provision, City
Arborist Wright replied, "I have never felt emotional
about stormwater problems."8
The city has a great deal of expertise in these areas
and the focus reflects a trend in environmental
concern in rural areas. A return to basics in
protection of the environment seems to be taking
place. In rural Missouri, it is pretty hard to convince
the average person that an ozone hole is going to have
much affect on them other than allowing them to get
a little better tan. Well, that is an oversimplification,
but programs designed to protect trees, limit soil
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c
/n?/d/ Ef/ecs of/and Preservob'on Ordiance
In the frst four
months after the
Land Preservation
Ordinance went
into effect, the rate
of sumissionfor
TPlat approvals to
thle Department of
<Pu6bc Worfs was
ilaffofuMonma
erosion, and provide safeguards for stormwater
problems are tangible and can be assessed to some
degree to determine compliance. If a development is
in noncompliance, it can be seen. The pollutants
causing problems with the ozone layer can't be seen.
Remember, Missouri is the SHOW ME state!
Initial'Effects of landPreservation Ordinance
Back to the issue of land preservation. There were
problems and concerns that tended to materialize in
the near term after the ordinance went into effect
(September 4, 1991). As of January 1st, 1992, the rate
of Plat" submissions (the plans for development of
subdivisions or individual houses needed for
recognition by the City) was half of normal and the
approval rates for the Plats was even worse, with less
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~ .::::4:,a i i 1~~.::~..:·-11:::.i l~~:: .. ..-.~ ~~~. i....''.'....................................:i'.'.:':'3CPlatting a Parcel Qf Land
The process of platting involves submitting a plan to the city
for what you propose to do with a parcel of land that is within
the city limits but is not officially recognized as conforming to
land use regulations or zoning for the purpose of development
(or in the case of existing facilities, acceptance by the city for tie
in to existing infrastructure, municipal services, etc.).
Some standard considerations are width of streets, turning
radius' for emergency vehicles, landscaping requirements, sewer
hookups, and in Columbia's case, Land Preservation.ii J 1 .·.'i....i.. .................~~si~ii~i~il iii~iiii'ii'iijijiii.............................j j~i j
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than ten receiving approval due to Land Disturbance
Plan requirements.9
Fortunately, the problems seen in the last part of
So try require a 1991 appear to merely have been a learning curve
ittre planning
6efore d&elopment anomaly. Figures for 1992 (through July and linearly
is afowed So
~at, tfat isnot projected for the year by Hobie Crane, an engineer in
affltfat the DPW) show that rate of submissions for plats seem
revolutionary.
to be in line with normal levels.
Some people may be thinking, "So they require a
little planning before development is allowed. So
what, that is not all that revolutionary." That
sentiment is quite correct for more developed urban
.t areas, specifically on the coasts where there have been
concereda6out a large number of people who have to live in very close
ur6an prom6ms
wfen tih focal proximity to each other for many years. This isn't
radiw station's really the case in Columbia. Even in the most heavily
morning commute
comments ta1fofa developed areas of town, there are still lots of trees
two minute eleay
(ant monly on ey and grass. To really get a front row seat as to what
rarend ocsy ons atvery
rare occasions at nature has to offer, a person has to wander just a few
tfiat) at a
particulir miles outside of the city limits to be in the country.
intersection.
Numerous state parks are in the area..
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What this means is that stifling development isn't
an overriding concern of the typical rural Missourian.
It is hard to be real concerned about urban problems
when the local radio station's morning commute
comments talk of a two minute delay (and only on very
rare occasions at that) at a particular intersection.
Some of the issues briefly touched upon are the most
widely talked about. Land preservation and the
Iie seff-proclaimed
enmironmente a development of a linear park system are priorities of
councmwas elected the town, but it would be stretching the truth to say6y the citizens of
the town. If that all citizens have bought into the agenda of the
peopli 6ecome
upset with the current council and city administrators who hold
envirnmmnta office.
diection of
proramts, the Grassroots Democracy at Work
power of the vote
can put Someone The beauty of the situation, though, is this. The
ese onto the self-proclaimed environmental council was elected by
council
the citizens of the town. If people become upset with
the environmental direction of programs, the power of
the vote can put someone else onto the council. Since
the council is non-compensated, there seems to be a
more democratic flavor to their actions; it is true
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Attempts to democracy at work were people are expected to donate
pract' yplan time and efforts to the daily administration of thefor the gronth and
l-evefopment of the government.
town is very Not to harp on the theme too much, but the
revofutionaryfor
the mridflisouri attempts to proactively plan for the growth and
area.
development of the town is very revolutionary for the
mid-Missouri area. A unique opportunity exists. The
land is now basically undisturbed green belt.
qhere is a chance Attempts at regulation in other parts of the country
to instigate may differ in the fact that procedures in place were
proactive versus
reactive planning generally developed in a reactionary fashion to the
for &eeopment. problems associated with high density living and the
need to break up such high density conditions. Such a
high density situation could arise in Columbia but it is
very doubtful.
Columbia tends to have the attitude that as an
entity, it has a moral responsibility to being
environmentally correct. What motivates such an
attitude? Altruism? Self-interest? Sense of being
cutting-edge? Empowerment? Probably yes to all.
Each feeling (and many others) provide the fuel for the
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operty owners quest to chart the future of Columbia. There are two
perceie their problems that arise in enacting these measures
fieedims as being though. A major problem is that property owners
infingedupon
wfen other tet perceive their individual freedoms as being infringed
them what to db
upon when other tell them what to do with their land.
with their fand
The cost of environmental regulation in land use
9qie cost of issues is borne by the land owners but such measures
eironmmental are enacted by people who may not be landowners
reguidtion in rand
use issues is bomne themselves or at least don't depend on
by thef andowners6y the (ndowerS commercialization of land to provide their living. Itbut such measures
are enactedy may also find general support among current
peopie who may
not 6e Ifandwners landowners who don't want outsiders to move into the
themselves.
community and disturb their little place in Nirvana.
Current Since these costs are paid for new development, allfandowners who
those who own land and property at the time ofdionmt want
outsiders to move enactment are better off than those who come in a
into the
community and later date.
drstur6 their Rtte The second problem with some of the measures
place in VNirana
wifffIiely support being considered and implemented by the City is a
measures that wil
drive the cost of feeling by many that the agenda of the privileged or
development up. elite in the town is being subsidized by the common
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It is iardto have man who may not buy into some of the priorities and
much sympatliyfor plans of the council. The funding for the acquisition
the concerns of
peopie when they of land along the MKT Nature and Fitness Trail is
dbont exewie their
dnmIit eto te, rsubsidized by a sales tax. Admittedly, the revenue*ft to vote.
issue was overwhelmingly passed into law by popular
vote, but the turnout for the vote was incredibly low.
It is hard to have much sympathy for the concerns of
people when they don't exercise their right to vote. It
will be interesting to watch trends in voter turnout in
the City as more environmental issues find their way
to the ballot.
Information About the Cofumbia Community
foca contro; loca(
enforcement, and
loca requirements
forfunding the
programs
characterize loca(
envionmental
issues.
Some general information about the community
and the major programs is included to provide
background for the overall environmental focus of the
town. The interesting thing to keep in mind while
learning about how this one community has charted
its course is the fact that some actions are in response
to outside mandates and some are proactive measures
to either preempt any foreseeable regulations or
control problems that might arise; but most of the
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situations involve local control, local enforcement, and
local requirements for funding the programs.
In environmental matters, the State of Missouri
doesn't have a little "NEPA".o That means that there
is no requirement for formal environmental impact
studies on projects receiving state money. The city
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969
The purposes of this Act are: To declare a national policy
which will encourage productive and enjoyable harmony
prevent or eliminate damage to the environment and biosphere
Environmental Qualityi
'IF ~~~:~'~ ::::::::::.. .. :..... : : .:.. :: :::::: : :defined by NEPA contains the following measures.'I
o Description of Proposed Action
O Relationship of Proposed Action to Land Use Plans,
* Identification of Adverse, Unavoidable Effects
Environment by Man and the Long Term Societali
* Accounting for Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitment
of Resources
o Consideration of Relationship to Other Federal Programs
and Their Goals
'•,' {{ i!!}•a~ i •iiii,, i ,,,  :, :: l},:i !:,,:: {!{{i,li{i{: i•i!: , {, iiiii f, , i i , :• •,iii  ......... i ii {i
iiiiiii{! :1 • {~ S ~ "  :!i!:'i!i {  , : :.:l:, ' il;!iiii:'ii:!!'i!!i !i!:i ,il:} i   ! ::! !'i 'i : ! !{ ~ ii ~ ;{ !i :{ i  ~i~~i  l {{ i iii ii:.........! ~i!!{i 
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iere are many
similar
communities across
the VnitedStates
and aroundthe
oirdfwho have
citizens ctamoring
for icrease
environmental
protection.
hie tyjica
reaction of ocal
governments is a
writgin of their
hands anda
puMng of their
hairwhile
famenting that
they are
sympathetic 6ut,
alas, there are no
funds to
implement the
programs at the
current time.
has had to contend with NEPA requirements on some
public works projects in the past because federal
funds helped to build the projects. It was pretty
typical for most of the reports to declare a FONSI
which means Finding Of No Significant Impact.
Whether Columbia decided to enact the Land
Preservation Ordinance in anticipation of being able to
impact state legislation in the future by having a
working prototype for an Environmental Impact
Statement requirement or whether they did it because
they felt such protection was really needed by their
city and wasn't being required by State of Federal Laws
is hard to decide. The fact remains that they did do it
and the progressive spirit keeps the community on the
leading edge in Central Missouri.
One briefly needs to take a broader perspective
than just Columbia to see the importance of such
grassroots movements as environmental protection.
There are many similar communities across the United
States and around the world who have citizens
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qliefeefin g s
that if Cofumbia
hufa proven
program of its own
when that time
came it wouiu
eitier serve as the
moteffora state
program orwoutli
6e at feast
exempted from
state regulation infavorof foca
control
clamoring for increased environmental protection.
The typical reaction of local governments is a wringing
of their hands and a pulling of their hair while
lamenting that they are sympathetic but, alas, there
are no funds to implement the programs at the
current time.
The problem is that the federal government has a
history of extending requirements to states without
extending coffers to pay for the programs. States are
likely to follow suit. The environmental issue is a hot
topic. In talking with several people in the
department of public works in Columbia, the feeling
was that there would at some time be an initiative to
formally require environmental studies on
construction projects. The feeling was that if
Columbia had a proven program of its own when that
time came it would either serve as the model for a
state program or would be at least exempted from
state regulation in favor of local control.
This preemptive action was by no means the only
reason to develop the land preservation ordinance.
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Ihere arenm as The citizens demanded it. Public officials are still
many evets of
m directly influenced by public needs and desires.government m
(ocalpoltics to People tend to forget that sometimes when levels of
hide 6ehind
bureaucracy are levied to shield decision makers from
the citizens. There aren't as many levels of
government in local politics.
Many communities across the country will be
facing similar choices in what to do about ensuring
that growth and development doesn't come at the
expense of the environment. The strategies and
wheeling and dealing of the officials in Columbia
provide a useful insight into what methods other
places may wish to harness to garner the public
woeral" support (both emotional and monetary),
environmental intergovernmental cooperation, and industry
strategy isn't
strictry limitedto acceptance for environmental regulation and
regulation of
planning.construction
As alluded to earlier, the overall environmental
strategy isn't strictly limited to regulation of
construction. It applies to the overall environment; in
this case environment refers to the sphere of existence
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Even if one
cfooses to take the
pessimstic
viewpoint,
regulations
aMiresinS only a
portion of what an
activist may want
are 6etter tfan tfhe
status quo of
6asicafoy no
regduftion at al
and not just the green or living things in that sphere.
Some may argue that looking in such a totality my be a
little anthropocentric, and it may be, but it is the way
that most rural Americans think, and therefore most
elected rural Americans think. Taking the implicit
values and wants and needs of humans into the
equation doesn't need to diminish pure
environmentalism. Even if one chooses to take the
pessimistic viewpoint, regulations addressing only a
portion of what an activist may want are better than
the status quo of basically no regulation at all.
Some of the facets looked at in Columbia include
general interest items, the economic backbone of the
town, and the role of the public/private Regional
Economic Development Authority; cultural and
recreational opportunities; specific environmental
initiatives including the wetlands sewer treatment
project, land preservation, the MKT nature trail and
linear park system, the Municipal Solid Waste Task
Force, the city-owned utilities and energy conservation
programs; and the various aspects of strategic
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planning undertaken by the city and its elected and
high-ranking officials. Each area will be briefly
sketched with additional information later in the
story.
Columbia - The 2ndBest City to Live In in the US
Columbia has 6een
rankedin the top
20 cities to live in
in the US for three
years in a row.
Now, any ranking such as being the second best
city in the United States has to be taken with a grain of
salt. The ranking was the third year in a row that
Columbia was ranked in the top 20 (20th in 1991 and
5th in 1990) and the administration seems to make a
conscience effort to improve the town in areas found
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deficient in the ranking system. It provides somewhat
of a set of goals to strive for and a benchmark of
success.
Briefly, the areas looked at by the magazine are:
Colum6ia wasn'
the top ranked city
in any of the
categones
It is interesting to note that Columbia wasn't the
top ranked city in any of the categories. Of the top
ten, seven had the highest overall ranking in at least
one category. There is a trend in the top ten. Midwest
and college towns tend to dominate. The midwestern
influence tends to mean relatively low cost of living,
generally healthy i COLUM , MO
econom ies, and low.............................
crime rates. College *rrebdomhue $98,f00
Property tax: $1 ..06.
towns tend to be Top state ad local income tax: 6. .
diverse and do fairly Robberies per 0iG~i00 people: 69
well in a broadned range
of categories (evidence Columbia with "MIZZOU" and
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qIe Vniversity of
9dissoui is the
economic 6ackbeone
of the area.
Austin with the University of Texas; rated number two
and three without being the best in any single
category).
Columbia's Economy
Without a doubt, the University of Missouri is the
economic backbone of the area. Not only is it the
towns largest employer, but the students support all
of the retail businesses set up to cater to the college
crowd. There are a large number of eateries,
nightclubs, retail stores (including the Columbia Mall),
and various supportive businesses. The three colleges
(University of Missouri, Stephen's College, and
Columbia College) account for about 30,000 students
being in the town in any given semester and that
packs a powerful economic punch. The students also
keep the construction industry busy in the town as
new, trendy apartment complexes forever seem to be
cropping up.
The healthcare industry is also a mainstay of
Columbia. There are twelve major hospitals and
clinics located in the Columbia area. In fact, Columbia
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is second only to Rochester, Minnesota (home of the
Mayo clinics) in the number of hospital beds per
capita." The University boasts a major teaching
medical facility.
Columbia serves as a regional insurance
headquarters for State Farm, Allstate, Shield of Shelter,
Vnijjvm y and others. State Farm Insurance just recently built a
pmvides a source new multi-million facility and may aid in attracting
ofeducated-
personnefwho are other companies to the area. With telecommunication
generady more
tan ear to sy links become increasingly more efficient at linking
in the area. information centers, companies may tend to locate in
areas with a lesser cost of doing business. The
University provides a source of educated personnel
who are generally more than eager to stay in the area.
Another emerging industry is convention trade.
There are a number of convention facilities available
(private hotels, university accommodations, and a
dedicated convention center affiliated with one of the
hotels). The Show-Me games call Columbia home each
summer. Over 10,000 athletes compete in the
Olympics, Missouri style. Also, the University sports
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teams bring a lot of business into the town, in addition
to providing entertainment for local residents.
RegionailEconomic Development, Incorporated
REDI is comprised of a private/public partnership
established to promote the Columbia area to
companies that might be interested in Columbia as a
location. Work has been done in writing and updating
an Economic Master Plan for the City and there have
also been many studies commissioned to determine
mission of the public/private partnership as well as to
promote the area to outside employers.
Widespread feelings that REDI's mission may not
be in line with the desire of the community exist. As
with any job, benchmarks of success are nice to judge
how one is performing. What is the benchmark of
success for REDI? The town doesn't particularly want
to attract heavy industry or less than white collar
employers. How should such goals be expressed in a
way that doesn't appear incredibly privileged?
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q5ie wio&e town
seems to take pride
in alfffomegwn
pducts,u wfuhether
it 6e a 6andoran
initiatie to create
a cutting edge
piece of
envinmmental
feislition
5ere is an
increasedinterest
in the arts in
Columbia It is an
area identifed 6y
the city as bein
Wiothy ofpnioit
investment
Cufturaf Opportunities
The University students, as a market with
generally ready cash, assures that a host of dance and
social clubs, restaurants, and interesting shops exist.
The relationship between "townies" and students
seems to be pretty hassle-free, though it is rumored
that drink prices in local bars drop by 50C across the
board during the summer months.
Of special note, I happened to be at a dance club
the last weekend of my summer research and saw
Mayor Mary Anne McCollum standing along the bar
enjoying a local group that may be destined to make it
big. The whole town seems to pride in all home grown
products, whether it be a band or a cutting edge piece
of environmental legislation. The attitude of pride in
being the best may be perceived as a little arrogant by
some, but it definitely provides a real sense of
community and the feeling that all citizens are
important to the city effort.
There is an increased interest in the arts in
Columbia. It is an area identified by the city as being
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worthy of priority investment. The Missouri Theater is
a grand building and is home of the Missouri
Symphony and many plays and touring musical and
theatrical productions. The downtown area is
developing into a source of streetside entertainment
during the warm, summer months. Plans are being
discussed for converting eighth street (the avenue of
the columns) into a pedestrian strollway with many
interesting shops along the way. The avenue of the
columns refers to the set of columns found on each
end of the street. At the University end, the columns
are all that stand from the original University Hall
which was destroyed by fire. At the other end (at the
courthouse) repli-columns were erected. One can see
from one set of columns to the other about a mile
away.
The University of Missouri provides many social
and cultural opportunities for students and
townspeople alike. The students generally enjoy first
chance at events (usually for cheaper prices) but there
are generally places set aside for the public. Some
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performances of note include BB King, the Royal
Philharmonic, the Canadian Brass, an excellent troupe
of Chinese acrobats, and a nearly endless variety of
contemporary musical groups, comedy shows, and
ethnic/cultural events. There are various lecture
series with notable speakers that are open to the
university and town alike.
Located near the town is a winery that is one of
the best places on earth to relax and unwind after a
hard day (OK, let's call that a blatant editorial
comment). At the top of bluffs overlooking the
Missouri River and the fertile bottomlands that go
with it, it is hard to imagine a much nicer place to
discuss the news of the day or the political climate or
whatever.
Recreationaf Opportunities
As mentioned before, the University fields major
intercollegiate teams in the Big Eight athletic
conference. These days the football team.... Well, let's
put it this way, you have to be a real fan to venture to
Columbia (or out of your house if you live there) to see
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the Tigers. The basketball team is another matter.
Nearly every game is a sellout and the team is widely
regarded as a national powerhouse. While an
undergrad at MIZZOU, the Tigers were ranked #1 in
the country for a period of time and it was fun to
Ifere are many
state parIk in the watch as every person in the town stood a little taller
area that are esiy and smiled a little broader.
accessib&
As far as personal recreation goes, there are a
number of state parks in the Columbia area. Rock
Bridge State Park has the Devil's Icebox, and incredible
cave that may be many a spelunker's dream. Finger
h2e M7kT'and Lakes state park is north of town a few miles and
%%lA t Ytraiz are
a6a&doneradi6er offers both swimming and fishing in its many lakes
that has been
tand filled quarry pits. Little Dixie wildlife area is
turnedinto health
andfitness trails, located east of town a few miles and offers many game
much to the
chagrin ofmany of and fish opportunities.
the abutting The MKT Trail, which has been alluded to
property owners
who thought the previously, is an abandoned railroad line that runs
[ad was rghtf- ytheirs afier the through Columbia and eventually hooks up with the
trains stopped statewide railway fitness trail (Katy). The city has an
roffing.
initiative in place to link the trail with the statewide
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network and also has made a commitment to purchaseqlie traif pnwiie a
great pface to u4a all of the land on either side of the trail (both in town
anduexercie for the
Courn6ia thand in the county) to serve as a buffer forColumbia
Irsidents, 6ut a lot development and to provide additional park space if
ofpeope thin(J
that it is 6ein the need arises in the future. All of these efforts
dnime at the
de ofat most provide a great place to walk and exercise for thee.Vense ofmost
taxayers wfho Columbia residents, but a lot of people think that it is
lon't use the trail
being done at the expense of most taxpayers who
don't use the trail. There are additional complicating
factors thrown in, such as land swap negotiations to
Colimbia has 44
PubfSc Parks secure the buffers and the issue of county residents
scattered
throughout the subsidizing city interests (the county government has
city. committed to help purchase some of the buffer lands).
The city is also becoming a sizable landholder outside
of the city limits.
In addition to the MKT trail, the city has 44 public
parks with an aggressive Parks and Recreation
Department which has initiatives such as the
Neighborhood Parks Study to identify and plan for
future park demand. There are four public golf
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courses and thirty tennis courts. Many of the parks
have circuit fitness trails.
EnvironmentalInitiatives in Columbia
Many activities and programs exist in Columbia.
Explicitly calling some of them environmental may not
be strictly accurate but in keeping with the theme of
environment being a more holistic approach than
simply looking at narrow bands of criteria used to
describe environmental values, the relationships will
be developed. The key thing to remember through
this story is that the common link in nearly every one
of the programs is a fierce determination of
Columbians to control their own destiny when it
comes to planning their community, and a major part
of the community is the environment.
Each program will only be briefly introduced now,
to give the reader a little bit of a flavor for what is to
come.
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flie Weetlandi Issue
The city of Columbia is constructing the largest
wetlands in the state to provide secondary and tertiary
treatment of sewage effluent. It is a rather aggressive
project from several aspects. First, Columbia is fairly
far north and much of the winter weather is below the
freezing mark. The wetlands are much more difficult
to manage when temperatures are low and microbial
activity is similarly low.
The most interesting facet of the wetlands is the
number of agencies brought together to make this
project work. Coordination was needed between city,
county, state, and federal agencies. The EPA, State
Department of Natural Resources, Missouri
Conservation Department, and a local tax measure
provided the funds for the project. The tax measure
was passed by an overwhelming majority to take
advantage of what amounted to 50% matching funds
by the various agencies mentioned. An interesting
question to ponder is this: Why does it seem that
Columbia wants to stay fairly autonomous in some
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areas (such as deposit ordinance and land preservation
measures) while at the same time entangle itself in all
kind of red tape in the arrangement for the Wetlands?
The question will surface throughout the discovery of
how Columbia conducts its business.
ETie !Missouri-Xansas-Texas ($NXT) TraiC
The MKT Trail is an abandoned railroad that has
been turned into a nature and fitness trail through the
City of Columbia. The town is now in the process of
linking it up with the statewide Katy Trail. An
accounting of some of the money spent (and what is
appropriated for spending) will be discussed.
When a railroad becomes abandoned, the lease
terms of the railroad dictate the land goes back to the
owner of the property that the rail sits on. What has
happened is that laws were written to facilitate the
transfer of the land to government ownership (state or
local, depending on the circumstance) and, needless to
say, this has a lot of property owners quite angry. I
can remember television news stories showing a
farmer sitting across the path through his land with a
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shotgun in his lap to warn would be trail users to stay
clear of his private property.
The practice of buying the buffers lands along the
trail puts the city in the position of owning land
outside of town. Many people in the county are upset
about this development. Additionally, there have been
some creative agreements made in acquiring buffer
lands by the city. Such individual negotiations with
private land owners would have been unheard of
several years ago, but Columbia has seen fit to relax
the protocol on some of the governmental decision
making processes. A trend to be watched is to see if
bidding on municipal services, such as construction
work, will follow suite into design/build relationships.
It seems that the administrators have made the
determination that nontraditional approaches may be
the best bet in environmental matters.
Land IPreservation
Many interesting stories can be found concerning
the process experienced to bring about the land
disturbance ordinance. Most of these will be woven in
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with information concerning other environmental
programs and how they all relate (or may not relate)
into a comprehensive environmental philosophy.
NMunicipafSoliC(VWaste Concerns
As with most cities, what to do with the garbage is
a major issue. Columbia has a history of dealing with
the waste stream in innovative ways, as shown by
being the first city to require deposit for beverage
containers. Currently, Columbia has curbside
recycling and boasts the only permanently sited
household hazardous waste facility in the entire state.
The possibility of constructing a Municipal Refuse
Facility (MRF) definitely exists.
On a state level, Senate Bill 530 calls for dramatic
reduction of waste going into the landfills. No yard
waste is allowed (the City has a composting facility to
take care of this problem). The state has been divided
in regions, each responsible for the waste within ita
borders and it appears that Columbia will play a
leadership role.
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The city formed the Solid Waste Task Force to
advise on the future of msw in Columbia. Many
citizens devoted a great deal of time and effort into
attending meeting and charting the course of
Columbia's MSW efforts and their actions and
suggestions, as well as official comments on the task
force report from the DPW, will be examined.
Energy Issues
Columbia owns and operates municipal services
including water and electricity. Reducing peak energy
demands is therefor a high priority. The city offers
free energy audits to help identify problem areas in
houses. There are also preconstruction services to
help lay out shade trees and proper vegetation to keep
houses cool. Other programs include retirement of
traditional lights in favor of low energy use fixtures
and installation of peak demand control devices that
are operated by the utility to basically turn off major
energy users during peak periods. A final program is
loan assistance for installing new heat pumps. All of
these efforts will be looked at.
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Strategic Pfanning for Columbia
Columbia initiated the Columbia 2000 report
which takes a look at the priorities for the town into
the next millennium or decade, whichever way one
prefers to look at it. Many citizens were given the
charge of bringing together different perspectives on
how they wanted their city to be. This process is
supplemented by the annual retreat that city officials
attend each year to discuss mission for the city and for
the individuals in charge of running the city
government. The explicit attention paid to strategy is
quite remarkable for a city the size of Columbia and
the time frame of priorities indicates a real effort to
maintain continuity.
This tendency of Columbia to attempt tried and
true ways of doing things (retreats and formal
strategic planning) in contrast to the desire to be the
first on the block (with land preservation and the
wetlands) is key. It is hypothesized that being on the
cutting edge provides the stimulus for people to put
up with a few infringements on personal property
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rights and to live in a town that is a little more
regulated than the rural norm. Another observation is
that Columbia should be able to pick and choose (and
borrow) the best environmental techniques that may
have been developed elsewhere without feeling behind
the cutting edge. Any attempt at environmental
regulation and preservation in rural America is
basically going to be on the cutting edge, at least in a
geographic sense. Once the realization that there is
nothing demeaning and wrong in going outside for
help is made, some real progress can be realized.
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Wetlands, Sewage, and
the Town's Water
Signs of an Inadequate Sewer System
In July of 1987, thousands of fish were killed in the
Perche Creek in Columbia. The State Department of
Natural Resources cited the city of Columbia for
effluent discharges exceeding state requirements.'
The city eventually ended up paying a fine of $17,159
to the state.2 The plant, completed in 1983, was
originally designed to provide wastewater treatment
for the City of Columbia until the year 2000 but was
already treating amounts of water dangerously near
its 13 million gallon per day capacity. Unusual peak
treatments of as high as 12 million gallons per day
had been recorded as early as September of 1985. By
November of 1987, the plant was averaging treating
12.4 million gallons per day. According to a
consultants study, the projected life-span of the plant
was estimated, in November of 1987, to be reached in
1990.3
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The plant had cost $21 million back in 1983 and it
now looked liked a proposed expansion (estimated
price of $6.5 million) wouldn't be sufficient to remove
enough BOD (Biological Oxygen Demand) and
suspended solids from the effluent and still be able to
discharge it into the perche creek. The perche creek
runs into the Missouri River southwest of Columbia a
few miles.4
The new solution proposed was to build as
pipeline (at an estimated cost of $9 million dollars) so
that the effluent could be dumped directly into the6
Missouri River. The discharge regulations for spewing
waste into the Missouri River are much more lenient
than in the smaller tributaries. By dumping in the fast
giofogica(Oxygen VemandY(8OV) an-Suyien4d Sorids
............. .~~ i~--~·r.~~3:: ·l~~..... ......i-,BOD is a measure of the organic content of a wastewater, expressed in
terms of the amount of oxygen consumed by mineralization activity in the
water in a given amount of time. If the BOD is too high, the mineralization
process will basically take all of the dissolved oxygen out of the water andVrb-ltcess:~ wi asici~ flly:: e: and:*'."'..,'.'.···:··the fish and other biota left in the water will die due to suffocation.'
Suspended solids measure the amount of material floating in the waste
stream. Treatment plants remove suspended solids be adding chemicals that
encourage flocculation (particles sticking together) so that the new, larger
particles will settle out of the water faster.' Treatment plants that are trying
to treat more than their design capacity will not have enough detention time
for settling particles out of the water before being discharged.
SIns of on /noadequo/e Sewer Sys/em
One may thinfk
that adinmg a
fttle human
waste couf4n't
nmake things
much wore. VIle
probem is that
towns al'aong
the ri~erdo the
same thing.
flowing (large volume flow) river, the concentration of
contaminants is greatly reduced, while the total
amount isn't changed at all. The pipeline was
estimated to cost $6 million less than improving the
treatment plant to meet the BOD, suspended solids,
and new ammonia regulations.'
Such a solution of not changing the treatment
process, just changing where one dumps it, is a very
typical attitude. It can be seen in a generation of
power plants that were built with taller chimneys so
that the concentration effects of the emissions would
be less. It is very much an out of sight, out of mind
type of solution. Additional treatment was possible,
but at a greater cost than dumping it in the river.
The Missouri River receives waste from many
sources. There is vast runoff from agricultural land all
along the path. The runoff contains large amounts of
soil, many types of fertilizer used on crops, and a
whole host of insecticides and herbicides used for the
protection of crops from pests. One may think that
adding a little human waste couldn't make things
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much worse. The problem is that towns all along the
river do the same thing.
The Most Cost-effective?
The idea of piping waste to the Missouri River had
been around since the wastewater treatment
improvements done in 1983. "At that time, it was not
considered cost-effective," he [Lowell Patterson,
director of Public Works Department] said. "Now, due
to changes in environmental standards and economic
costs, it is now the most cost-effective means."'
Economic concerns seemed to be what drove the
plans for the increased capacity in the beginning of
the process. Fines were to be assessed if the effluent
didn't meet regulations. The city didn't want that or
the bad press that went along with it.
The instinct of the Department of Public Works
and the engineers was to look at what needed to be
done to meet regulations and evaluate each way based
on the cheapest economic cost. That is standard
operating procedure. The sad fact was that while the
small capacity increase in the treatment plant would
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provide the capacity to clean either a little more
sewage to the same level as what they currently could
or it would allow them to treat the same level of flow
to a better degree of cleanness. At first, the water
would be a little cleaner before discharge, but as the
years went by and the town and its water usage and
sewer discharge increased, the level of purification
before dumping into the river would suffer.
Later in the year, November to be exact, the city
held public hearings on the proposed outfall pipe into
the Missouri River. Armed with the banner,
"Pollution is no solution," about fifty citizens
attended the meeting, with twelve citizens actually
getting a chance to speak in front of the council. John
Sam Williamson, a local farmer with land downstream
from the proposed outfall line commented that "I am
concerned that the effluent would be only partially
treated. I think cost should not be the only
consideration here."'
A motion to study more alternatives was passed by
the council. One councilman, Ed Kaiser, claimed, "I
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think its crystal clear that we owe it to the citizens to
at least get some figures on tertiary treatment."'1 The
representative of the firm that both designed the
quickly outgrown treatment plant and presented the
option of piping effluent directly to the river
remarked (regarding the concern over discharge into
the river and the desire to look at additional
alternatives), "It's not based on facts, and I would hate
to see the City of Columbia spending millions of
dollars unnecessarily. I think I heard more emotion
tonight than reality. Discharging waste is a viable
alternative."11 A study funded by the city estimated
that the additional cost to sewer customers would be
$4.62 per month for the pipeline to the river plan
while it might be as high as $17.67 for the tertiary
treatment plant. 12
Hearing more emotion than reality seems to be a
reality in itself when dealing with environmental
issues. The concern over the environment is
interesting because it provides a seeming intersection
between an intensely emotional issue, protection of the
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earth, and a definable scientific issue, what calculable
effects will exploitation of resources have on the future
viability of the earth as a resource? To be sure, no one
really agrees on which expert to listen to when
calculating the effect of an action on the environment,
but it does seem that there should be some way to
calculate the effect as our technology increases and
the scientific modeling and understanding of the
interrelationships in ecology become more
established.
The rEmotionafSife of the Issue
That said, it is still the emotional side of the
environmental issue that drives the media to
incessantly report on the environmental front, that
galvanizes neighborhood groups to demonstrate and
comment on development concerns in their
community, and that makes nearly everyone consider
what their personal views on the issue are. In this
singular instance, the slogan "Pollution is no
solution" looks beyond obvious economic benefits
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(and seeming compliance with state effluent discharge
standards) to recognize that as a people, or in this case
a town, more can be done. No actual alternative
proposals have been formulated, but a commitment to
look for alternatives was impressed on the council by
the citizens attending the
meeting.
The excerpt from a
letter to the editor
dramatizes what could be
the cumulative effects of
dumping wastes in the
major Missouri Rivers. To
be frank, sometimes now,
the smell one encounters
along the Mississippi River
isn't altogether pleasant.
where the Arch is located
Worrying about the fate of towns and areas
downstream from where one lives isn't altogether an
intuitive thing, especially in Missouri. The out of site,
out of mind mentality is definitely alive and well. It is
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the Gateway Arch in St. Louis is
for sale. It seems no one is
visiting the landmark because
odors from the Mississippi
River make touring the grounds
unbearable. What is causing the
odors? Cities such as Columbia
have used the Mississippi and
Missoui rivers as a cesspool,
and it has had the effect of
making them smell like one.
letter to the Editor
Columbia Missourian, 11/27/88
Sean Ross and Karla Bruner
Usea r!
environmentaists
to legitimize their
argument in the
eyes of others.
Pipeline), with Hank Ottinger, a member of the city's
Energy and Environment Commission, as its main
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very easy to disassociate what you do (with the
It is very easy to environment at least) when there is a swift flowing
disassociate •what river to carry the mistakes and litter downstream foryou do (with the
environment at someone else to deal with. Especially in the instance
feast) w~hen there
is a wift of a town like St. Louis. The average Columbian
jTwing rier to doesn't really get to St. Louis that often and (from my
carry the
mistakes and personal experience growing up in rural Missouri)
ltter
ownstream for people outside of St. Louis don't carry much fondness
someone else to for the town or its people.
deafwitii.
The letter goes on to explain that even though
additional treatment will be $5 million dollars more
'It is 6etter to
pay today rather than the pipeline solution, "It is better to pay today
than share
tomorrow's cost rather than share tomorrow's cost to clean up
to clan up Missouri."'3 Such sentiment shows an attempt to
Missouri"
- letter to the editor utilize all possible facts and figure to argue better
policies, environmentally speaking.
Economic A citizens group mobilized against the pipeline
arguments are solution. CRAP (Coalition Resolved Against
IWe#/nds, Sewage, o6nd/ /e lown W/a/er
C(TP got city
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continuing to
hurt the
environment."
- City Manager,
Ray Beck
spokesman got city officials to commit to "upgrading
Columbia's wastewater treatment beyond the level of
compliance and aggressively pursue alternatives to
wastewater treatment."'4 As far as backing-off from
soliciting federal funds to build the pipeline, the city
wouldn't consider it. As City Manager Ray Beck said,
"The most significant thing we can do is keep our city
in compliance with the rules. It is very important to
me to protect the environment, but if we get bogged
down now in debate, that puts us in the position of
both getting fined and continuing to hurt the
environment."''
Wetlands treatment of sewage was considered to
be one of the best alternatives, but top city officials
weren't all that sure that the powers that be (those
with the funds to grant for infrastructure projects)
were all that enthusiastic about such an approach.
City Manager Ray Beck summed it up. "Our reason for
looking at this alternative is to see if we can make a
good experimental program up here on a smaller scale
basis, but we know DNR [Department of Natural
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Resources] will not approve of wetlands as a total
alternative. Their top staff told us this."16 DNR was
assumed to require a two pilot program before
accepting any applications for grants to help build
such systems in region so far north. Shanka Banerji, a
civil engineering professor at MU, lamented, "We
should have done this five to 10 years ago. If we
would have tried it then, we would now have a
working model, and we wouldn't be in this bind
today."17 In 1979, Dr. Banerji proposed a wetlands
system for the town of Ashland, located about 15
Columbia did miles south of Columbia, that wasn't ever constructed.
esta6fsli a The city did establish a committee to look at
committee to fook
at afternative alternative treatment methods. Sitting on the
treatment
rmethods, committee was Lowell Patterson, director of
Columbia's Department of Public Works; Richard
Malone, director of Columbia's Water and Light
Department; Henry Ottinger, leader of the coalition
against the pipeline; and Robert Blanchar, a UMC soil
chemistry professor. The committee reviewed
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proposals from five firms for alternative sewage
treatment methods.
yTurther Studijing the 'Wetatidiu 9tfternative
Thlie searchifora
finn to advise on
the wetfandi
question ws
imited to
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It's a Catch-22.
IJe city wanted
finns to propose
wetlands systems
6ut didfnot want
funs with
pmven wetrands
,epenence-
- Hank Ottinger,
Head of CRAP
Patterson emphasized that the main criteria for
firm selection would be qualifications, expertise of
staff, and the number of actual successful projects
that the firm had completed. He added that costs are
always a consideration but are minor compared with
the quality of the teams."8
At least one member of the commission, Ottinger,
expressed concern over the selection process, feeling
that firms probably best suited to provide the design
and guidance in aquaculture probably weren't
solicited as potential proposers because of "concrete
and steel experience" specified in the proposal
requirements. Ottinger claimed, "It's a Catch-22. The
city wanted firms to propose wetlands systems but did
not want firms with proven wetlands experience.""1
The fact that the city appropriated any time and
money to study the wetlands issue was definitely
prompted by the public interest in the project. But
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the reluctance to go out more on a limb in selecting
firms to propose alternatives is indicative of an
engineering dominated decision-making process.
The City Manager, Ray Beck, has a BS in Civil
Engineering and a MS in Sanitary Engineering. He
ascended to the post of City Manager from the
position of Director of Public Works which is now held
by Mr. Patterson. Traditional engineering approaches
of treating everything as simply logical and applicable
to some set of formulas or equations is a difficult
mindset to change. People in the environmental
movement often feel that such cut and dried methods
of determining costs and benefits of projects that
might endanger the environment aren't sufficient.
Engineers, on the other hand, are typically engineers
because they enjoy working through problems in an
orderly, logical fashion. When you throw in things
such as emotion and pathos for a cause, the weight
and significance become hard to effectively gauge.
The decision to allow other alternatives, but only
from firms representing traditional engineering
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applications and values, can be seen as meeting the
challenge halfway. Both sides were happy. The
environmentalists were appreciative that their views
were given an audience and the staff was obviously
relieved that if they had to work with such an
unorthodox sewage treatment system, they could at
least feel comfortable with who should help design the
approach.
In March of 1989, the Missouri Conservation
Department announced plans to build a 4,000 to 5,000
acre wetlands in the McBaine bottoms along the
Missouri River. It was anticipated that the
Conservation Department would want Columbia's
treated wastewater to fill the area. The estimate for
completion of the project was three to four years,
according to Norman Stucky, an environmental
coordinator with the Conservation Department. 20 This
meant that the wetlands could receive wastewater
around 1992 or 1993. At this point, a firm, Metcalf &
Eddy, had been selected to look into wetlands options
for Columbia and they became involved in the process
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of interacting with the state level authorities with the
City staff.
An editorial in the Columbia Missourian on March
'7t ·ws Iiardr a
60fokap, but tfhe 7, 1989, proclaimed, "It was hardly a bold leap, but the
City Counctws
recent ecision to City Council's recent decision to appropriate $125,000
5o te to study a wetlands system as an alternative way to$125,000 to study
a wetlrnds system treat sewage is at least a first step." The editorial went
as an alternative
way to treat on to tout the fact that this was a return to thesewage is at least a
rew e is at iast a progressive environmental posture the town has
irst step."
assumed since being the first city in the USA to
editorial in
Columbia declare a "can ban," another name for a depositMissourian
ordinance. Not to let the city take to much credit, the
editor went on to observe that "...we hope this
study.....is a prelude to bigger things. If it is just an
ffit is just an election-year sop to please environmentally conscious
'fect ion-yearsop toionars  to voters, Columbia would be better off not spending the
mnvironmentaffy money. "21
:onscious voters,
corumbimawm & i6e e T Environment as a Totiticaflssue
5etteroffnotienroffg the The political races in April of 1989 did reflect
noney environmental issues and the wetlands was at the top
of the list. The tone of candidate (and eventual Mayor)
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Some county
resýientsfeel that
Columbia is fke
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the dog of county
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Mary Anne McCollum was that "All possible
alternatives to the pipeline should be explored,
whether it be wetlands or other alternatives, before we
pursue the tried-and-true method."22
Such a tone really emphasizes the attitude of
Columbia and its elected officials. People have come
to expect the town to be one the cutting edge in
whatever they attempt. All possible alternatives being
explored before the tried and true implies that no
matter the effectiveness, the standard response is
likely to not be agreeable to some in the community.
Such an attitude often draws criticisms from
conservatives in the town as well as county residents
(who feel that Columbia is like the tail wagging the dog
of county government). Such a feeling of being
progressive is what galvanizes the community to
achieve rankings like "the second best city in the
United States to live in." The protection of the
environment may actually be a rider on some of the
attempts at progressiveness at [most] all costs.
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One might argue that the feel good effect from
one migwt argue
tfat tfiefeegood protecting the environment (or whatever the cause of
ffectfrom the day might be) actually outweighs any altruistic
protecting the
vironment (or reasons for wanting to preserve the earth. What is
whatever the cause hard for the casual observer to do is dissociate her or
of the day might
se) actuafly his personal feelings about whether the means that
muwesghs any
ztnistic reaons justify the ends. In cases that involve destruction of
For wanting to an environmental treasure to build something that
reserve the earth.
benefits the community (hypothetically, destroying a
wetland to create a civic building) both the benefit -
the building, and the cost - the loss of wetlands, are
identified by proponents and opposers to the project.
Smotiona/ifsss Proponents will argue that the benefit outweighs the
re what drive the cost of the project. People in opposition will have to
nvironmentaf
ovements on a acknowledge the benefits that are gained but will then
ocareel£
call upon the empathy of the people.
Such emotional issues are what drive the
environmental movements on a local level. It is
virtually impossible to get the general population
interested in (let alone believing) expert opinion and
scientific findings that first are somewhat shaky on
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technical merit and usually must be accumulated
(such as looking at what the effect would be if every
community in the country, or even the world did the
same thing).
No, it's things that can be made a social issue that
gather the media attention and the spirit of the
people. Scientific uncertainty, rather than fact, may at
times be the strongest ally that the environmental
activist groups have. Arguing against the unknown or
the unforeseeable has a certain appealing (and more
importantly, frightening) effect.
In the landmark book of the environmental
movement, Silent Spring, by Rachel Carson, testaments
of actual fishkills, birdkills, and similar havoc caused
by chemical use weave a compelling story of why use
of chemicals should be more tightly regulated or even
banned. But it is that fear of the unknown that strikes
to the heart in the book. If this is what happens to
flora and fauna after using the chemicals, what
happens to humans?
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prokect.
The wetlands issue definitely wasn't seen as
something that either really harmed or enhanced the
quality of life in Columbia directly (either way the
waste would be disposed of) but the feeling of doing
something good and worthwhile helps the morale of
the town and of its elected officials. People in elected
office in Columbia don't do it for the money (there is
none) or probably even the prestige (at best, elected
officials seem to think that the only gratitude often
expressed is not being misquoted too often by the
zealous university students/reporters). They
participate out of a sense of civic duty and the feeling
that they can actually make a difference and help their
community. Being able to give one's self an attaboy
(or pat on the back) occasionally makes the job
worthwhile.
Concerns of landowners
So as it stood, the city was inquiring into wetlands
applications while at the same time going ahead with
he pipeline to the Missouri River. A snag was hit when
the offers for the land needed by the city for the
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pipeline weren't immediately accepted. John
Williamson, the man who had earlier expressed
concern over the level of cleanness of the discharged
water now faced whether or not to let the city buy
some of his land for the pipeline that he was basically
opposed to in the first place.
Landowners didn't feel that they were being given
a fair price but were also concerned with other issues
besides the money. "We have two areas of concern;
first of all, construction and then, when the
construction is completed, the daily operations of the
pipeline," stated John Williamson.2 3 Specifically, there
were concerns about flooding and drainage pattern
alterations, since the land is in a river bottom area.
The city planned to initiate condemnation proceedings
if the offers weren't accepted within the two week
period allowed the landowners.
Near the end of April, the city did begin
condemnation proceedings against four landowners,
Mr. Williamson being one of the resistant parties. He
claimed that money wasn't the issue, but some
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concerns, including future compensation for
disruption for repairs or for flooding that might result
from the levee being cut during construction weren't
addressed in the easement documents. Complicating
matters was the fact that the council decided to award
,s6ac perception the construction contract to a firm that didn't do the
may be more open design and preparation of specifications. Williamson
to a pipeRinein
conjunction with was afraid that there wasn't much incentive for the
wettandr if we
hire ajnn other original firm to put much effort into rewriting
than Brack e specifications.2 4
Veatchi
An interesting condition existed in the award of
- Sixth Ward
Councilwoman the pipeline construction contract to Burns &
McDonnell.over long-standing, city favorite Black &
Veatch. Burns & McDonnell's bid of $821,000 for
Distancing itsedf administering the construction was nearly $200,000
from thefirn that
more than Black and Veatch's bid. Sixth Ward
pipeine to the Councilman Sharon Lynch indicated that "Public
iter was seen as a
way to appear perception may be more open to a pipeline in
more
conjunction with wetlands if we hire a firm other thanenvmirnmentaffy
sympatfhetic to the Black & Veatch. The council is dedicated to an
citizens of the
town. alternative to dumping sewage into the river.'25
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The council clearly was concerned with public
perception over the project. Distancing itself from the
firm that had designed the pipeline to the river was
seen as a way to appear more environmentally
sympathetic to the citizens of the town. The move
didn't make much sense for any other reason. The
lie transition was cost was much higher, the same pipeline that had
seen as afirsh
start to citizens in been designed by Black & Veatch was to be built by
tle t~town wile
Burns & McDonnell (there were no differences at all),6eing arrea6e to
tiie CengZWeefng and there were sure to be some confusion with the
staff since Burns
andf9ac 0onard transition from those who designed it to those who
uws anotfier
were to build it.
tradrtional
engieerfijm The change was rather symbolic. The town was
now dissociating itself from the established
relationship it had with Black & Veatch (a relationship
that had included various successes as well as the
recent problem with wastewater treatment) in favor of
a new firm. Burns & McDonnell, itself, was another
very established consulting firm. To the citizens of
the town, it was a new, fresh start to considering the
environmental stance of the community while at the
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qi5e condmnation
suits werejifedto
meet a (eadRlnefor
stif'6eing
quafliidto receive
federafmoneyfor
te project.
'We have
mosquitoes domwn
lire 3-inches omg
anyuow. We dont
needanymore than
we ve got. "
same time being a comfortable transition for the
engineering staff because of the professional tradition
of the firm.
After condemnation suits were filed, the whole
situation came to a rest for a while, to allow a more
formal study of the wetlands option to take place.
Metcalf & Eddy, a leading expert in consulting for
water matters was hired to study the wetlands
alternatives in detail. The condemnations were
actually necessary to meet a requirement for federal
moneys.
As locations near McBaine were evaluated for
worthiness for the wetlands, the citizens were
concerned with what it would mean for the town.
John Williamson remarked, "We have mosquitoes
down here 3-inches long anyhow. We don't need
anymore than we've got."26 Officials weren't exactly
sure if the soil in the area was suited for wetlands.
Worries surfaced concerning the migration of water
from the wetlands into the aquifer for the city's wells.
The city well fields are located in the same
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Wte want the city
to have a good
water system and
seuage system.
But wedjust as
soon the city didn't
6otfier us with alT
ofthis.
bottom-lands area that the state wetlands and the
town wetlands were proposed to be located.
Even though Columbia was commended by many
citizens and environmental groups for not just simply
wanting to dump its sewage into the river, the fact
that the little town of McBaine was water provider and
waste receiver wasn't all that well received by some
residents of McBaine. Mr. Williamson remarked that
"We want the city to have a good water system and
sewage system. But we'd just as soon the city didn't
bother us with all of this." 27
The report from the firm hired to study the
wetlands concluded that the best alternative for the
city was to upgrade the secondary treatment system,
pipe the effluent to the wetlands, and then discharge
the water into the Missouri River. The alternative
preferred by the council and seemingly the citizens at
large (as well as state agencies) would be to
additionally treat the water, send it to the city
wetlands, and then release it into the state wetlands.
The problem was that the additional pipe needed to go
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to the state wetlands instead of the river would cost
about three million dollars.28 The State Conservation
Department had planned to spend about one million
dollars to flood its wetland, and indicated that it
i&e director of the would apply that money towards the three million
cty's water afcigt afateand shortfall in grants for the project, but at the same timeRgft department
issueda memo in indicated that there was no way it would foot the
opposition to the
wetrands because entire bill for the pipeline extension.29
it ouifdsit ight To throw another monkey wrench into the works,
on top of were
the city welli are Dick Malone, Director of the Water and Light
focatedfor the
dninater Department for the city, released a memo stating that
supply a wetlands in the bottoms could endanger both the
availability and quality of the town's water supply, due
to the fact that the eight drawing wells for the city's
water are in the same bottom area as both the
proposed state and local wetlands.30
The concern is two-fold. The first is that the
wetlands may actually seep and allow sewer effluent
into the alluvium to be pumped by the towns water
wells. This could hurt the water supply if the water
treatment facilities weren't able to fully remove the
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Columbia ddn'It
want to have to
draw surface
waterfrom the
aMissoun, for as
fead of the
9Missouri
Department of
-Katural Resources
put it 'We are alt
dfink* everyone
else's.........
Orauing the
water fiom a
wejfielf near the
iver effectively
flters the river
water as it moves
through the high
mineralcontent
rand.
impurities. The more pressing problem was that the
state wetlands effectively cut off room for expansion
of the well-fields. If the city were to need significantly
more water, it would be forced to either draw from
wells on the other side of the river and pipe it under
the river or it would have to start taking surface water
directly from the Missouri River.
Many communities take their drinking water from
the Mighty Mo. As Head of the DEQ, David Shorr put it,
"We are all drinking everyone else's......"31 Columbia
has a very nice situation actually. Their water is
drawn from wellfields in the McBaine bottoms along
the river. A great deal of the water may actually come
from drawdown of the river, but it passes through
land containing many minerals and limestone deposits
that act as a natural filter for the water before
reaching the wells. The water tends to be a little hard
(it has a high concentration of Calcium and
Magnesium ions) but it is relatively clean of major
pollutants when it enters the water purification
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qhe owners of one
of the prospective
sitesfor the
wetlands heard
a6out the prans in
the newspaper the
dayfofwing thie
city counci's
meeting.
Even iffair
market value is
paid for the Iand,
it is impossible to
think that the
fandcouflb6e
repraced 6ecause
fandofthat
quaRty simply
doesn l go on safe.
Iiey [the City
Council] need to
consider some of
the ind•viduaf
owners andwhat
it's going to do to
them. qe City
Councizhas an
ob6igation to take
care of the
minority as weldas
the majority.
Concerns o/ 1andowners
system. Columbia obviously wanted to keep the well
system for purification reasons.
As the debate went on, preliminary sites were
evaluated for the city wetlands. In this first proposal,
nearly 1 of the Bud Holiman farm was slated to
contain the entire Columbia wetlands. Mr. Holiman
and his wife first heard the news from the newspaper
following the city council meeting on November 6,
1989.32
The land is considered some of the prime
farmland in the entire state, according to neighbors.
The city would negotiate a "fair market price" but as
our friend John Williamson remarked, no one is
willing to sell quality land at its fair market price so
the prospect of replacing the land in or near the same
is area is virtually non-existent.3 3
Mr. Holiman went on to say, "It really disrupts our
way of life. If they want to try wetlands, I'm not
opposed to that. We just don't want it right across
from our front door and taking our living. They need
to consider some of the individual owners and what
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People in smai
towns andrural
areas feefthat they
have a (ittl more
contro(of(or at
feast contact with)
their elected
oficias since there
arefewer
constituents and
there is a pretty
goodchance that
you are going to
6ump into the
potiticians on the
street as you do
your eveoiyday
6usiness around
town..
it's going to do to them. The City Council has an
obligation to take care of the minority as well as the
majority."34
Such principles as abide by the majority while
protecting the minority are some of the basic
fundamental values that the United States is founded
on. Rural America probably reflects these values more
dramatically than some other parts of the country.
People feel that they have a little more control of (or at
least contact with) their elected officials. There are
approximately the same number of people on a city
council or a county commission in the smaller, rural
settings as there are in more urban, densely populated
areas. The elected officials are expected to cater to a
greater number of their constituents.
After testimony from several residents and a show
of opposition from around 30 McBaine residents, the
Columbia city council decided to keep their original
plans to locate the wetlands only 1000 feet from the
town of McBaine. 3s
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(razos cast the
sole dissenting
vote on the Energy
andEnvionments
recommendttion to
support the
wetInds project
(Brazos
chfaracterizedthe
attitude of
Cofumbia towardis
the wetInds as
'Let's do
something coolfor
the environment"
and'Oh, wee
Columbia, of
course we can doi
something 6etter"
9Te movers and
shakers of
Columbia got
together at a ical
restaurant to sing
'the cDoo Doo
Song-."
'Water Supply Issues
A group comprised of two Civil Engineering
professors from MU, a researcher in Civil Engineering,
an economist, two former mayors, and a couple of
graduate students voiced opposition to the wetlands
due to the chance of compromising the water supply.
The Civil Engineering researcher was Blaise Brazos and
he was a member of the Energy and Environment
Commission. He cast the sole dissenting vote on the
commissions recommendation to support the
wetlands. He characterized the attitude of Columbia
towards the wetlands as "Let's do something cool for
the environment" and "Oh, we're Columbia, of course
we can do something better."36
The City Council decided to put a revenue package
before the voters in a special election in February of
1990 to fund the parts of the wetlands project not
covered by grants. To raise money for the advertising
campaign, the movers and shakers of Columbia got
together at a local restaurant to sing "the Doo Doo
Song" or as it is officially titled, "The Talkin' Columbia
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qie whofe town
seemedtto be
e&hind the prect
with the exception
of one vocafgro p.
City Pipeline Blues." Some notable singers were Mayor
McCollum, City Manager Beck, and Director of Public
Works Patterson. One line from the song stated
(referring to the original plan to dump the sewage into
the river) "Now Columbia's got a pipeline to the ocean,
full of doo do do do do do doo."37 The measure passed
with a 95% favorable rating with a small turnout of
only 14% of the registered voters, or 5,539 people.
It seemed that all was going well for the wetlands
project, the town seemed behind as proven by the
overwhelming vote to approve the bond issue for the
city's portion of the project, the city officials were
rallying around the issue in sing-along fashion, and
nearly every letter to the editor was in favor of the
project. There was one group that still wasn't happy
with the project, the Citizens Well-Head Protection
Task Force.
This task force was made up of the former mayors,
college researchers, and graduate students mentioned
earlier. They sent a letter to comment on the project
just in time to meet the EPA's official comment period.
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Brazos claimed, "We're on the verge of sacrificing as
good a water supply as any city could hope for. What I
want to do is force recognition of the true costs of the
tIe group uanted project."38
toforce the city to Brazos and his group actually wanted the city to
recognize t true
costs of the buy the land out from under the Missouri
Conservation Commission so that it couldn't put its
wetlands over the south part of the well field that the
city will need in the future for additional water
capacity.
q&h 9epartment of The task force didn't claim that the Conservation
Consyeation is Department was putting the wetlands there for any
trying to be a good
negl6 or; bu6t it sinister reasons. Brazos explained, "The Department
wif stif 6e on our
of Conservation is trying to be a good neighbor, but it
will still be on our aquifer."39
The group claimed that if the city needs additional
water in the future it will have to either construct a
surface water treatment plant or it will have to bore a
pipe under the Missouri River to develop well fields on
the other side of the Missouri River in Cooper county.
Brazos estimated that the cost of the treatment plant
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estimatedfthat the
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Department
wetfand's wouli
effectivery cost the
town 100 b6ilon
gatlons of water if
implemented
SMaybe it [the
wetlands
restricting well
fied'f expansion]
wilf keep the town
fiom grwing that
wo udi6e aftrght
too. May6e its not
such a 6ad thing.
would be over $25 million and the cost of the pipe
would be $2.5 million plus the cost of the land, that is
if it was available for purchase. The group estimated
that the Conservation Department wetlands would
effectively cost the town 100 billion gallons of water if
implemented.40
In talking about all of the wetlands nuances with
Mr. Brazos in August, 1992, about two years after most
of the controversy, he did recognize what he deemed
one positive aspect of the "wetlands fiasco." He
decided that "Maybe it will keep the town from
growing; that would be all right too. Maybe its not
such a bad thing."41
Innovative Negotiations in TWetfands Project
The wetlands project is very large in terms of
financial cost and in terms of effort by the city to
bring together all of the various state, federal, and
local agencies to make the project work. Everyone
seemed to want the project to work. The city entered
nonstandard negotiations with state agencies
(specifically the Missouri Conservation Department) to
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arrangements were
made over
anything 6esidies
environmentafly
friendry prects.
the citizens woul;
6e less than
enthusiastic over
the entangied
reltionships.
(Brazos contends
that the city Jot
into edtwith the
Department of
Conservation"to
make the wetrands
przJect 4
get a place to discharge their wetlands while the
Conservation Department agreed to help the city with
its plans to develop a buffer around the linear park
system along the MKT trail. Basically, the State agreed
to buy some of the land in the county along the trail to
ease some of the city's cost on the project if it could
count on the city for support of the large wetlands
project in the McBaine bottoms.
Such innovative agreements aren't really anything
new or earth-shattering, but in this case, the
arrangements were substantially reported on in the
press. There is a feeling that if such arrangements
were made over anything besides environmentally
friendly projects, the citizens would be less than
enthusiastic over the entangled relationships.
Needless to say, some citizens weren't all that happy
about the deal as it was. Blaise Brazos contended that
the city "got into bed with the Department of
Conservation; by then they were working a deal for
them to buy buffer lands for the MKT trail."42
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The local farmers seemed to feel a little shafted
(or at least powerless) in the process. Big business or
big government running amuck over the individual
landowner isn't in line with the principles this country
was founded on. Needless to say, the little town of
McBaine was caught in the middle of all the
fi~ envinmMentaf controversy and troubles of the outfall pipe, the
inimtites in wetlands, and, as we will soon see, the embattled plans
Colfm6ia seem to
overap in uwys to link the MKT Trail and linear park to the statewide
that the most
cl&vernovest KATY trail. The town happens to lie in a straight line
coun7I't have from the town to the river.
constructedin her
most creative day. The most interesting thing about the
environmental initiatives in Columbia is that they all
seem to overlap in ways that the most clever novelist
couldn't have constructed in her most creative day. It
seems that Columbia would like to have everyone
believe that they did plan most of the initiatives in
time to respond to the demands of the citizens rather
than simply waiting for the citizens to demand a
change and then react to it. City Manager Ray Beck
stated, "Wetlands is just another step in our
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'WVetandr is just
another step in our
continuing process
ofstaying on the
cutting e4je of
recycLng and
reusing our
resources. q&e
whole program fits
a pattern."
- City Manger
Ray Beck
continuing process of staying on the cutting edge of
recycling and reusing our resources. The whole
program fits a pattern."43
Whether this is the case or not will be analyzed in
detail in the later part of the thesis. The question left
to the reader at this time to think about as the rest of
the story unfolds is this: If the environment is truly
being protected in a better way, and if the citizens are
happy with the programs enacted by the city, does it
really matter what motivates the town to be proactive?
Is there anything wrong with getting a selfish
satisfaction out of being on the cutting edge all of the
time as a town? Is this sense of progressiveness what
holds the community together and allows it to
innovate in the face of increased regulation without
increased funds for administration and enforcement?
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Chapter Five Rails to Trails and the
Development of the MKT
Linear Park
Buffering the Mature Traif
The Missouri-Kansas-Texas (MKT) railroad was a
Court m6yn that fixture running through Columbia for many years.
ena6l•Wile i to The line became abandoned several years back and
'naifs"plans
throughout the some citizens expressed an interest in converting the
VnitedStates, the
city cteared the railed to a nature trail. Aided by a Supreme Court
path andmade a ruling that enabled "Rails to Trails" plans throughout
nature andfitness
traid the United States, the city cleared the path and made a
nature and fitness trail some 4.2 miles in length that
ran through some very pretty land in the central to
southern part of town.
Along the trail were many undeveloped parcels of
,/e peope of the
town wantedto land, some of the last open spaces in that part of town.
6uffer the trait
from encroaching Strong sentiment grew in favor of a plan to buffer the
dev(pnt. trail so that development couldn't encroach upon it.
One of the first pieces of property to receive public
attention was a piece of ground actually owned by the
city. In June of 1989 developer Ron Westenhaver and
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city officials met with around twenty concerned
IAe city actualyq n a city actuay citizens to discuss the fate of some abandoned sewerowneda parcel'of
(and(an a6andonei district property that the city was interested in
sewer plant) that
ws 6eing sought developing or putting to some use. The land was
ord ev t. along the MKT trail, near the main access point of the
'Ilre is a trail.
relativety strong
feeang on the
counci that a part
is not the idea use
of that fanad"
Councilman
Rex Campbell
'tDoyou want a
trai that has a
cosmeticaky clean
view, doyou want
one that is
envinmentafly in
tune with the birds
andwild•ife~..."
The Parks and Recreation Department submitted a
plan several weeks earlier, proposing that the land be
converted into a park. Councilman Rex Campbell
indicated, "There is a relatively strong feeling on the
council that a park is not the ideal use of that land."'
Not much was resolved but a date was set for a
public hearing. In addressing the city officials, a local
physician, David Goldstein, summed up the issue. "It
seems to me that there are several things to consider.
Do you want a trail that has a cosmetically clean view,
do you want one that is environmentally in tune with
the birds and wildlife or do you want a combination of
the two?2
At the community meeting held on April 6th,
meeting organizer Karl Kruse (later to be a town
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councilman) indicated that the goal of the meeting
was to get other groups involved in the preservation
campaign.'
Promty and Generally the council and townspeople agreed on
access to the traif
wouldiefinitety be the fact that there needed to be a buffering of the MKT
a marketa6le item
a marketafeitean Trail, but the question was to what extent. Developersto constructors and
deve•opers. naturally saw potential marketing opportunities if
their developments could be located along the trail
with access for their residents or businesses.
Preservationists on the other hand felt that the best
plan for the trail would be to allow limited access
(limited from the standpoint that there were few entry
points, not in the sense that there would be charges
Preservationists
eressedthe view for use or other similar factors). There was also a
that the integJity strong feeling that the integrity of the trail could be
of the traicoudi6be
6est maintainedif best maintained if the path remained sheltered from
the path remained
se/'teredfrm commercial or residential development. The
comn aor reasoning was that people would enjoy the park much
residtentiaf
d•elopment. more in a completely natural state that was a little less
accessible rather than in a somewhat altered state that
was easily accessible from many points.
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Citizens uere At this time, there was increasing public pressure
cramoing to exend to extend the trail both north (to Broadway Street in
the Mf'TTraifto
<Broadway street the Downtown Business District) and South (to the
dmvntown and
sout to and statewide KATY trail). The MKT branch meets up withsouth to the
statelvide AfY the main railroad bed in the town of, you guessed it,
Trai theJe MK
oufldmeet up McBaine. Some council members expressed concern
with the TAYin
over whether the city should expand its trail beyondMcBaine!
the city limits. Local landowners in the county were
very firm in their opinion. Bruce Florea, a landowner
near the extension into the county maintained that,
To e-endthe "Time is not of the essence here."4 Landowners along
MKT(rraito the
state trail; the city the trail felt that the city council might be moving too
wouri, have to hastily in response to public pressures.
acquire a
significant amount Citizens in favor of buffering the trail felt exactly
of fandin the
ocfnt t the opposite. David Goldstein was active in the plans
and indicated that he felt moving too slowly could
result in not even minimum buffering plans be
installed. "We've seen in the last 60 days two major
developments directly adjacent to the trail," Goldstein
lamented and added that he wondered whether
another 60 days would mean two more. s
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Westenhaver A meeting was set up with members of the buffer
questionedthe lands task force, the Planning and Zoning Commission
democracy ofa
meeting that (sponsor of the meeting), the Parks and Recreation
inculedaaffof the
citien activist Department, and major citizens groups. Developercitizen activist
groups 6ut not the Westenhaver questioned the democracy of the process
developer-
since the landowners and developers were not invited
to join the process. Commissioner Larry Schuster
(later to be city councilman Schuster) assured the
landowners that they would be included in the process
at the next meeting.6
In Colum6 ia a Holding meetings that are incomplete (not having
group were not to
6e '6roght to the both sides of the issue represented) seems pointless.
ta6/e, "it u mul It is definitely not the actions of progressive planning
pr6a6(y 6e the
deveeopers were in and policy. Later meetings included all sides of the
other communities
the tendency might issues, because the citizens, landowners, and
be to exclude the developers demanded it. It is interesting to askenvinmmenttarss.
whether the city would have included all of the groups
if sufficient external pressure hadn't been applied. It
is also worth noting that in Columbia, if a group is
excluded from meetings and proceedings, it will most
likely be the developers rather than the citizens and
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'estentarver
wouf•mswp two
tracts of 6uffer
and forsome other
fand that the city
ownedaktm one of
his dleelopments.
qie developer
wouvf(ickkin an
aationa!r
$400,000 in the
amndswap but he
also requiredsome
zoning concessions
andan access road
to the prperty.
activists groups. This tendency is a stark contrast
from the situation that usually exists in which meeting
to decide the developmental fate of the town are often
held behind closed doors with little public input,
either from guarded release of details about the
meeting or because a general apathy by the citizens
towards such issues.
.Tust Haow 'Muchi Is the Buffer Worthi?
The plan for buffering the plan continued to
gather momentum, with lands within the city limits
being the primary focus. One particular hot topic was
a proposed land swap with Ron Westenhaver. Mr.
Westenhaver would give the city two strips of land he
owned along the trail in exchange for a portion of land
that abutted a commercial development that he
owned. The deal was fraught with all kinds of
contingencies. Westenhaver would pay the city
$394,655 in the deal since the cities land was
appraised as more valuable than his. In return the city
would rezone some of the land as commercial instead
of residential and would allow him to build an access
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Members of the
Fiendi of the
WCRImgroupfeft
that the requested
access road came to
close to the trail
even though it
Eidnt cross it.
7t's not rea/'y a
6uffei; it's a
magficent, near
nature park"
Chip Cooper,
Friend of MKT
Citizens in the area
o6jectedto the
higier(knsity in
zoning because of
te traffic impacts,
withstand~ng.
road to the remaining portion of his land that he was
not selling to the city.'
Both requirements met with stiff opposition. In
the case of the access road, members of the Friends of
the MKT Nature/Fitness Trail felt that the road came
much to close to the trail and would destroy the
integrity of truly wanting to buffer the path. Chip
Cooper, a member of the Friends of MKT group,
insisted that the buffer lands were really much more
than a buffer. "It's not really a buffer, it's a
magnificent, linear nature park,"8 he extolled.
The rezoning measure upset many residents in the
area. A petition of more than two-hundred signatures
collected to ask for no increase in density along Forum
Boulevard was presented to the council. The council
had voted to accept the proposed change in the Land
Use Plan to allow a higher density zoning. A former
member of the Planning and Zoning Commission, Ray
Jones, felt that Westenhaver was using the city's desire
to buffer the MKT trail to hold the city over a barrel
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and gain many concessions he could not normally get
in other circumstances. 9
Over1000 new The southwestern part of the town had undergone
housing units were a lot of development in the past few years. Over 1000
constructe'in the
southern part of houses and apartments units were constructed in the
tf city frm 1986
to 1989. area in the four years from 1986 to 1989.10
Building in the southern part of the town is a
trend that seems likely to continue. For the year 1991,
over 74% of all of the new housing units in the city
In 1991., around were constructed at the southern edge of the city. The
720 new units were
6utit in the total new housing units for Columbia for 1991 was
southern part of
978.11U;Yotgu (/'" Of rne
tota units. People didn't want the heavier traffic loads that
would be associated with commercial or more
intensive land development. It is interesting to note
who is opposing the land swap and the zoning
concessions. Preservationists have long been
identified as wanting to keep growth down, wishing to
protect open space, and deciding in favor of
environmental initiatives in general. What has
happened in this case is that environmental concerns
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qie citizens who
might otherwise
support efforts to
add6buffer lands to
the nearpaikput
trafic congestion
M4Wore
Parklirnd
NVO
q Less
Did the city use the
envirnmventaf
movement to alfow
them to start
moving into an era
of 'ontraditionat'
negotiation?
have been linked to development plans in an explicit
way. The groups of citizens in the Forum Boulevard
area are for the protection of the MKT trail, but not if
it is going to add time to their commute to work or
add aggravation to the process of pulling out of their
sidestreet onto the main road.
The other group sees an access road as marring
the trail and wants nothing to do with allowing that to
happen. If asked whether they support the attempts
to buffer the MKT trail, both groups would probably
answer "Yes, but....." In entering into innovative
negotiations for the land acquisition, the city was
showing a little more flexibility and daringness than
the average citizen might have cared for, but since it
was for the environment, most were willing to support
the initiative. It is interesting to consider whether it
was the intense public pressure to protect the MKT
trail that prompted the city officials to enter into the
nontraditional negotiations or if the climate was
simply ripe for such negotiations to finally start taking
place. If environmental concerns are to be taken into
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RalI f/o r0As and MK/
(Botlh leveopers
and
environmentaists
migit be a ftte
wary of
nontrad'iional
negotiations if tey
perceive inequity.
ANontraditional
contracting and
negotiations may 6e
a way to introduce
efficiency 6ackjinto
processes that are
regvulted
account (whether explicitly for a program such as the
MKT Nature trail or simply in individual building
permits) carefully, it is likely that such deals will
become more commonplace.
Opponents of change or the environmental
protection will surely cry foul when they see public
officials rolling up their shirtsleeves and working (in
unconventional ways) with the developers or owners
who want to build or change their land. This
acceptance of innovative work relationships between
governments, developers, and citizens means that a
fundamental change is taking place in '"business as
usual" in local government. Though for the current
thesis, such relationships are looked at in an
environmental context, it is nevertheless interesting to
recognize that such innovative public/private
contracting methods are catching hold in other areas
with many people lauding the efforts as an attempt to
bring efficiency back into processes that have become
bureaucratized and ripe for procedural abuse. Trying
to get the engineers and city staff used to making
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decisions that aren't always strictly based on a one,
two, three checklist is hard. Even the appearance of
ITying to get an impropriety (her plans were approved in two week
engineing staff while mine took four) will bring harsh criticism from
used to making
decisions that the business world.
aren't basedon
cit citeria ora Back to the land trade deal between Westenhaver
1-2-3 solution is and the city. In early January of 1990, the Planning
d4fifcuet task
and Zoning Commission recommended the zoning
change by a five to four margin. The plans called for
changing the land from agriculatural use to
qfe Pfanni and commercial and that was in conflict with the land use
Zoning CommissionZotmdto plan for the area. The plan also called for
votedto
recommendthe construction of narrow, privately owned streets within
zoning changes by
afive to four the development. City Engineer George Montgomery
mary. voiced opposition to the project based on that fact.
One commissioner who voted for the zoning change
'I can votefortlfis was Keith Schrader, a mathematics professor at the
plan but somep wont so= University. With hesitation he mused, "I can vote forpeope wonit fike
this. IlityT this plan but some people won't like this. They'll
remember the trees."
Keith Schrader, remember the trees."12 Mr. Schrader probably didn't
P&Z Commissioner
realize how prophetic he was.
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hie trees that were
clear-cut were
consiered by many
to 6e the impetus
for the Land
Yreservation
Ordanance
lfere were over
twenty tracts of
fand to be dealt
with to secure
6uffer &ands and
access to the 7(aty
TraiIC
the way things
have been going in
Cofumbia, d.cisions
by the City Council
awe iad more of
an impact on us
than they uave fiad
on their
constituents.
Bruce Florea,
county property
owner
The reader knows what happened on that
property. It was clear cut of nearly all trees and the
public outcry is what prompted the city to finally pass
the land preservation ordinance (see Chapter Three
for complete details).
Tgc ing Landfor the TraWi
It seemed that the city was on its way to buffering
the trail and extending it to the statewide KATY trail.
Twenty-four tracts of land abutted the trail and would
have to be dealt with for the buffering process. The
most complicating factor in the process was that many
of the properties need for buffering were located in
the county (as was the trail) and the idea of the town
becoming an even more major property owner in the
county didn't sit well with many citizens or county
government officials. One property owner in the
county, Bruce Florea contended, "The way things have
been going in Columbia, decisions by the City Council
have had more of an impact on us than they have had
on their constituents. And they are not terribly
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Some on the sympathetic to those of us outside of the city limits
County Commission when there is a conflict."'3
felt that if lad
fadto 6e taken in The county commission had reservations about
the county, the taking property from private landowners if they were
county shoutownu
it. opposed to it. At least one commissioner felt that if
property was to be taken, the county government
should administer the proceedings and be the owner
of the land. Don Sanders, southern district
'Ss the city going to
push ahedandtry commissioner for Boone County asked, "Is the city
to idevelop and going to push ahead and try to develop and acquire
acquare the
trait ........far the trail.........far outside city limits, or is the county
outside city Smits, going to do it?'14
or is the county
going to do it?" In looking at the situation as an outside observer,
Don Sanders,
county commissioner a couple of questions arise. First, is the concern in the
county prompted solely by a concern over the city
JAre county putting undue influence on the county yet again one
residents upset more time? Second, are the county residents
that their efected
offcias aren't more somewhat disgruntled that their representative body,
proactive in fooking the commission, isn't as proactive and aggressive in
outfor their
interests? protecting their interests and rights as the city council
is for Columbians? It seems that there is a little bit of
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e county may both feelings mixed in the tension between city and
not have 6een as county.
aggressive in the
situation as some Northern County Commissioner Dave Griggs
peopke woufdhave defended the commissions stance by offering, "The
ied; b6ut the city
has not contacted city has been on this for some time. The county may
the county to get
theirinput." not have been as aggressive in the situation as some
Dave Griggs,
county commissioner people would have liked, but the city has not
contacted the county to get their input."'5 County
residents probably don't have any desire to become
like the high faluttin' city folk, but they do see the
One of the mairn success of the city in its aggressive environmental
reasonsfor living
in the county is to programs and would like to harness some of that
escape much of theburesape mucracy of te power and efficiency in maintaining the autonomy
6ureaucracy
associateduwith and minimal level of government regulation in their
city government.
lives. One of the main reasons for living in the county
is to escape much of the bureaucracy associated with
city government.
Wormaf Citizens Toin EnvironmentatlMovement
A moment needs to be taken to run down where
we are at in the story in a temporal sense. It is about
the beginning of 1991 and for all of the progressive
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actions by Columbia, there is still discontent. Theloining the 'tree
iugger'types are expansion of the MKT Trail has been stalled for a while
the ranjkand f ie
'honnaPcitizens. due to city/county and citizen conflicts. Development
is still progressing somewhat unchecked in the
er thought I southern part of town (the Land Preservation
woufO6e caffean Ordinance hasn't been passed yet), and citizen groups
activist IPe 6een
a moss-6acked are feeling frustrated by the whole process. But they
Repub6can my aren't quitting, they are strengthening their ranks.whole Rife."
Bruce Coruett, Joining the "tree hugger" types are the rank and file
Meadows
HomeownersAssociation "normal" citizens. As Bruce Cornett, a member of the
Meadows Homeowners Association put it, "I never
M city counclman thought I would be called an activist. I've been a
ns recftepansd moss-backed Republican my whole life."'6 Mr. Cornett
one of the points of
disenchantment headed a petition drive to recall City Councilman
was his perceived
ve ent Chester Edwards. Edwards was targeted for a
stance. perceived pro-development posture. On the same day
that Edwards was ousted, Councilwoman Sharon
Another
counciCwoman ran Lynch was defeated in her bid for presiding County
for0oone County Commissioner. Also perceived as pro-development,
Commissioner and Lynch didn't even carry her ward in her bid for
couln 't even carryher own ward Presiding Commissioner. 7fier own ware!
Pags t/o faos and M7K-
In getting back to the MKT trail, it seems that the
county did finally decide to pursue (or at least
cooperate more with the city) in the initiative in a
Some of the more proactive manner. Near the end of 1990,
citizens fet that
the county using its options were secured to buy land from two major
money to nuy landowners in the county. The new commission
6uffer fands for the
traitwas just appeared ready to exercise those options.
anotier fonn of the
county s6sidiing Opposition of Ruraf£andowners
the city. Immediately, county residents threw up their
hands. In a meeting held in Ashland, a town in the
southern part of the county, farmer Walter "Junior"
'ou alftwent to Garrett told the commission, "You all went to school,
sciooI but you but you didn't go to the right school or you wouldn't
didn't go to the
right schoo(oryou be thinking these things."' 8 What Mr. Garrett was
woufdn't be
tIi nga these referring to was plans for the county to use its money
things." to buy properties for the MKT trail. People seemed to
Walter Garrett,
Boone County farmer be divided on whether the county should be active in
the plan (so that the city isn't controlling more land
outside of the city limits) or whether they should stay
out of the negotiations for fiscal reasons.
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'fýere's a lot more Mr. Garrett summed it up by saying, "There's a lot
people opposed to
that traifth anyou more people opposed to that trail than you think.
think. mfis is This is country; it ain't Columbia."" The feeling was
country; it aint
Columbia." that use of county money was basically another
Mr. Garrett
instance of the county subsidizing the living style of
n Me couty r " Columbia residents. Andrew Wheat, a writer for the
and imFise'are stil
tfie saw tdig andltosawte In s Columbia Missourian, summed up the feelings when
'open spaceleaibs
t•ac Vir:turc he wrote "In the country, 'work' and 'exercise' are still
the same thing, and 'open space' describes the
qIie state rejecteda
plan to buy an agricultural workplace."
20
exensive parceof Compounding the problems was the
fandnear the trait
andm iflife area; announcement by the State a week earlier not to buy a
fater they changedth irminafycer tract of land next to a wildlife area (that also buffered
thir mindafter
considerable the MKT Trail) because they though the price was too
perruasion 6y the
city. high. Real worries began to surface that the total cost
of the project would have to be borne locally. Who
rtt oesnlt 6ehoove would pick up the additional cost? Mr. Garrett
the commission to
6buy fandwe don't summed it up pretty well when he said, "It doesn't
nedwith money
we ldot Whave I behoove the commission to buy land we don't need
tfinkit wiatcome with money we don't have. I think it will come back to
6ack to haunt
them." haunt them."21
Mr. Garrett
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Almost miraculously, the Conservation
Commission changed its mind again and voted to
acquire the Jose tract of land along the trail for
$280,000 which was approximately $4,000 an acre.
This put the plan back on track as the city and county
In the meeting to
convince the could now worry about the other lands along the trail
Conservation instead of the one large stumbling block. In the
Commission to help
with trait6uffering presentation before the Missouri Conservation
the city emphiasized
thle master plan Commission, City Manager Ray Beck emphasized that a
involving the trailt master plan existed for the land and trail initiative,
6uffer fand
wetlands, and including highlighting wildlife conservation,
sewer sludge
sinjectionr recreation, parkland, and wastewater treatment (theinjection.
wetlands and land application for wastewater
treatment sludge were targeted in the land plan along
the trail).22
On April 2nd of 1991, a tax package was passed by
the citizens of Columbia. $1.8 million was earmarked
for the acquisition of buffer lands for the MKT trail.
Other money was appropriated for standard
infrastructure projects, fire department upgrades, etc.
in the same package. Councilman Bob Hutton
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remarked, "We used this [the MKT buffer issue] as the
We usedthis [the flagship of the ballot issue to get the sales tax passed.
""C fferisse] We do plan to follow through with the buffer."23
as tie ffagslp of
tlMe 6alTot issue to Not all people were enthusiastic about the tax
get tie sales tax
passed ' Wed issue. Bruce Florea, one of the landowners in the
plran tofolrow county who's land was targeted for buffering purposes
through wit/i tile
6uffer" wrote a letter to the editor of the Columbia Missourian
Bob Hutton,
City Councilman denouncing the tax increase. Referring to the land
that would be purchased from sales tax funds, he
fow wil tfis fanda asked, "How will this land be used? .... Is it to revert
6e used'?.... Is it to back to brush - to locust trees, multi-flora rose bushes,
revert 6ack to
brwsh - to focust poison ivy vines, and wild blackberry brambles? ...
trees muti-flora
rose rl, o Nature in these parts is not benign."24 He went on torose busies, poison
ivy vines, andtwiif address some costs implicit in the decision to buy the
brambies?... buffer lands. Citing the fact that one of the targeted
Nature in these lands has plans for development of 19 homes, he
parts is not
6enign_" presented the fact that at market values of $120,000
Bruce Florea,
county resident and existing property tax rates, there would be a loss
of $20,000 a year to the school district alone.25 It is
interesting to note that Mr. Florea began the letter
acknowledging the fact that he was a county resident
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ie city novedas
fast as possible to
begin negotiations
for andpurchas"e
Ai reading of the
enab&in ordinance
accompanied the
swearing in
ceremonyfor tihe
new council
"~%ere else can you
buy fand four
minutes finm
downtown, afew
minutes from the
footbaffiefd
(Missouri T~gers)
and two minutes
from the gotf
course.,
Bob LeMone,
11th hour landowner
writing his opinion on a city tax issue, but felt justified
since his family spent practically all of their money in
Columbia anyway.26
Problems with LandfPurchase
There were a few other snags in the land
acquisition process. Bob Lemone, an industrial
developer, beat the city to the punch on buying 100
acres, in two separate tracts, along the trail. Mayor
McCollum commented, "It is unfortunate that this had
to happen because it's no secret that the city wants to
buy this property."27 The city had moved as quickly as
allowed by law to negotiate for the land. In fact, the
mayor included the first reading of the ordinance
allowing the city to negotiate during the swearing in
ceremony of the new council.
Mr. Lemone maintained that he bought the land to
build a home for himself and a soccer field for his son.
"Where else can you buy land four minutes from
downtown, a few minutes from the football field
(Missouri Tigers), and two minutes from the golf
course."28 It is pretty hard to argue with that stream
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of logic. Lemone went on to indicate that he thought
L£eMone3feft that the city should be appreciative that he bought the land
the city shoWu6e since it was originally slated for development and he
appreciative that
he was payingfor would use the rest of the land for a tree farm.
an e.pensive parcel
of 6ufferrandand naturally, some people saw it a little differently. The
w•m nIt.t idea that a developer would buy the lands just a few
commerciafy
dvefop it. hours before the city could legally enter negotiations
seemed a little suspicious to many.
Lemone went through a variety of proposals trying
£eIone submitted
a num6erof to convince the city that he didn't have development
proposali to the
y, Cr plans for the site, but the city adamantly pursuedcity, in crew
covenants to acquiring the whole tract of land, indicating that they
protect against
leveiopment in the did not want the trail to be subject to any crossings.
In a final proposal to the city through City Manager
Beck, Lemone was confident that the offer should be
I' have a great dea accepted. Lemone's attorney remarked, "If it were a
of troule dieci4ng
iffthe city wif6e straight business deal, I would be able to predict
success. But there are emotions and intangible factors
vocalminority or
common senstc" involved that I can't predict. I'm a lawyer and not a
Bob LeMone's
attorney politician. I have a great deal of trouble deciding if the
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One councifman
put togethera
proposat
independent of the
council Some
thought it was a
reasona6fe sofution
to end the gridTock
6but some people in
the city government
were very upset
that he acted
infeperuent of the
councidL
city will be persuaded by a vocal minority or common
sense."29
The offer was not accepted. It basically stated that
the LeMones wanted to build a house and related
recreational amenities and possible a guest house,
pool, and lake in the future. They would put the
entire 107 acres into a pact that would never allow
subdivision or commercial development. They would
not allow hikers to trespass on their land though.3 0
IndmividiuaIinitiatve in £and1Disfute Resotution
First ward Councilman Larry Schuster attempted
promoted an alternative plan hoping for a
compromise. The plan was prepared completely
independent of the council. It would allow the
LeMones to build their house, guest house, swimming
pool, and lake on fifty acres if they donated the other
fifty-seven to the city to buffer the trail. An access
road to a trail parking lot would be constructed by the
city as an alternate means of travel during floods.
Some on the council agreed to think about it while
others were convinced that the original mandate of
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'rfit wasn tfor a
private railroad
company, we
woulfdn t even fiave
this thing. !Now
we shouiddo
everything we can
to avoid running
roughshodover
private property
owners. "
Larry Schuster,
City Councilman
A brief history of
the rails to trails
issue in Missouri
is found on the
next few pages
"purchase all of it or condemn all of it" more
accurately portrayed the mandate from the voters for
buffering the trail.31
Mr. Shuster insisted, "If it wasn't for a private
railroad company, we wouldn't even have this thing.
Now we should do everything we can to avoid running
roughshod over private property owners. "32
This idea of the importance of the rights of
property owners has been silent in most of the
discussions involving the MKT trail and the buffer
lands. The constituency is generally limited to
developers and their organizations and the individual
landowners who are targeted for the land purchases.
In the case of the developers, not too many people can
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Farmers along the KATY Railroad are fightingfor your property rights
Missouri is the Missouri, Kansas, and Texas
battleground for what may (Katy) Railroad secured
prove to be one of the most easements from landowners to
significant Supreme Court build a portion of their main
decisions concerning your line from St. Louis to Sedalia,
property rights. The battle Representatives of the
lines were clearly drawn a railroad promoters drew up
century ago when the agreements with (cont.)
iao0/s /o [rails and K/T
not too many
people can muster
empathy (&t alone
sympathy)for the
cause ofprotecting
ideelopment ghts,
even if it is in the
fonn ofindifuat
property rgts
muster empathy (let alone sympathy) for the cause of
protecting development rights, even if it is in the form
of individual property rights. And even in the case of
the landowners who are asked to sell their land,
people may sympathize a little, but the perceived
benefit seems to outweigh the cost.
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landowners along the 200-mile land owning families along the
stretch similar to the one signed 200 mile corridor running
by Bernard and Josephine through eight Missouri
Macke on.April 4, 1889. This counties.
agreement gave land to the Until 1983 these
railroad for the "purpose of landowners had taken for
establishing, constructing and granted that their property
maintaining a railroad on the rights were protected under
said land herein conveyed and Missouri law, that provides for
for no other purpose" to be land under easement to revert
used as a "right of waytt for a to the landowners when the
railroad and for no other easement is abandoned and no
purpose." That land is now longer used for the original
owned by descendants of the purpose. In legal terms
Mackes, Maurice and Delores right-of-way is the same as
(losemeyer of Marthasville. easement, then came the
The Glosemeyers may have National Trails System Act
the unique distinction of being more commonly known as the
either a plaintiff or defendant in Rails to Trails Act. This act
a U.S. Supreme Court case. In effectively took away the rights
reality the Glosemeyers will be of those landowners to reclaim
butoneo 1,069 ....the abandoned railroad
right-of-way. (cont.)
Ihy 9ilffer 1/e f/7all'
Wfi, 2?uffer the TJraif
The issue of what fuels the drive to protect the
MKT Trail is a little confusing at first glance. People in
the county, those who are more directly tied to the
land through agriculture and those who choose to live
in the county to escape regulation imposed in towns
are decidedly in favor of the rights of the landowners.
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The landowners claim encouraged the Missouri
Congress intentionally and Department of Natural
unconstitutionally tried to Resources (DNR) to acquire
overcome a "problem" of and develop the first and
individual property rights to longest such trail in America.
gain more public land at little It was attractive to DNR
or no expense. Congress did because it gave an opportunity
not allow for any money to be to expand the state [ark system
spent for buying the easements, and their domain, and it
The act allowed railroads to appealed to a growing group of
convey their easements to preservationists in the state.
public and private The Landowners sensed the
organizations for the purpose threat. They raised money to
of creating recreational right of take their case to court.
way in case they were ever Represented by Farm Bureau
needed in the future. attorney, Ron MiMillin, the
The MKT rightofhway landowners felt they had the
from St. Louis to Sedalia was weight of the law on their side.
an attractive piece of property They filed their suit to quiet
now up for grabs. It was title in the Circuit Court of
politically attractive to Warren County in December of
Governor John Ashfroft who 1986 after the railroad had
secured trackage rights (con..)
Rals lo Trfals and' #K7
lie adocatesfor They feel that rights are afforded the individual
the trad'ieelthat through the constitution and precedence.the pu6• 6enefit
for the traidfar The advocates for the trail, on the other hand, feel
outw As any
consiferations of that the public benefit for the trail far outweighs any
the infinment of considerations of the infringement of personal
personaproperty
*fits. property rights. And remember, the city definitely has
a mandate to move ahead with the project. The
qfle advocatesfor
the traiffeef that
the pubfc 6enefit
for the trail far
outweýihs any
considerations of
the infiingement of
personaproperty
n*fts.
existing council ran on a decidedly pro-environment
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qfie e tiq
councikfeinitey
ran on a
pr-envinmenta1
pratfimz and
apPPropriatelfor
environmental
matters; a mantuate
eisted
platform and the money to pay for the land
acquisition was approved in an election. If public
opinion changes on the mandate, the voting booth is
the power to effect change. Councilman Karl Kruse
sums it up when asked if landowner's rights have been
infringed upon. He replied, "Absolutely. We live in a
much different time than our founding fathers. I
wanted more regulation [and didn't hide that fact] and
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Rails to Trails continued
statute providing for A St. Louis businessman and
railbanking was constitutional landowner in Callaway County,
However, he said the gave $200,000 to the
landowners may have some Conservation Federation of
remedy in seeking just Missouri for the purpose of
compensation from the United buying Katy Trail property.
States through the Claims This money was used to buy
Court . .. ... train Stations at Sedalia,
"Comnpensation is not the Boonville and other easements
issue," states John Sam in Boone County. A
Williamson, Jr., who says he stipulation on this money was
and his wife Susan spend a that it would be refunded if the
*couple of days a week on the Trails Act is declared
trail issue. "¶Due process is the unconstitutional in the next
issue. If the state wants to take seven yeats or if the state is
the land by eminent domain, we* urna~ble to use the corridor ihvthe
can accept that, but until then it next five years.
is our land to sell or do as we During the 1987 session of
want."the General Assembly DNR
In the meantime, all was.requested $2 million for.
not quiet on the local front. "securing, protecting and
DNR had been very busy.. preserving. the railroad
corridor. Through .(cont.)
RaQs /0o I-/s aO'nd OK
eciy actuaKy therefore I must assume that the people wanted more
filedcond emnat ion
a onapiece fregulation since they elected me.33 The LeMonepapers on a piece offandneededfor
6oth 6uffering and
sewage sluidge
injectiotL w eekI
fater an agreement
was reacded
situation was finally resolved when Columbia paid him
$42,000 more than his purchase price for 93 acres and
Lemone donated the remaining 15 acres to the city as
a gift.34
The city actually filed condemnation papers on a
piece of land called the Bailey tract, but a week later an
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Precedence fo/ I/7A'f fra/7
agreement was reached between the two parties. That
piece of land was slated for dual use, buffering the
trail and providing land for injection of sludge wastes
from the sewage treatment plant."3
Precedence for MKT Trail
Federal legislation paved (or actually graveled) the
way for "rails to trails" projects throughout the
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Rail~s to.Trail~s continu.e.
later DNR. asked for an exhausted. A notice on the
injunction fromt the federal large park sign says the trail is
court to take down. the fences, "dlosed until further notice"
the injunction was refused. However, in August DNR
The governor's office is began erecting 30 large trail
reported to have ordered DNR signs in the St. Charles area,
not to patrol the fenced off Landowner's activist, Gary
areas, and the landowners have Heldt of Rhineland, called the
accused DNR officials of governor's office after hearing
tearing down fences. DNR claim they had approval
During the 1 938 session of from the governor's office. The
the General Assembly DNR signs caine down the next day.
requested a $1.9 million.Meanwile, the landowners
appropriation for the trail. continue to press their case in
After compromises that was the appellate court. Win or
cut to $40,000 for maintenance lose, ey know it is only one
only. more step to the Supreme
*Following the federal court Court. Even then it Might be
decision the landowners far from over. If the
immediately announced they government should prevail it
would appeal. Governor could turn into an annual battle
As~heroft agreed and promised for d eveopment appropriations
that no further development or inthe General Assembly.
trail operations would be
~The Rural Missourian, October 1988
Ra/Ps /0 tra/s and A'KT
I can remembera
few years acck
(when I uas a
student at the
VniMersity of
Missoui in
Columbia) the Iocal
television news
stomes about
raudowners sitting
with shotguns at
the 6oundary of
their fandand the
trail
country. The law allowed the states to take over
abandoned railbeds for the purpose of developing
nature trails and bike and walking paths. The
measure met with stiff opposition in the area near
Columbia. I can remember a few years back (when I
was a student at the University of Missouri in
Columbia) the local television news with stories about
landowners sitting with shotguns at the boundary of
their land and the trail. Land owners were upset
because the lease agreements with the railroads had
originally been for fixed length terms and in the case
of abandonment, the land was to revert to the
landowner.
In listening to the interviews with the landowners
and watching the expressions on their face and in
their eyes, I came to the conclusion that I wouldn't use
the trail through their property if I ran into them.
As a trail user a few years after the fact, I will
admit to having mixed feelings about walking the path
from Rocheport to Jefferson City. There are two sides
to the issue. As a young man growing up on a farm in
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rural Missouri, I know the frustration of having
multitudes of people climbing (and destroying) fences
around the farm. Lamenting over the fact that people
don't understand that what they perceive as nature is
in reality a farmer's workplace was a daily exercise. I
suppose that some of the resentment might even
come from a jealousy that I didn't have the free time
(like the people from the city) to enjoy the nature and
wildlife around me.
On the other hand, since moving to Boston and the
landlocked east, I found that the amenities I enjoyed
most during the summer I was home doing research
for my thesis were the MKT and KATY trails, the
winery at Rocheport overlooking the River, and the
various other parks located in the area. While I was a
student at Missouri, my leisure time was more often
spent in the dance clubs or local bars.
During that time, I lived on a farm of over 100
acres in the Columbia area. Each afternoon, when I
walked down the lane to get my mail, I could see
rabbits and squirrels and deer and turkeys and...... I
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I have afeeGng
that ifeveryfamnner
were requiredto
five in a cityfor a
year, they might at
least empathize a
ittle more with
cityfolff who
want to set up
nature traifs in the
country.
have a feeling that if every farmer were required to
live in a city for a year, they might at least empathize a
little more with city folks who want to set up nature
trails in the country. The point is, they had better get
used to it because the trend seems likely to continue.
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Chapter Six Why Columbia,
Why Environmentalism,
Why Now?
Is Environmentaf Concern Reaffy .e~Nw?
qfie city points to
the elimination of
buming yardawaste
andrun66ish in the
'60s as an example
of eardy
envirnmental
initiatives.
Columbia has very
litth heavy
industry due to a
&ong standin
policy not to
encourage such
companies.
Depending on who you ask, Columbia's concern
for the environment isn't a new phenomena at all.
The bottle and can deposit ordinance was landmark
legislation which is now finding statewide adoption in
several states in the Northeast and in the West. The
city manager talks about efforts in the sixties that
eliminated burning of rubbish and yard wastes within
the city limits.' The municipal power company offers
rebates on electricity bills if you use a heat pump
instead of a conventional air conditioner. The town
has very little heavy industry and that has come about
because of a long term, consistent view that emitter
industries aren't good for the town or its people.
If you talk to constructors or developers, the tune
may play to a different beat. Many feel that in the
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'Unti recentfy,
developers and
constructorsfett
that you coulffat
least worfthrougnh
regulations without
fomnalprocedures
that generate red
tape.
As people start
rubbing et6ows
more and more
ftequently,
conffits arise and
rules are neededas
'Ibow pads."
Columbia is in no
danger of b6ecoming
the Boston of the
Miidwest.
past, there may have been an unofficial green policy,
but at least you could work through it without
formalized procedures with red tape that drive the
cost of construction up. Citizens upset by the city's
decision to take land for the development of a nature
trail feel confident that, in the past, the rights of
landowners would have been given more weight.
What happened in Columbia to make the general
citizen think about the environment in everyday
decisions? To be honest, some of the impetus can be
attributed solely to elbowroom issues. As people start
to get a little more crowded, it is natural that rules
and regulation concerning social order tend to
develop. Looking at California and the Eastern
Seaboard, the most densely populated areas in the
country, allows one to see the proliferation of many
laws and regulations concerning zoning, land use,
environmental controls, and the list goes on and on.
There probably isn't much danger that Columbia
will ever become the Boston of the Midwest, but as it
does become more urbanized, there is a natural
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Is Envfronmenta/ Concern ,Pea/A/ NeA?
tendency for the citizens to take a closer look
tecteto~ffcal are internally for fulfillment of needs.
e-pectedto conform
to the wirsFes of her Looking for others (the city government) to
r is constituency.
Smaftown politics provide solutions isn't denying the proud heritage of
ensures close living in a rural area and being able to fend for one's
contact 6etween
dectedofjciac and self. It can rather be looked upon as an extension of
voters. that self-determinism vested in elected officials and a
local government that is expected to be very loyal to
the wishes and desires of its constituency.
ow many peopfe What makes people form towns in the first place?
arewdwhat It is the feeling that the clustering will provide
iappenedto their
trash afterpickup economies of scale for many necessary things. Some
en years ago?
Tliose who tdif'were obvious examples include infrastructure such as
: rided roads, water, sewer, parks, and so on. People are now
nvironmenta&sts
n the fringe of starting to look at these needs beyond the simple "out
wralsociety. of site, out of mind" viewpoint. How many people
really cared what happened to their trash after it was
picked up or their sewage after it was flushed until
lately? Not many, and those that did were looked
upon as the fringe element.
Why Com/ui/bh/ Why Env/ionmen/ar/nm, Why Now,?
The climate in Columbia has changed, even if it is
An environmental
initiative touches
neaTy everyfacet
of a citien's fife in
Colum6ia.
Some
environmentarlts
get upset when
things are fookedat
in an
antfiropocentric
manner (vauin
the environment in
terms of what it is
worth to
humankindrather
than assigning
vafuefor it's
inhenrt worth)
only in making the deep rooted environmental
concerns more explicit or more noticeable. In nearly
every facet of life in Columbia, an environmental
initiative touches the lives of its citizens. Some other
activities of the city will now be looked at in a little bit
of detail to show how the term environment should
really be looked at in a little broader sense than many
environmentalists and preservationists look at it
today.
Some might cry foul, arguing that taking the
human factor into account so explicitly diminishes the
pure aspects of environmentalism. But I would
maintain that it is the human factor, the building of a
social movement, that actually gets things done in
environmental matters. Environmentalists fearing
anthropocentric outlooks shouldn't be all that
concerned; in looking in the latest Presidential
election, it was pretty obvious that either voters didn't
believe in the jobs versus environment tradeoff, or
they don't really care about jobs over the environment.
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qIie Mk6ate over
jobs versus the
environment is
arte andwuedin
Columbia.
.egiona(<Economic
(Develpment
Incorporated is
responsibefor
recnatment of new
fusinessfor te city
andcounty.
Hopefully, it was the former, but even if the sentiment
of the latter holds true, the environment (although not
the people) is better off for it.
Tobs andtthe 'Environment
The Regional Economic Development Corporation
(REDI) is an unique cooperative effort between the
City, County, Chamber of Commerce, and the
University of Missouri to promote and develop
business interest in Columbia. The funding
breakdown for costs (excluding personnel) of REDI is
as follows:
REDI FUNDING
Dollars ($)
100,000
80,000
60,000
40,000
20,000
0
#hamber of Commerce
.ity of Columbia
3oone County Commission
Jniversity of Missouri)ther Investors
nterest Income
Aiscellaneous
77L~a
Proposed for 1993
Source: Department of Economic Planning
1992/93 Budget Presentation
The total from the investors is $ 161,000.
Additionally, the city pays for the personnel costs
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which amount to $ 169,000, for a total yearly budget
qfe innovatie of $ 330,000.2
pu6&c private
partnership uas How are those dollars being spent? Attracting
unveiled to hIqi
epectation to h white collar industry is the main thrust of Columbia'se~Gectations in the
community. development arm. Such industries lend themselves to
keeping the town clean and green. When the
innovative partnership, REDI, was announced, the
business community was generally optimistic. An
editorial in the Columbia Daily Tribune applauded the
EDqI asinfuied efforts to get the program off the ground. The
ny private cooperative effort replaces the planning director's
investors, the
Chlam6erof position in the city government with an executive
Commerce, the city,
committee which handles the everyday relations with
andtlithe county. )1
spcil w the corporation's investors.
introducedin the
state legislature to The REDI executives coordinate trade shows and
alrow the county to business solicitation campaigns. A local state
part icpate in the
innovative venture- representative went as far as to introduce a state
statute to allow the county to invest in such a
cooperative venture (the county doesn't have home
rule so the county commission didn't have the
authority to invest in such a partnership).3
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gaoElpu6sfies a
Iost of
infonnationaf
pac*ketsfor
compames
interestefin
locating in the area.
In chartering
EDI, the city
seems to be
consistent in
attempting an
innovative solution
to the lanning
~epartments
handing of
6usiness
recnitment in
preios yars.
Promotional material
Columbia
distributed by REDI in a M Co m i
booklet entitled: iere Opportunity is a Way of £Lifebooklet entitled:
It touts all the amenities that the town has to
offer, including an educated labor force due to the
University and Vo-tech programs in the area. Listed is
the great access to transportation through Interstate
70, the regional airport, railroad service on the town
owned line that hooks up to national rail systems, and
water access to the Missouri River in Booneville, 17
miles west of Columbia. The city owned utilities and
low rates are mentioned. Finally, the general cultural
opportunities in the area are explored.4
The innovative arrangement (at least by
mid-Missouri standards) seemed to be entirely
consistent with Columbia's mission to stay on the
cutting edge in all matters, but REDI has been
criticized by some as being inconsistent, in some ways,
with the environmental posture of the city. Blaise
Brazos, a former member of the Energy and
Environment Commission, questioned the focus of the
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group, feeling that their definition of success was
Smanypeopfe creating X number of jobs, no matter what type or
question whether
the 6encfimarfJor quality, for the area. He mentioned an effort to attract
success in 'EDI
souesin6e rei a company that recycled batteries as an example of ansnouM 6e creating
Xnum6erofjo6s in industry that would be totally inappropriate for the
ayear here might
6epressure to town.5
recruit 6usinesses
t si City Councilman Karl Kruse said that he felt thatnot consistent with
the city's overal" REDI sees its mandate as "to recruit business and
paln.
create wealth."6 When asked about the initiative to
here is ome pursue tourism, Kruse was generally favorable,
questhon as to expressing the often stated view that people come,
whether Columbia
wants to promote spend money, then leave. But when asked whether
minimum wage jobsni geo6s creation of minimum wage type jobs needed to sustain
needed to maintain
the toufism tourism was what Columbia should be encouraging, he
industry.
admitted that in the long run, those might not be the
types of jobs that the town wanted.7 City manager
City Manager RayeCityea that the Beck was a little more pragmatic about the issue when
~Bec~Jfe t that the
people to fir tiose he said, "Everybody don't have a college education."s
jobs a(ready e sted
'Every6ody don~n One local businessman, who asked to not be
have a coflege identified, talked about the fact that some of the other
education."
communities in the area (those that go for the heavier
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A iocat industry) provide people (typically spouses of male
6usinessman
cliamedit is to workers) to work the tourism and minimum wage type
Colum6ia's jobs in Columbia. He admitted that such a system was
advantage to
promote heavier clearly exploitive but shrugged his shoulders and
industry in
outsir tin , didn't really think much could be done about it. Theoutying towns.
Spouses provide a town gets the benefit of tourism business, and
goodla6or poolfor
the tourism and workers for the tourism, without having to provide a
convention lot of the social services that might come with havingindustries in
Colum6ia and the those workers living in the town.
family tends to &ve
in the outjtying area This provides a convenient segue into an
so they'te not ar inconsistency in Columbia's environmental posture.
6urden on
Colum6ia's soda! City manager Beck doesn't have any problems with
REDI helping towns in the area attract heavier
Otfer towns in the
area act uary use industrial plants than desired in Columbia. Many
Colum6ia as a other towns market the fact that Columbia is in the
seling point for
prospectiefinns, area to provide cultural opportunities, entertainment
c(aimiing their
maner can t ve possibilities, and homes with great schools formanagers can five
in Columbia with executive's families when trying to lure industry to the
the amenities wfie
the factoty enjoys a town.9
smaff tow~n,
no-asse operation. People may not see the inequity yet. Doesn't it
seem terribly unfair to discourage any polluting
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Outtying towns industries from locating within one's town limits while
that attract the
hayinidustry Re at the same time encouraging such developments in
convenienty outlying towns such as Centralia and Mexico (MO).
dounwindfrom
Columbin . Both of these cities are to the north and the east of
town, so prevailing winds don't pass over Columbia.
In fact, Columbia does nothing but benefit from such
Columia promotes measures. Columbia gets shoppers and diners for
itsegfas 6eing a
'tfean adgreen" their businesses, a cheap work force for service
towr/citizen Is it
inconsistent to industry jobs, and they don't have to provide anything
promote dirt in return in the form of social services.
industnies outside
the town orders This practice isn't being criticized in light of it
but within the being poor strategic choice by Columbia; in economic
trading area?
terms, it is genius. The problem is that the citizens
and town try to portray the image of Columbia itself
being a member of a larger "town citizenship." A real
inconsistency exists in keeping businesses out of your
backyard but encouraging their location in towns close
but downwind.
One can rationalize the practice in the context of
the other towns having as much of a right to
independence in their choice of industries and a job
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1he city has toldf base for the community, and they do have that right,
industry in the pasttuat tihe just but Columbia itself shouldn't proactively support the
that they just
weren't rt for arrangement.
the town 6ecause of
theirindustriaf Asking whether the city should market itself as a
activity.
"green community" elicited a diverse set of answers,
based largely on different perceptions of what green
o see growth as means. Mayor McCollum points to the Money
desirabe is a rather
short term, sefijsh magazine article touting Columbia as "clean and
view. [Wte]needtoview. [We] green" and adds that companies have come to the city
thinka6out
chifdren and in the past and were told that they wouldn't really fit
grandfchildren.
into the community because of their industrial
activity.10 Councilman Kruse looks at the whole issue
of seeking growth in the community as suspect. "To
see growth as desirable is a rather short term, selfish
"'1ien ascedf
'et asked view. [We] need to think about children and
whether Columbia
coulfiattract grandchildren."1'
6usiness with a
Columbia Bill Watkins, the director of REDI, when asked
EnviimnmentafSea whether Columbia could aggressively market itself as a
ofAp t•• he
response was, green community, effectively creating a Columbia
'rPr oa6ty not."
"green seal of approval" for businesses it seeks said,
"Probably not."12 On whether policies like the land
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Some companies are
tunitedoffby
Columbia's
environmental
initives and take
a 'Iliat's Columbia
foryou - we don't
want to 6e there."
Some companies
pickColumbia
specfiaffyfor its
envirommental
posture. Davidson
Instrument <Panel
claims a zero waste
streamforits
company.
preservation ordinance help or hurt in recruiting
efforts, Mr. Watkins' opinion was split. He indicated
that such measures turn some companies off,
especially from cities like St. Louis who say "That's
Columbia for you -- we don't want to be there." He
went on to say that other companies, like Davidson
Instrument Panel, actively sought a community with
aggressive environmental standards.13 Davidson
makes instrument panels for cars and light trucks and
has the goal of eventually employing 500 people in
Columbia."4
All in all, even without a clear benchmark for
success, the town seems pretty happy with its
investment in REDI, judging from the fact that the
funds are continually made available for the program
and its personnel.
fMunicipaf So&idWaste and Recycting Issues
The city of Columbia called for citizens to
participate in planning the future of the city's
municipal solid waste issues. The town responded.
This initiative definitely shows the power of the
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Citizens are
6ecoming aware of
issues that aren't
as gamorous as
saving trees
Many of tfie
ciaLTenges facing
the Municipaf
SoRdU Waste Task
Force were dictated
by MO Senate Bi2
530, a statewide-
soiRd·aste
management bill
environmental movement as citizens are becoming
involved in the issues that aren't as glamorous as
saving trees or enacting the nation's first bottle
deposit ordinance.
The Municipal Solid Waste Task Force was guided
by the following goals:
1. To maintain and enhance a clean community
environment in Columbia and surrounding
area.
2. To assure that consideration is given to public
health, safety and environmental issues with
regard to storage, collection, transportation
and ultimate processing or disposal of solid
waste.
3. To minimize the quantity of solid waste
requiring disposal and to reduce the waste
disposed of in the City's landfill by at least 40%
by 1998.
4. To encourage the reuse of recycled materials.
5. To assure compliance with Missouri solid
waste legislation.
Municipal Solid Waste Task Force Report'5
A few of the general charges to the task force,
their recommendations, and the city staff's response
will be briefly touched upon to make a couple of
important points. It would be interesting to go into
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the whole report in greater detail, for the time and
effort expended by the citizen group was
&g'Wi commendable, but in the interest of brevity, we will
ciargedfwiti
ma[(jng not.
recommendations
on how to process
and maret recycled
materias.
'ihe answer
Create Iecyclkd
WSateriaParlk
and
Afzow the city to
pay up to 10% more
for recyclFeofice
supplies.
Is it goodpoky to
subsidie recycled
good( ? Does this
diminish ifim idka
that economics
alone shoufl6e
suffiient reason to
recyclk
Charge three to the group was to "Evaluate and
make recommendations to the Council on processing
and marketing materials collected in the recycling
program." The group encouraged everything from
developing a city park with facilities and play
equipment made totally from recycled materials to
recommending that the city pay up to 10% extra for
office supplies that meet recycled material content
requirements.
Both suggestions illustrate the drive in Columbia
to be idealistic and on the cutting edge. At first
glance, attempting to stimulate the market for
recyclables by authorizing 10% extra cost in city
purchases seems rather illogical. To think that one
town can create such a market is crazy. Many feel that
the only way to have sustainable recycling is to find
markets that make it cost effective. Subsidized
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purchases do nothing toward that end except possibly
giving recycling firms short term help to develop new
Colum6ia tries to technologies or economies of scale.&e up to the image
of 6eing an Taken more from a social point of view, though,
en~uinmentaKy
cmncetne the proposal is meritorious. Columbia tries to put
community, not forth the face of being an environmentally concerned
just a community
with afew community, not just a community with a few
environmentaly
concernedcitizens. environmentally concerned citizens. Other programs
in the city may lose sight of that goal at times, but the
zeal and ideals of the group of citizens on the task
force was in no way diminished by any of those
shortcomings.
In a way, these idealistic endeavors truly reflect
the community as a citizen. Most people who consider
themselves environmental conscious occasionally
mess up and don't want to take the time or make the
effort to do the right thing all of the time. There are
also instances that some things we have been doing
for so long become ingrained to such an extent that it
takes much time and effort to change our ways. It is
probably that way in our trash disposal tendencies,
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but going out on a limb in some areas represents a
real effort to make progress.
'Y~ou are not a tare The initiative to recycle was nicely reflected by
recycler uness you
use recycld Jerry Powell, the chairman of the board of the National
products."
Recycling Coalition, when making the keynote address
Jerry Powell
Keynote Speaker, 20th at the 20th Annual Missouri Waste Management
Annual MO Waste
Mgt.. Conference Conference held in Columbia July 19 -21, 1992. He
maintains that "You are not a true recycler unless you
use recycled products.""16
The Missouri Waste Control Coalition, the sponsor
Mie MWissouri
farket of the waste management conference issues a
Development
ergam t newsletter with a focus on the development of
rogram atarded
ver$700,000 in markets for recycled and recyclable materials. In a
frant money to 17
cycrw recent newsletter, seventeen enterprises were
ufterpt1ses mentioned as receiving grants for recycling projects.
there were originally 120 grant requests for $11
million. The Missouri Market Development Program
was able to award $ 700,000 to the winners of the
competitive application process.17
The initiative to make the recycled park shows a
real commitment to education in the community. The
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only way to change the collective behavior of the town
is through education. The task force felt so strongly
fhe tsk/me about this point that they created an extra mandateident fied
education as the for themselves to address the issue of education.
most important
factor towards Some of the areas they identified for activity was
acceptance focusing on recycling for businesses and industry,
planning neighborhood recycling awareness parties,
and making presentations to various groups and
teaching residents how to recycle.
Another area that the task force tackled was a
mere was takof revision of how the deposit ordinance for beverage
evising the deposit
rdinmance's system containers was administered. As currentlyf redemption and administered, the beverage distributors handled all
ecordneeping to
,omething more aspects of the program, including ultimate
quita6•efor the
own usinesses. responsibility for can disposal (recycling) and
administering the nickel deposit with the retailers in
the area. There was concern that the unreturned
containers were causing a lot of nickels to go into the
pockets of beverage distributors and there was also
concern that the retailers had to sort all containers by
distributors (in this case six different distributors
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7fie current
appointedheadof
the Department of
Natural Resources
served as a
volunteer on the
project.
existed). Feelings surfaced, indicating that the city
should administer the program with some of the
revenues from unreturned containers and the
eventual sale of the aluminum to go to distributors,
retailers, and the cities recycling program.
The city staff was basically opposed to the
recommendation with a "let's leave well enough" alone
attitude. They also cited the fact that a centralized
waste center may come into being in the near future
and it would be inappropriate to change at this time.
One of the members on the committee was
Columbia resident, David Shorr, the current head of
the State Department of Natural Resources. He lauded
the efforts of the members of the task force and
commented that "the public put in an inordinate
amount of time and the city should listen to more of
the recommendations."18
One of the guiding goals in the task force's project
was to comply with state legislation. Missouri enacted
Senate Bill 530 in 1992. It defined how the state would
handle the municipal solid waste streams generated by
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towns, with a variety of short and long term goals.
Senate ( fi 530 Briefly, some of the requirements of the bill include a
was a statewide
effort at aducing 40% reduction of wastes entering landfills by the year
the needfor andfiff 1998, an elimination of all yard wastes going into
space.
landfills, and the establishment of waste districts
throughout the state that will be individually
responsible for the disposal of the waste in their
Pope questioed area.19
wiether Cofum&ia
sfoufnrushi to 6e Columbia has a yard waste composting facility.
headof the waste
districa It wof Concerning the waste district, City Manager Beck is the
mean that most of vice-chairman of the district Columbia is in and sees
the regions waste
wiffpro6a6[ygo the city as taking a leadership role in the planning and
into Columbia's eventual creation of a municipal recovery facility
(MRF).20 Blaise Brazos, the outspoken former member
of the Energy and Environment Commission, calls Beck
crazy (to phrase the description politely) to want to
encourage the waste in the waste management district
to all end up in Columbia's landfill, albeit through a
?MV .21
Many citizens don't seem that crazy about a MRF
in their backyard either. Plans for a privately owned
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and operated facility were derailed in 1990. A local
waste hauler had plans for a recycling facility, but the
neighbors (a group calling themselves the Rangeline
Road Route Z Homeowners Association)22 voiced
enough objections to smell, health, and water quality
concerns that the plans were eventually dropped.
A couple quick points should be made about
Columbia's trash system. The recycling program has
enjoyed increased participation since the inception in
1986. Whether the program is cost-effective may still
be up for debate. In 1986, Mayor Rodney Smith
declared that he would vote to stop funding the
household pickup if the program continued to lose
Store drop-off money.23 Since that year, the program has shown
receptacles
reprisent the most steady increases in the tonnage recycled. In 1987, the
total recycled materials equaled about 360 tons. In
fiscal year 1992 (only for the first three quarters), the
total was up to about 850 tons at the curb and a
whopping 1130 tons at store drop off points.24
Dennie Pendergrass, a city engineer involved with
the municipal solid waste programs in Columbia
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related that the success of store drop-offs was a great
surprise. The semi-truck sized receptacles were
originally purchased to be placed at apartment
complexes, but didn't get much use. The containers
were then set at local grocery stores on a trial basis.
The success was incredible.25
Columbia is fiome
Lo the onfLy ouseholfdMJazardous 'Wastes
pennanently sited
householi
fazardons waste
coTlectionfacifity in
the state of
wMissouri
Another program that is worth noting is the
town's household hazardous waste (HHW) disposal
program. Columbia is home to the only permanently
sited household hazardous waste collection facility in
the state of Missouri. The town (prompted by the
County Commissions interest26) first participated in a
trial program initiated by the State Department of
Natural Resources in 1990.27
The University Extension of the University of
Missouri System actually has a statewide program that
provides courses on all aspects of household
hazardous waste programs. In the three years of the
programs existence, about 500 people had gone
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through the course. Participants in the courses range
from city and county officials to the news media.28
Looking at national trends in the number of
From 1980 to household hazardous waste collection programs
1991, there were illustrates the difference in environmental programs
706 !.PW
colfections in on the coasts as compared to the more rural,
Caafomnia, 551 in
Massachusetts, andmidwestern states. From 1980 to 1991, there were 706
8 in 9issour. HHW collections in California, 551 in Massachusetts,
and 8 in Missouri.29 In 1991, there were only 96
permanently sited HHW programs in the United States
and 29 of those were in California and Wisconsin.30
hie two
Commissions taled Commissionms andCity Government
ab6out most in the
press are the The city has a number of commissions that it
Parnning and utilizes in its decision making process. The two most
Zoning andEnergy
and nvironment. visible and central to the environmental scene are the
Energy and Environment Commission and the
Planning and Zoning Commission.
The purpose of the Energy and Environment
Commission is to broadly advise on matters related to
energy and the environment in the community. Blaise
Brazos said he interpreted that as basically being able
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to comment on anything, since almost any action
false •Brazos, a
commissioner on
the Energy and"
Environment
commissionfeft
that EdfE has
pretty muchfree
regn to comment
on any matters
related to the
environment.
Brazos qfinitedyfufilTedf the
provision to
timulate pub6&
interest" 6ecause as
he said 'Iitey [the
reporters] now I
am a goodquote."
conceivable will heave some effect on the
environment." According to the Duties and
Responsibilities section in the listing of City
Commissions, the Energy and Environment
Commission shall have responsibility and be required
to:
1. Act in an advisory capacity in all matters pertaining to
environmental protection; which could include questions
of energy efficiency and conservation, and of changing
technology,
2. Assist in the planning of environmental improvements,
promote and stimulate public interest therein; and to that
end, solicit to the fullest possible extent the cooperation
of other public and private agencies,
3. Prepare a commission report to the City Council on how
a plan for energy conservation might be developed. In
order to prepare this report, the Commission should
gather information from other parts of the country,
particularly those cities who have such a plan in place;
the Commission, or representatives of the Commission,
should visit certain model cities who have ongoing plans
in place, to see how that particular model has worked;
and, in limited situations, may require the services of a
consultant. The final report should be a blueprint for the
city to proceed in the development of a comprehensive
energy conservation plan.32
Brazos definitely fulfilled the provision to
"stimulate public interest" because as he said, "They
[the reporters] know I am a good quote."33 Maybe too
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Brazos voted
against
recommending the
wetlands project
6ecause of threats
to the water
supply.
good, Brazos later reflected, considering the fact the
council didn't want him to serve on the commission
for a subsequent term. He admitted that he didn't
really have time for it and was following colleague
John O'Conner to the Illinois Water Survey as a
researcher.3 4
Some of the major issues the commission
commented on in recent years included toughening
building codes for insulation (recommended, while the
Building Construction Codes Commission was
opposed, fearing pricing first time, low-income
families out of the housing market3 5 ), eliminating
billboards in the city limits (recommended removing
all billboards within a five year period"36 ), promoting
the wetlands plan (with a unanimous vote except for
Brazos' dissenting view based on the possibility of
groundwater contamination"3 ), and supporting the
land preservation initiative.3 8
Concerning the billboard ban (the council decided
to limit the signs along 1-70 through town to a
minimum spacing of 1000 feet apart and to freeze the
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qfie city itseff
leased &6iKioard
space, promoting a
water conservation
program. Hardto
criticize a program
firom within the
government when
it is politicaffy
egitimated
It seems that the
<Planning and
Zoning Commission
and the Energy and
Environment
Commission are
a6out 180 degrees
out of since with
each other.
number on highway 63. 39 A picture is truly worth
1000 words in the case of the city's attitude toward
billboards. In The Columbia Tribune, on January 25,
1990, on the PERSPECrIVES page, there was a picture of
Blaise Brazos and environmental activist (now City
Councilman) Karl Kruse standing in front of a
billboard with an advertisement to "BE WATER WISE"
from the city-owned water utility! In another
interesting move, Brazos alerted the County
Commission to the fact that they weren't collecting
any property tax on the billboards in the county. An
adjacent county assessor had earlier raised the tax
question with the Boone County Assessor.40
It was interesting to note that the Energy and
Environment Commission was almost always 180
degrees in orientation from the Planning and Zoning
Commission on issues (such as the Land Preservation
Ordinance, the billboard ban, etc.) In the past, the
Planning and Zoning has played an important, visible
role in development issues. Watching how Energy and
Environment concerns are legitimized will decide
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whether a power shift in the advisory structure will
take place.
'/e 'Wa6ash
Cannon6affroTved
on the tracksfrom
Columbia to
Centrafia many
years ago. te fine
is now owned6y
the city and'is used'
to provie coal to
the municipal
powerplant.
One of the reasons
thle town wanted
thie raifroadwas to
prvide a steady
supply of
&oL-suifecoat, the
town is in a good
position now withi
acidrain
fegisfation.
Initiatives in tie 'Water & Light Department
The Wabash Cannonball used to steam between
Columbia and Centralia in the olden days,41 now the
COLT rail spur is owned by the City and is used to
bring coal into the power plant. It is also used to link
industries to the nationwide track system. Back in
1987, when Dick Malone, Director of the Department
of Water and Light, first suggested that the city
purchase the rail, there was general skepticism. An
article in the paper began by saying "The Director of
Water and Light wants a railroad. Of course, it's
nothing personal -- even though railroads are his
hobby."42 Malone defended the idea, claiming that
"Chances are very good in the next few years there is
going to be some kind of acid rain legislation."43 Mr.
Malone hit the nail on the head and the city can now
bring in low sulfur coal very cheaply compared to
semi-truck transport.
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In 1989, the State Department of Natural
Resources presented the City's Water and Light
Department with an Energy Innovation Award.
Interestingly enough, it wasn't for the fact that it was a
cheap way to bring in better, less polluting coal. The
award was in recogntion of the fuel saved by using rail
over highway transport."
The Water and Light Department has a whole host
of programs to help it conserve energy. They seem to
be working. The national electric load growth
averaged 4.8% nationally for the last two years while
Columbia has predicted and maintained a 2% growth.45
Some programs the department sponsors include
energy audits of homes and businesses, air infiltration
and infrared scans, loan programs for installation of
energy efficient measures, reduced electric rate for
heat pump users, reduced rates for participants in
load management, various energy education programs
(including group presentations and a "how-to" video
on house weatherproofing), and meters to monitor
individual appliance electricity usage.
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All of these programs are provided at no cost to
the customer. It is little wonder that the Water and
Light Department has been awarded 6 State/Federally
funded grants for innovative energy projects. Three of
the projects won awards; one from the State
Department of Natural Resources, one from the U.S.
Department of Energy, and one from the American
Public Power Association."
The department distributes many additional
pamphlets to let people know how the programs work.
A brochure entitled "$uper $aver Loans" outlines loan
amounts and procedures for insulation improvements,
heat pump installation, and central air conditioning
upgrades. The loans are low interest and can be paid
back to the city in two to four years, depending on the
improvement.
Another program is entitled LIGHTEN UP! and
allows for rebate coupons for two compact fluorescent
light bulbs in the amount of $7.50 each. The city
figures that if just one bulb out of five replaces a light
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that would be on during a peak usage period, the plan
would pay for itself.4 7
The utility also has a program called Columbia's
Earth-Wise Landscaping in which the relationship
between energy savings and landscaping techniques
are explored. There are also concerted efforts to
reduce water usage48 , in addition to reduce electricity
loads. A program called Tree Power will help you with
a landscape energy audit and will provide trees for
planting in strategic locations on your property.4 9
Columbia's Parks and[Recreation Department
Parks and Recreation has been referred to
throughout the development of the MKT Trail and
buffer lands. Just a few of its other programs will be
mentioned. The City conducted a neighborhood parks
study based on census divisions of the city. Projected
needs were based upon a 1% population growth, which
has pretty much been historically correct, but may
increase due to all the exposure Columbia has
generated lately.
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Colum6ia has more
than 1400 acres in
its parksystem.
Leisure Times is a
newspaper that
fists aiT programs
offered 6y . arks c
Rec.
A priority area of interest is making sure that
annexed areas have enough park land in them. This
will require greater coordination with the county
planning officials, something that many county
residents will probably not care for. The study also
identified the clear need for additional park land in
two of the 29 regions with an additional 8 areas
recommended as priority park sites in the future.5 0
In addition to the MKT Trail, the Department has
nature trails in nine other parks.5" In total, the city has
40 parks, with a total acreage of around 1,400 acres5 2
and just about any recreational activity you can
imagine. Parks and Recreation also prints a quarterly
newsletter called Leisure Times to keep the citizens
apprised of all the programs offered by the
department. Additionally, they have a half hour
program on the Columbia Channel on local cable
television to give program updates. The summer
programs range from standard swim lessons to family
fun trips to KC and St. Louis to ball games, the zoo,
and more. The Department also has an aggressive
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program to involve older citizens with outings to local
parks for walks as well as social events at different
restaurants in the area. The Parks and Recreation
Department definitely takes a holistic approach to
providing services for the community.
The program is a model for the state and the
nation. The National Parks and Recreation Foundation
awarded Columbia its prestigious "Gold Medal" for the
nation's best parks and recreation program."3
Statewide Programs in 'EnvironmentalfArena
It would be foolhardy to think that the rest of the
state was as environmentally active as Columbia, but it
would also be remiss to discount some of the
initiatives in other governmental agencies. The leader,
not surprisingly, is the State Department of Natural
Resources (DNR). A particularly hot topic in Missouri
right now is the development of the Branson area in
the southwest part of the state. Branson is fast
becoming the country music capital of the world; one
entertainer put it best when he said, "Last one out of
Nashville, turn off the lights!" on a Sixty Minutes
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feature on the town. A fellow office worker told me
that he saw an article in the New York Times listing
Branson as the most visited site in the United States,
with more visitors than both Disney Land and Disney
World.
e nironmenta In the Branson Area Environmental Task Force
Task Force Report Report, problems with protecting the groundwater
was a precursor to
a comprehensive were determined to be at the crisis level. One of the
Environmental main concerns was land treatment of wastes. The soil
Impact Assessment
nee.edfor type was poor in that it allowed for easy migration of
upgradring the
ighrway system. land treated sewage into the water supply. The report
Imagine ndami'o of recommended that the Department of Natural
peopl trying to get
into a town on one Resources coordinate technical assistance, provide
oftwo two wo ne
roads! education programs and coordination of the
programs, conduct a detailed natural resource
inventory and analysis, fund programs when
appropriate, and encourage cooperation among other
agencies and resources.54
Other initiatives by the DNR include yearly reports
that alert citizens to the issues that affect them most
directly, namely the air and water in the state. The Air
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Pollution Control Program Report gives levels of
pollutants in various cities. An interesting feature
mentioned in the report is that the state will allow any
city with the regulatory power to enforce standards (in
this case for construction permits for polluting
industries) in at least as strict a manner as DNR the
option of running their own program.5 5 One must
wonder why Columbia hasn't taken the initiative to
gain such independent status.
Similar reports exist for water quality and land
reclamation. The Division of Environmental Quality
published a booklet entitled: Environmental Action
Report to let people know what is going on terms of
the environment throughout the state. Some of the
areas discussed include: permits requested and
granted, environmental community involvement,
environmental news events, and other general
information.56
The state established the Missouri Commission on
Global Climate Change and Ozone Depletion. That
such a report even be considered was definitely a sign
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that times are changing in the SHOW ME State. The
commission consisted of state representatives, college
professors, representatives of various state agencies
(DNR, agriculture), and a Sierra club member. The
report looked at some very basic processes in the
e Mssour context of "How is Missouri contributing and what can
Commission on be done to mitigate the effects?" Policy options were
Global Climate
Change and Ozone examined in minor detail. Some of the policy areas of
VDepktion
uDepetion interest included alternative energy sources, public
undertooka study
to determine awareness and education, transportation, utilities,
5Missouri's portion
of tie national agriculture, forestry and reforestation, etc.57
pmro6em. The report wasn't greeted with open arms by
everyone. John O'Conner, a Civil Engineering
Professor at MIZZOU, called the report "sloppy" and
"unprofessional" and added that if they would have
funded one graduate student with good research
skills, a much more comprehensive report could have
been generated.5 8 It may be best to think of the report
as a significant first step towards looking at global
environmental problems as something that localities
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and states can influence. The slogan of Think Global,
Act Local definitely rings true in this case.
One final initiative that will be mentioned is The
Missouri Statewide Energy Study completed in May of
1992. The report was created by the Environmental
Improvement and Energy Resources Authority (EIERA).
Interestingly, the funding for the report came from a
State Department of Natural Resources settlement
with Exxon for overcharges in oil prices.
.A1Encompassing NKature of the Environment
All of the programs, studies, commissions, and
reports mentioned mean one thing when taken in
aggregate: a great deal of social pressure exists to "do
one's part" when it comes to the environment. If I
didn't have a copy of the Missouri Commission on
Global Climate Change and Ozone Depletion in my
office, I wouldn't have believed that the state of
Missouri would undertake such a project.
Though Columbia, as a town, tends to be
progressive on nearly every front, the phenomena isn't
isolated to the one local. Environmental
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I+ thfe rest of consciousness is alive and well all over the state. Will
fMissouri the rest of Missouri, therefore, eventually adopt the
eventuafy adopt
the environmental environmental initiatives of Columbia? The answer to
inittives of that question is not readily apparent but it is the topic
Colum6ia?
of the seventh and final chapter of this thesis.
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Chapter Seven Grassroots Environmental
Movement: Implications
qihe story of for Development
Columbia and the
grassroots
environmentalsm CoCumbia -- Does the Story Needa NMora&
found there
iffustrates thejierce Near the beginning of the story, the reader was
etennination informed of the purpose of this thesis: "to establish a
needed to be in
controfofone's commonsense accounting of what the most pressing
own Lestiny. Even
when in con flct issues concerning environmental values should be...."
with a focal The story of Columbia, Missouri and how it dealt with(andtwner for
MKITuffer (and, environmental issues over the past few years has been
both sides are
fighting for highlighted for the reader and some explanation of
why the town reacted as it did unfolded. Now, the
story will be summarized in the perspective of what all
hIie tenn this means for development. For the
development has environmentalists, don't get upset that the term
been chosen
6ecause af sidfes in development has been chosen over "protection" or
the constructor, "sustainable growth."
citizen, pub&lic
offcia(relationship Development was chosen because the relationships
wil have to
develop the between constructors, planners, citizens/activists,
awong
rerationship.
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environmental groups, and landowners is developing
right along with the relationships themselves.
Learning to reach
unique ad~foc It isn't realistic to think that society will put a
agmmts in moratorium on development until all of these
prtoect
idvehopment wiI relationships have been fully explored and perfected.
characterize the
Ua6ng Moreover, it is likely that relationships that are
rerationshap mutually beneficial to citizens, developers, and society
6etween pub6c and
private. as a whole will be developed in an ad hoc manner,
much like the MKT trail and buffer lands and wetlands
uniquely developed once the synergy of each
component was discovered.
Don't think that the negative impacts of the trail,
namely the abrogation of property rights, have been
forgotten. It is highly unlikely that any solution could
have been achieved that was Pareto optimal, that is an
optimal solution which made gains for society without
any one person being left worse off than before the
change.
In evaluating the impact the grassroots
environmental movement will have on development,
one needs to ask from what perspective the issue will
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Implcations of the
envimonentaf
movement on
&eveiopnent uwif
6e (ookedat in
ternns of floa
government. f2at
is the interface
between private
developers and
citizens.
overromin
perceptions of
impropriety when
aivocating unique
evelpment
alternatives wi 6be
a major huride&
be examined. For the purposes of the paper, looking
at it from the viewpoint of how local government
perceives the implications for development is the most
logical because it is how the grassroots movement
manifests itself in the power structure in society.
Throughout the paper, Columbia as an entity has been
examined, from how it is perceived outside the
community to how it is shaped by an active citizenry
from within. The town and its ordinances are a
collective view of what the citizens expect, whether
concerning what social programs will be funded or
what type of construction will be allowed.
So, in this final chapter, these main points will be
addressed.
0 How has the social nature of the
environmental movement empowered the
citizens to achieve their objectives?
Why does Columbia continually have to be
on the cutting edge in environmental
matters?
Will other town's likely copy Columbia's
programs or will they achieve their own
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iie reason
environmentasm
is.such a force is
the sociaf status it
has achiierveCd qe
exact views of
indMvi'iuals may
diferfirm
community to
community, or even
house to house, but
the common 6ond
ofprotecting
MWothferSEarth is
shared?
'Spanderi ' tiinjng
signifies that new,
environmentaay
conscious people
are moving into
positions of
influence. As this
ihappens, the
movement becomes
more (fegtimate
because the
government not
ondy has the
responsibifity to
represent citizens
with the same
views, it has peope
who understand
those views.
programs unilaterally through local
initiative?
Will views on green development ever
coalesce or will regulation concerning
development necessarily stay fragmented
and on a local level?
"Emowerment of Evironmentaf Movement
An article in the Columbia Missourian by Andrew
Wheat contends that Columbia and the MKT have gone
through three eras: steam, diesel, and spandex.1
Spandex thinking characterizes the trends in city
planning. Judging from the relatively low turnouts of
voters for environmental funding but the
overwhelming approval rate for the measures, the
spandex wearing minority must be pretty active at the
polls.
Matt Harline is a member of a group called the
Mid-Missouri Greens and is definitely a "spandex
thinker." The Greens are a major political force in
Europe. At a Green conference held in Columbia in
1989, he opened the meeting by asking participants to
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It is Fou6tfidtriat imagine themselves as trees. "Imagine all of your
Columbia ~wodlfume bia a tension draining out down through your roots andhaave huada
councidman 20 into the soil." He then urged them to draw the earth
years ago e-oftthe
metapiyisiasi& energy back from the ground so that a Green America
of trem duiiq a2oftes uinf  could be started in the Prairie Region.2 Mr. Harline is
meeting ofan
environmenta( now Councilman Harline.
poiticalparty. The city has the self-proclaimed environmental
council. The three newest members' Karl Kruse, Chris
Janku, and Matthew Harline, all ran on environmental
One must remem6er
that the elected agendas. Mayor McCollum has been very supportive of
the environmental initiatives the city has undertaken.
Columbia aren't
paid Runningfor These offices, Mayor and Councilman, are
office is done out
of a sense ofeing non-compensated. Additionally, the town has many
able to offer commissions and special task forces that have resident
something to the
community. Thie volunteers serving on them.
current city councif
seems to ie saying The citizens believe in keeping a short leash on
that it can offer their elected officials. In the past few years, a
enironmenta(
values to a town Councilman was removed from office for being
that hiappeared
to mirplace their unresponsive to his constituents on environmental
values in some matters and crowds as large as 200 people might turn
development issues.
up at a rezoning board meeting. Mayor McCollum
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fie politicians are
very responsive to
their constituents.
It pro6a6ly comes
fjim 6oth thefeelig of bing in
offie to realy
serve the town and
the fact that the
town is pretty
smalf and fiiendyj
a trip to the store
may become a
fonrumfor the
polticaldiscussion
of thle ay.
qEnvironmental
Values 6ecome
legitimate from the
bottom up. Citizen
groups helping
with a 21ousehofid
Hfazardous Waste
initiative shows
that peopl are
wilding to roil up
their sleeves and
tackfe the problems
they have created
head-on.
said, "When a crowd of two hundred people oppose a
recommendation of the Planning and Zoning
Commission, I take notice!3
Environmental concern has entered every facet of
life. In a letter to the editor of the Columbia
Missourian newspaper, resident Kim Conger, writing
in support of lengthening the MKT trail, touted the
fact that her son says the Ecology Pledge every
morning in school. Jan Parentau, organizer of the
Katy Trail Fun Days in 1988, maintained that she
thought the trail was the "greatest legacy I can leave
my children."4
Before the Household Hazardous Waste program
was permanently sited, volunteers would help with the
sorting and packing of material for disposal on the
occasional Hazardous Waste Drop-Off days. Some of
the volunteers were the Sierra Club, the Hickman High
School Biology Club. the Rock Bridge High School
Environmental Coalition, city employees (as
volunteers), and others.s
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Eectedfoffcial s
a vaiabfe
environmental
mandate from the
citizens. It is
unreaistic to thin
that personal
agenduas aren't pay
of the process,
because, with any
socialmovement, i
is the emotion of
personalvalues th
diives the
movement.
A return to basic
environmental
issues: water
conservation,
energy use
reduction, sewer
concerns shows
that the hoistic
environmental
approach is GiefCy
prompt decision-
making at focal
&eve& It may reb
more on human
perception of valu
than some would
rike,, but elected
offciars tend to
think that way.
Columbia citizens are conscientious and they
expect their elected officials to be so too. I asked
Mayor McCollum and Councilmen Kruse, Schuster, and
Campbell what they thought the environmental
t mandate was as established by the people.
Mayor McCollum felt that the citizens didn't want
rampant growth and the problems that go with it.6
at Councilman Kruse believed that the mandate of
needing more regulation was what got him elected.7
Campbell saw the mandate as a little bit more
all-encompassing. Prefacing a response with the fact
that the environmental awareness over the past couple
years was actually rooted in municipal solid waste
plans of four years earlier (The town didn't become
aware just because of a developer clear-cutting a
to development.), he said that the average citizen wants
the council to look beyond some of the flashy issues
and discuss energy conservation, water and sewage,
solid waste, preservation of natural environment, and
environment-related educational activities.8
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One councitmanfelt
that 6eing viewedt
as a green city had
the negative
connotation of
industryfleeing
from cafiforia-
Anotherfet• it had
the stima of
gmwthi (peop
wanting in)
Cofum6ia wiff ve
Gike it wants and
prefers no lb6eis.
'!Missouri has reaffy
goodcitizens.
mere easts a
sk*epticism towards
government andit
lmits what we
expect to happen.
.Is a consequence,
we have many a
very active citizen
movements in local
communities.
Peopfe are much
more active than in
a more progressive
state EJke
'ifsconsin, where
the electedofficials
are expected to take
more of the
initiative "
Councilman Schuster said that he felt the council
owed it to the citizens to not come across as too green,
citing the mass exodus of business from California.9
Interestingly, Campbell didn't favor an explicitly
"green" city promotional plan because of the
unavoidable growth that would accompany it.1o
Citizens volunteer and are appointed to task
forces that are used to shape policy for the city. The
Columbia 2000 report was the result of a task force.
The Municipal Solid Waste plan was drafted by
concerned citizens. This is grassroots democracy in
its purest form.
Dr. Susan Flader, an Environmental Historian at
the University of Missouri, explained the willingness of
the citizens to roll up their sleeves and work for their
town this way: "Missouri has really good citizens.
There exists a skepticism towards government and it
limits what we expect to happen. As a consequence,
we have many a very active citizen movements in local
communities. People are much more active than in a
more progressive state like Wisconsin (where she is
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Cofumbians infavor from) where the elected officials are expected to take
of theirpocies
refer to tfiemsefves
as 6ein on the
cutting edge w riie
those opposed to
Columbia's po&ies
prefer to think that
Colum6bia 6linly
has to 6e therst
one on the Mock.
Aiefonner impies
strategic dirction
whie the latter
implies recessness
anda quest to
avoid 6oredom.
Columbia has
enoughifonnaf
strategic planning
andinvolves
recommendations
friom enough groups
and taskJnores that
one has to take
their hat off to
them in their
planning efforts.
Loofor other
communities to
fotow suit.
more of the initiative."ll
Columbia's feedto Be on the Cutting ZEdge
The importance of being first on the block has
been touched upon in numerous ways throughout the
story. Each councilman and the mayor and the public
servants was asked whether Columbia felt that it had
to be the first on the block with a new idea or plan.
The answer was generally to the effect of "we like to be
on the cutting edge."
There is a difference. Cutting edge seems to imply
careful, deliberate strategy leading to an advantage for
the city. The advantage might be in protecting the
wishes of the citizens a little more completely or it
may be a cost advantage if new procedures for doing
business become institutionalized. Most people
opposed to Columbia's aggressive policies seemed to
advocate that Columbia blindly wanted to be the first
kid on the block with a new toy.
The city does a lot of formal strategic planning.
Once again, it may just be in the geographic context,
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but such measures are rather revolutionary for
Missouri and many rural, developing areas. City
'7Je Columbia 2000 Manager Beck said, "I look at trying to stay on the
report provi&s one
ofthe most succinct cutting edge of progressive projects that will work.
gBiug ,locuments We try to keep a leadership role in implementing
a city councifand
government coufi innovative projects."'2
hope for. 95e
citizens seem to be One of the major strategy setting tools is the
saying that they are Columbia 2000 task force. The report, entitled,
wiling to rotfup
tfieirsteeves and "Columbia in the Year 2000, A Learning Community,"
uoTv( as &ong as
theircouncilis too. looks at where the town should be in the year 2000
and how it could get there. Included as a sidelight in
Most peopie the report was a quote from Rousseau's Social Contract
mistake a townformis a townafor that seems particularly appropriate. "Most people
a city, anda
townsmanfora mistake a town for a city, and a townsman for a
citizen. llTey to
not znow that citizen. They do not know that houses make a town,
houses a m k~e a but citizens a city."' 3
town, 6but citizens a
city. The major areas targeted by the task force are arts,
Rousseau,
Social Contract education, public safety, and social services;
continuing community planning, economic
development; and environmental resource
conservation and recreation. Two surveys were
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Columbia's
engmeenng
programs now.
qThere are cadTs
a6out the Ind
preservation
ornirance. 'fthe
overairphfii sophiy
of the town 6e
sought next?
Co/lmb/h os o Mode/
conducted, a direct mail survey and one through the
Columbia Daily Tribune.14
In reading the Columbia 2000 report, one can see
that the city is definitely trying to implement the plan.
Having a clear goal that the whole community can look
to does two things for Columbia. First, it brings the
community together even closer than it might be now.
Second, it gives the citizens a direct benchmark for
judging the effectiveness of their Council-person.
Such motivational instruments should allow the city to
stay on the cutting edge.
Cofumbia as a Mod•el
Columbia is in the process of overhauling the
stormwater management system for the city. As a first
step, the engineers began calling cities in the Midwest
to get information on their programs, after all, there is
no need to reinvent the wheel. Hobie Crane, one of
the engineers working on the project, will never forget
the first city he called and the fellow on the other end
of the line laughingly asking, "You're asking us? All of
our models came from you!"is
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Towns can pro6a6ty
only 6orro so
muci from otfer
places. qhe fact
that Columbia has
6een referedto as
the fi6beral
aberration"
dlEniter y hias
something to do
witi tle programs
with which they
succeed.
Both Mr. Crane and Arborist Wright talk of the
many calls they get concerning the land preservation
ordinance. Mr. Wright commented, with a grin,
"Eureka, Missouri copied our land preservation
ordinance word for word ......oh yea, except that they
put in enforcement provisions."16
The town is more than happy to help out in any
way possible when other communities come to it for
advice. Fortunately, in matters of government, there
isn't much reason to hoard all of your success to
exploit some competitive advantage. It is possible to
see not wanting to give many secrets to locals that
might be competing with Columbia in terms of grants,
but I seriously doubt if Columbia even has
reservations about that.
Mayor McCollum says that she is continually
bombarded with questions and solicitation for advice
when she attends any type of conference. Most owns
are amazed with the level of success that Columbia
has enjoyed across the board. The Money magazine
stories bring in a great many more requests for
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onsu are .a fttk everything from basic organizational responsibilities
kess fketdy to 6e in the government to details about the strategic
secretive or shy in
askjgforiecp. tie planning retreat that the Mayor, Council, and top city
role offocal administrators participate in every year.
government is to
serve the peope in Some towns may implement programs from
the 6est way
possible anfthaft Columbia, but if the unique impetus isn't there to
goatis no6bL sustain them, it may have been better for them to not
fPeop e donit shieild
worthiyinfonnation have attempted in the first place. Copying Columbia
m otf i.fit because of the perceived strength of the economy or
wiff6e usedto
pmromte thepu6bi because of the cohesive environmental protection plan
good ' iisfeeang
of openness was or because of the strategic planning mechanisms will
seen by me in not be a panacea. Other local governments will want
eveyone who was
more than wii to develop their ordinances in their own way, just as
to answer most any
question Columbia wants to be in control of their own destiny.
But this doesn't mean that a given municipality will
not choose to "copy" some measures if they are viewed
as well thought out and applicable to the given
situation.
WilfGrassroots EnvironmentalValues Coalesce?
Maybe. Socially, the values that individuals foster
concerning the environment are aligned to a point
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It is important to
remem6er that in
rurafareas, a much
hihier percentage of
people own &and
than in ur6an areas.
7hey tend to fook.at
the &and as
something to use as
welTas protect. The
feefngs they have
for this rghit are
just as strong as an
environmentaist
has towards
protecting it. 'Ihere
is a commonality
though, 6oth have a
love of the land,
and that is where
hope for
reconcidation fes.
already. Most people aren't in favor of clear-cutting
land for development. Most people don't want a
hazardous waste facility in their backyard. Most
people don't want wildlife habitat recklessly destroyed.
Do individuals feel strongly enough about these
principles that they find it necessary to add on a
governmental level of bureaucracy to enforce rules
and regulations to protect, preserve, or at least
regulate the environment?
It isn't inconsistent to care about the environment
yet not be willing to subject one's self to laws
concerning how the land is developed. Both issues are
extremely emotional. People can be as passionate
about the right of a landowner as the right of an
environmentalist. Which side wins basically depends
on questions of geography.
In very rural areas, a higher percentage of the
population owns land and any attempts to lessen
control over that land (their workplace) is met with
resistance and even hostility. In my home county, a
zoning measure was hastily put on the ballot to try to
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preempt US Ecology from being able to site their
hazardous waste transfer facility. (The opponents to
US Ecology were so eager to put the issue on the ballot
that they ended up paying the cost of the election,
$3400, because the county was too broke to ante up.)
The measure was defeated by a 2 to 1 margin because
farmers didn't want to have to get a permit every time
they wanted to build a barn or something."
Such sentiment may exist in most of Missouri.
David Schorr, Director of the State Department of
Natural Resources, remembers the day when he
jokingly told some legislators that he was going to
"find someone to propose a landfill in every county so
that we could finally have zoning in the state of
Missouri."'8 He also recalled having to do some quick
explaining the following day after the press had
picked up the statement out of context.
Some of the most bitter opposition to programs
like Columbia is undertaking are the most immediate
neighbors, the residents in the unincorporated lands
in counties. If Columbia and Boone County can't come
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to terms with each other (granted, many people think
they will eventually), it is hard to believe that an
universal trend will emerge. Most likely, it will mean
having varying development standards from place to
place. Maybe a good rule of thumb would be this: If
you can do business in Columbia, you can probably do
business anywhere.
The rule of thumb isn't meant to imply that
Columbia is so restrictive that doing business
everywhere else will be relatively easy; rather, it is
meant to signify that the regulations in Columbia
evolved out of specific needs and desires from within
the community, and being flexible enough to see why
an ordinance was created instead of how it was
created will be the key to quality development. Cities
like Columbia are going to demand that type of time
and attention from those wanting to locate and build
in their town. Firms (both those who might locate
there and those who might develop there) have
geographic mobility if the cost of doing business is
perceived to be to high.
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There will probably be alternatives for
development near cities that may enact more
restrictive rules. For instance, Mexico and Centralia
benefit from Columbia's resistance (at least not
encouragement) against allowing heavy industry in
town. Such relationships may be exploitive but, from
a pragmatic viewpoint, are just another market
imperfection.
Conclusion
Trying to boil all of this down into a small
paragraph seems rather anticlimactic. I hope you have
enjoyed reading the story. What one should glean
from the text and blurbs of insight and synthesis is
that the environmental movement is much more than
some scientifically quantifiable reaction to risk of
physical harm. Environmentalism is a social
movement on a grand scale that tugs at the
heartstrings of all. Such issues rarely coalesce into
one dominant paradigm -- look at the abortion issue or
political correctness -- but, in the case of development
and the environment, hopefully people will be able to
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understand why a farmer has a different value system
than a nature trail user. And most important of all,
we need to understand that grassroots movements
naturally gather support and legitimacy at the lowest
level. In America, the political system is at the heart of
local scale decision making and it is through this
decision-making framework that development and
environment preservation decisions will be made.
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